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ABSTRACT 
This thesis reports research conducted into a character recognition 
system suitable for use in a reading aid for the blind. A brief 
review of blind reading aids is given, showing the need for a device 
which is cheap, simple and effective. The structure of a proposed 
reading aid fulfilling these needs is outlined, with a list of the 
desired characteristics of each of its subsystems. 
The remainder of the thesis is concerned with research into just two 
of these subsystems: the input device and the character recognizer. 
A detailed review of pattern recognition by the n-tuple method is 
presented, followed by a description of the experimental techniques 
used in obtaining real data from a camera system, and in simulating 
various recognizer structures. The camera system and computer programs 
developed specifically for the research are described in detail. 
Several series of experiments are reported, concerned mainly with 
investigating problems associated directly with the blind reading aid, 
namely accommodation of multifont printed text and of the tracking 
errors inherent in data from a hand-held probe. A further series of 
experiments, aimed at improving the performance of the recognizer 
within fixed size constraints, i. e., optimisation, has a wider field 
of application. 
Finally suggestions are made as to how the recognizer might be 
implemented in a reading aid", using RAMs, ROMs, or PLAs as the main 
storage elements. 
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Chapter 1 
Blind Reading Aids 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis reports research conducted into a character recognition 
system suitable for use in a reading aid for the blind. The bulk of 
Chapter 1 deals with the history of blind reading aids, showing the need 
for a device which is both simple (and thus cheap), and easy to use. 
The structure of a proposed reading aid fulfilling these needs is then 
outlined, with a list of the desired characteristics of each of its 
subsystems. Later chapters deal exclusively with just two of these sub- 
systems: the optical input device, and the character recognizer. Details 
are given of the experimental techniques employed in obtaining real data 
from a camera and in simulating various structures of character recognizer. 
The design of both the camera and the simulation programs are discussed, 
followed by a record of the experiments performed both in investigating 
the capabilities of the recognizers, and in attempting to improve their 
performance. Finally a summary of the research is presented, showing 
the areas in which definite advances are felt to have been made, together 
with suggestions for future lines of research. 
1.2 Review of Blind Reading Aids 
As suggested by its name, a blind reading aid is a device which enables 
a blind person to 'ready a book, or other printed source of information, 
without the aid or intervention of a sighted person. The most widespread 
forms of aid are the 'talking book', which is simply a tape recording of 
a sighted person reading the book aloud, and Braille, which uses a complex 
alphabet whose individual characters are embossed on a suitable material 
so that the blind person may read them by touch. Both of these methods 
suffer from the fact that all reading material must undergo expensive 
processing before being available to the blind user, with the result 
that the range of material is rather limited. Braille has the further 
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disadvantage that a long training period is required, especially when 
the user has become blind late in life. 
There thus exists a very real need for devices enabling blind people to 
read normal printed material, without the need for special processing and 
preferably entailing a minimal amount of training. Attempts to produce 
such devices have been made over the last sixty-five years, falling 
into three broad categories, according to their degree of sophistication: 
direct translation aids, speech output aids, and quasi-speech output aids. 
1.2.1 Direct Translation Aids 
Direct translation aids simply translate the optical image of the text 
to be read into another medium, sound or touch, which is more accessible 
to the blind user. The best known of these devices is the Optacon (1) 
which has a hand-held photomatrix scanner driving a corresponding matrix 
of piezoelectric transducers capable of stimulating, by vibration, an 
area of the user's finger. Thus the image of the printed text becomes 
a pattern of vibrating and non-vibrating areas. This very simple 
arrangement is versatile in that it is immediately applicable to a wide 
variety of input texts, but suffers from the inherent fault of all direct 
translation aids, i. e., the lack of any processing in the machine leaves 
the whole burden of recognition to the operator. This is very important 
when the text is being translated into a form which is unnatural to the 
user, as it entails usually a very long training period, at the end of 
which the blind person is still able to read only very slowly. It is 
understandable that such conditions can be discouraging to a new user. 
For example, in the case of the Optacon, reading speeds of upto 30 
words per minute (wpm) are reported after 50 hours training (2). In 
comparison, someone skilled in Braille is able to read at up to 180 wpm 
(3). Other direct translation aids have achieved better results than 
the Optacon, by using the blind person's sense of hearing. The Visotoner 
and Lexiphone (4) both produce a series of coded chords whose structure 
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depends on the distribution of black ink currently being detected within 
the scanned line of text by a linear photo sensor array. This means that 
typically three chords must be assimilated before a single letter can be 
recognized, but nevertheless speeds of up to 40 wpm have been achieved. 
The first successful reading machine produced, the Optophone, in 1913 (5), 
worked on a similar principle, but achieved only 10 wpm after 100 hours 
of training. 
1.2.2 Speech Output Reading Aids 
Lying at the other extreme of sophistication are the reading machines which 
scan the printed text, either automatically, or with a hand-held probe, 
perform character recognition on this input, and then output a spoken 
version of the text. Many approaches to this task have been attempted, 
usually the only significant differences between which being in the 
method of speech output used. The simplest approach is the triggering of 
a prerecorded spoken letter memory (e. g., on a magnetic drum) whenever 
the character recognizer makes a decision on the letter currently being 
scanned. The result is a very disjoint form of spelled speech, with 
little or no flow between successive letters. One step better is the 
production of the spelled speech from digitally stored parameters (e. g. 
phonemes), thus allowing consecutive letters to flow into one another 
by altering the durations of the sounds(e. g., by extending or repeating 
them until the character recognizer makes its next decision). Even 
better are those machines which generate synthesized speech, outputting 
a syllable, or even a word at a time, usually involving a look-up process 
in a dictionary of common words, with the default of spelled speech for 
those words not recognized (6). Needless to say, such machines require 
massive amounts of storage and computational power, and have so far only 
been projected, or at best only simulated in part. 
Examples of 'recognition plus spelled speech' machines (or simulations 
rather), are the Cognodictor (7), which aims at a speed of 80 wpm, using 
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an optical memory for generating the spelled speech, and the project 
supported by the MIT (8), which has achieved speeds of 60 wpm after 
only 1 hour's training on the simulation (6). It is suggested that 
the upper limit on the speed at which spelled speech may be assimilated 
is around 200 wpm (9). A discussion of the synthesis of continuous 
speech as related to blind reading aids may be found in (10). 
1.2.3 Quasi-Speech Output Aids 
Lying between these two extremes are those reading aids which do not 
perform a recognition task on the printed input, but provide a 
translation into an audio code. The code is chosen specifically to 
resemble natural speech in that it has similar characteristics as 
regards formant content, etc. In the machine proposed and simulated 
by Uttley (11), particular geometric features, e. g. corners, crossings, 
etc. of each input letter are recognized (without recognizing the 
letters themselves), and are translated into audio features which are 
known to be characteristic of speech. The results of initial tests 
have proved encouraging. 
1.2.4 Summary 
In summary, direct translation reading aids are attractive in their 
simplicity and cheapness, but perform badly in the more important 
respects, i. e., reading speed and ease of learning. Machines which 
provide a translation into an invented language resembling speech would 
appear to offer greater advantages, and should be comparable in efficiency 
to a spelled speech machine, with the proviso that the blind user must 
learn a totally new language first. The success of such a machine will 
thus be critically dependent upon the choice of output language. It 
is reasonable, then, to assume that a machine producing some form of 
immediately recognizable speech would be the most readily acceptable. 
Since such a machine must contain a character recognizer as well as 
the speech output device, it is important to maintain a low level of 
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complexity in order to keep the cost reasonable, so it would appear 
that a spelled speech output derived from a digital store would form 
the best compromise. The following section outlines the structure 
and use of a suggested reading aid employing a character recognizer 
linked to a spelled speech utterance generator. 
1.3 Outline of the Blind Reading Aid 
The blind reading aid envisaged consists of four distinct subsystems: 
a camera, a character recognizer, an utterance generator, and the 
blind user. The relationships between these are shown in Fig. l. l. 
(a) The camera at any given time is sending a digital picture of a 
small area of the source text. A convenient way to enable manual 
scanning is to connect a flexible light pipe to the camera, thus 
giving an easily manipulated lightweight probe. Consistent 
illumination can be ensured by connecting some of the fibres of 
the light pipe to a light source. 
(b) The character recognizer inspects the picture presented by the 
camera, and if a recognizable character, i. e., letter of the 
alphabet, is visible, outputs its decision as to what character 
is present. 
(c) The utterance generator, when triggered by a decision from the 
recognizer, outputs an audible utterance related to the class 
of the input character. For example, a phonetic version of the 
letter 'G' would be output whenever the recognizer makes the 
decision: 'Class G'. 
(d) The blind user completes the loop between the subsystems. He is 
listening to the output from the utterance generator, and 
simultaneously manipulating the input probe of the camera. This 
has the great advantage over many previous reading aids that the 
user has absolute control over what is being'seen'by the system. 
This helps in several ways, firstly in that he may read the text 
at whatever speed he chooses, with the ability to go back and 
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re-read passages. Secondly, should he experience trouble in under- 
standing a particular sequence of utterances, possibly because of 
errors on the part of the recognizer, he is able to back-track very 
rapidly in order to make a further attempt. The third benefit is 
that the recognition hardware is able to send the user a warning 
signal whenever the probe is drifting away from the line of text, 
or when the end of the line is imminent, so that he may take 
appropriate action without losing the flow of the text. 
This projected reading aid obviously makes certain demands on its 
component subsystems in order to attain its key characteristic: 
immediacy of response. Firstly, the camera must be capable of giving 
a clear, stable image, and must have a high scanning rate ( at least 
50 frames per second - see Section 5.3). Secondly, the recognizer 
itself must operate at least as fast as the camera, must accommodate 
different type faces, must tolerate small errors in the alignment 
of the probe (and give warning signals when the errors become too 
large), must have a low error rate to avoid confusing the user, and 
must be easily implemented, i. e., cheap. Thirdly, the utterance 
generator must produce distinctive, intelligible sounds which are 
related phonetically to the letters they are representing. The closer 
this relation, the better will be the user's understanding of the 
utterances. Lastly, the user himself must have the ability both to learn 
the phonetic speech, and to learn to manipulate the input probe in 
response to the utterances and the error warning signals. It is 
contended that such skills will not be difficult to master, particularly 
by a blind person who is already accustomed to relying heavily on his 
senses of hearing and touch. 
Detailed studies of phonetic languages and experimental designs for the 
utterance generator have been made by Greenshields (12). The remainder 
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of the present thesis is concerned with the character recognizer, 
giving special attention to the desirable attributes listed above. 
1.4 Summary 
A brief history of research into blind reading aids has been 
presented, concluding that a useful device could be produced at low 
cost with definite improvements over the devices generally available 
at present. An outline of the envisaged reading aid was given, with 
particular emphasis on the areas requiring detailed study, namely 
the character recognizer and the utterance generator. Subsequent 
chapters are concerned only with research into the former of these. 
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Chapter 2 
The n-tuple Method 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 described the modus operandi of the envisaged reading aid 
for the blind. An important part of this device is the character 
recognizer, and the present chapter is concerned with the choice of 
pattern recognition scheme for the recognizer. Section 2.2 constitutes 
a detailed review of previous work on the n-tuple method, emphasising 
those aspects which are particularly relevant to the present research, 
whilst Section 2.3 shows how the method satisfies the requirements 
listed in Chapter 1. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 outline the characteristics 
of the simulated recognizer and the experiments performed thereon. 
The n-tuple method is a scheme of pattern recognition in which many 
features, called n-tuples, are selected arbitrarily from elements 
of the vector representing the input pattern. During the training 
phase, a representative set of patterns of each class is presented 
to the recognizer, which stores the frequency of occurrence of each 
state of each n-tuple, according to class. In all the experiments 
reported, the pattern vector has been binary, i. e., each element 
is represented by a single bit. Thus the state of a particular 
n-tuple may be expressed as a binary word n bits long, as in Fig. 
4.3 (section 4.4.2), where n-tuple 0 is in the state 0101, n-tuple 
1 is 0010, and n-tuple 2 is 0110. A further simplification applied 
in most cases is that only approximations to the real occurrence 
frequencies are stored, usually to the extent of allocating only 
one bit per n-tuple state. 
After training, the recognizer has built up for each class an 
approximate occurrence probability for the state of each n-tuple. 
Suppose it is now desired to test the performance of the recognizer, 
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and a previously unseen pattern is presented to it. As before, 
each n-'tuple assumes a particular state, for which the probability 
of occurrence is now known (albeit approximately). The response 
phase of the recognizer involves combining, for each class separately 
the stored probability of the current state of each n-tuple. Thus 
for each possible class one obtains the joint probability of occurrence 
of the current set of n--tuple states, i. e., of the current input 
pattern. The application of Bayes' rule (c. f. Chapter 3 of (131, leads 
to the choice of the class whose joint probability value is the 
largest as the tost likely class to which the current pattern belongs. 
It can be appreciated from the above description that the n-tuple 
method offers much scope for experimentation, since there are many 
inter-related parameters, namely, n-tuple size; number of bits 
allocated to each n-tuple state; method of selection of the n-tuples 
(known as the 'mapping' of the pattern elements onto the n-tuples); 
size and nature of the training set; and the way in which the stored 
probabilities are combined to give the joint probability for the 
whole pattern. A further refinement is the derivation of a confidence 
value for a particular decision, based on the magnitude of the final 
joint probability: patterns causing low-confidence decisions are 
rejected. 
2.2 Review of the n-tuple method 
The n-tuple method was first introduced by Bledsoe and Browning (14), 
whose initial experiments involved the use of handwritten alphanumeric 
characters. The quality of this data base was questioned by Highleyman 
and Kamentsky (i5), but nevertheless the results obtained were 
significant. Bledsoe and Browning used a pattern matrix of 10 x 15 
bits randomly mapped onto 4'-tuples to show that discrimination could 
be achieved between 36 classes whilst using only a single bit per class 
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to store the occurrence frequency of each n-tuple state. Under such 
a scheme, a '1' is stored in the appropriate single bit location if 
the corresponding n-tuple state is ever experienced during the training 
phase; otherwise a '0' is retained. During the testing phase, a 
response is obtained for each class simply by summing the contents 
of the locations corresponding to each of the current n-tuple states. 
The class to which the current pattern belongs is deemed to be that 
which gives the largest response. Experiments were performed to show 
that recognition performance was related to both training set size, 
and n-tuple size. For any particular n-tuple size, the performance 
at first increased with the number of training patterns, reached a 
peak, then began to fall again. Furthermore, larger n-tuple sizes 
gave higher performance peaks, but only after a larger number of 
training patterns. Further experiments indicated that the use of 
more than one bit in which to store the occurrence frequencies leads 
to increased performance, but that the choice of random mapping 
between the pattern and the n-tuples has no significant effect. 
The idea of using more than one bit for the storage of state occurrence 
frequencies was developed more fully by Bledsoe and Bisson (16), 
who ran a series of experiments in which the exact frequencies were 
stored. They also investigated the use of various normalizations of 
the frequency memory matrix, comparing the performance figures over 
fixed sets of test patterns. The need for such normalizations 
when frequencies are being stored was demonstrated by Highleyman (17). 
The most successful normalization was found to be the 'maximum 
likelihood method', based on work by Minsky (18). The significant 
feature of this method is that the individual n-tuple state 
probabilities are multiplied together to give the joint probability 
for the whole pattern (in fact, the logarithms of the probabilities 
are stored, and added together to give the logarithm of the joint 
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probability). Bledsoe and Bison at the same time reported some 
small-scale attempts to optimise the choice of n-tuples, i. e., the 
mapping, by giving priority to those pattern elements which have a 
high probability of being set to '1'. The reasoning behind this 
choice is not clear, since it would appear that the optimum n-tuple 
selected on this criterion would be sampling permanently dark areas 
of the pattern matrix, and would therefore have no discriminating 
ability whatsoever. 
The first theoretical treatment of the n-tuple method was made by 
Steck (19), who represented the patterns, the mappings, and the 
memory matrices by binary vectors, and the processes of training and 
testing by operations on these vectors. His model was concerned 
only with single-bit state occurrence frequencies. One of his more 
obvious conclusions was that the degradation in performance with 
increasing training set size, reported by Bledsoe and Browning, is 
due to the 'saturation' of the memory by the increasingly likely 
occurrence of 'rogue' states of n-tuples, which occur only 
infrequently. This underlines one of the drawbacks of the simple 
(one bit per state) n-tuple method: no differentiation is made 
between commonly occurring states and rare ones. Steck (19) 
suggested that although the storage of 'real' probabilities undoubtedly 
improves the performance, it does so at the cost of extra storage 
which could conceivably be better utilised in making the n-tuples 
larger, since this too improves the performance. 
He developed his model further by making a series of assumptions 
about the nature of the patterns to be used, in particular that the 
n-tuples are independent, that all the n-tuples have equal discriminating 
powers, and that all pairs of pattern classes are equally easy to 
discriminate between. On the basis of these assumptions ( with 
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adjtted &nadekuacýeaL Steck deriyed gormulae for the predyctiQn 
of recognition performance ;; n terms of the 'variability of the 
patterns themselves. This variability was itself expressed in 
terms of the contents of the recognizer memory after exposure 
to the training set. 
A somewhat different approach was taken by Roy and Sherman, (120) 
in their treatment. They considered the maxim=*likelihood 
version of the n-tuple method, showing that it yields the best 
available approximation to the true probability distributions. 
Furthermore, they showed that an n-tuple recognizer implements 
decision surfaces in the pattern hyperspace which are equivalent 
to polynomial functions of order 'n`, but with some terms removed 
(itiis a degraded j machine). Thus an n-tuple machine can 
be more powerful than a linear machine of similar size, 
whose decision surfaces would be simple hyperplanes. Its limitation, 
however, is that the initial choice of n^tuples determines 
immediately the form of the decision surfaces, and these are not 
necessarily the optimum ones for the task in hand. 
A series of experiments using the n-tuple method for multi-font 
recognition of typed numerals was performed by Ullmann and Kidd ('21). 
They made comparisons' between the maximum likelihood version and the 
non-weighted version (i. e. one bit per state), finding that the 
latter, at least for the restricted pattern sets available, gave the 
best performance. 
Ullmann (122) performed a more thorough series of experiments on the 
n-tuple method, this time using handwritten numerals. His investigations 
of the variation in recognition performance with n-tuple size and 
training set size essentially confirmed Bledsoe and Browning's 
initial findings O. 41 for the non-weighted method. Comparison of this 
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with the maximum 1ikeli, hogd petkod confi=ed earlier £jndjngs that 
the latter yields slightly worse performance. lie investigated this 
phenomenon by counting the occurrence frequency of each state of 
each n-tuple, finding that for large n-tuple sizes many states were 
occurring only once, and that under these circumstances the non- 
weighted method gave the better approximation to the real probability 
distribution. 
Further work was reported by Ullmann 0231, this time in an attempt 
to reduce the storage requirements of the n-tuple method by random 
superimposed coding, which was a set of random logical operations 
performed on the contents of the memory after training. The result 
was a 4-fold reduction in space, but with a great redaction in the 
simplicity of the system, and a corresponding decrease both in its 
flexibility, since the addition of further training patterns would 
be difficult, and in its performance. 
Aleksander and Albrow C24) suggested a way of implementing the 
unweighted n-"tuple method using readily available microcircuit 
memory elements: each n-tuple constituted the address input of a 
random-access memory element (RAM), so that a particular state of 
an n-tuple would address a unique location (bit) within a RAM, in 
which a tV would be written during training, and which would be 
read during testing. The concepts of generalisation and discrimination 
were developed for a two-class recognizer (a dichotomizer) in terms 
of the correct classification and the correct rejection respectively 
of previously unseen patterns. A correct classification was defined 
as being a positive response from all n-tuples of one class 
simultaneously. The effects of introducing response thresholds were 
also discussed, and simulation experiments performed on sets of 
äend'ritten numerals. 
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Further development of the idea of generalisation was reported by 
Aleksander (25), together with an analysis of the recognition process 
in terms of the Hamming distances between the current pattern being 
tested and each of the members of the training set. Experiments on 
handwritten numerals confirmed the general conclusions of the analysis. 
Improved prediction of the performance of an n-tuple recognizer is 
possible by using a more detailed Hamming distance analysis presented 
by Stonham (26), who considered in addition the Hamming distances 
between individual members of the training set. 
Refinements to the n-tuple method enabling it to recognize sequences 
of events were reported by Reeves (27). He was concerned mainly with 
two-class discrimination between simple geometric figures such as 
circles, squares, and triangles, using an adapted form of the n-tuple 
method to learn to trace the outline of each shape. The sequence 
of incremental tracking commands was used as the input pattern to 
the recognizer, which was made sensitive to sequences by feeding 
back some of the n-tuple responses (i. e., the single-bit probability 
values) to the input matrix. Reeves experimented with several novel 
forms of recognizer structure, by re-defining the function of the 
constituent memory elements. The basic form of these elements was 
called a SLAM (Stored Logic Adaptive Microcircuit), which was 
functionally identical to a random access memory. His first experiments 
used the 'probabilistic SLAM', in which only a randomly chosen proportion 
of the accessed memory locations were set for a particular training 
pattern, the idea being to reduce the sensitivity of the dichotomizer 
memory to the last training pattern seen. The 'CL SLAM' (Cumulative 
Learning SLAM) was simply a weighted n-tuple memory element in which 
four bits were allocated to each n-tuple state. The 'TR SLAM' 
(Ternary SLAM) stored only two bits per n-tuple state, the four possible 
states of each location being assigned to the conditions: not 
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trained, trained to 1, trained to 0, trained to 0 and to 1. 
Again this was designed to overcome some of the limitations of 
dichotomizers, which have to be trained to 1 on one class, and 
trained to 0 on the other class. In evaluating the response of 
a set of TR SLAMs to a new pattern, only those n-tuples responding 
with 'trained to 1' or 'trained to 0' would be taken into account. 
Cheung (28) gave a useful overview of the various approaches to 
pattern recognition, and in particular compared the n-tuple method 
with several other schemes. A series of experiments led him to the 
conclusions that the rate of filling of the n-tuple state memory is 
related to the average density of the training patterns (reaching 
a maximum when the average density is 0.5), and the optimum 
performance of the recognizer is achieved when its memory is half- 
full. The experiments used sets of handwritten numerals which 
exhibited a large degree of variation within classes. From the 
half-full criterion, Cheung argued that the optimum training 
scheme for a recognizer would involve training each class separately 
until half-filled, and that this could be achieved most readily by 
using a fairly small n-tuple size, to avoid the use of a very large 
training set. He performed further experiments using a modified form 
of SLAM whose output was weighted by a factor dependent upon the 
number of bits set within the SLAM. He obtained the best results 
using an 'antiramp' function, in which SLAMS containing few set bits 
were weighted most (thus favouring the most frequently occurring 
states), and a 'peak' function, in which half-full SLAMs were weighted 
the most. 
Cheung made some attempts to optimise the pattern to n-tuple mapping, 
by restricting the elements connected to a particular n-tuple to 
a small area. He found that this caused large differences in the rates 
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of filling of different SLAMsj, (because of variations in 'activity' 
in different areas of the patterns), and negligible increase in overall 
performance. His final experiments involved the 'FO SLAM' (Frequency 
of Occurrence SLAM) which was yet another approach to a weighted 
n-tuple system, by storing the real occurrence frequencies of the 
n-tuple states. 
True multi-class discrimination by the n-tuple method was reported 
by Stonham (29), who used the unweighted version"to classify mass 
spectral patterns falling into 28 classes. He found that the criterion 
for optimum performance suggested by Cheung - half-filling the memory - 
was not applicable to the case of mass spectra. He attributed this 
to the much smaller degree of variation exhibited by his patterns. 
Stonham experimented with two forms of optimisation, both involving 
the adjustment of existing mappings (in the light of their performance 
on a fixed set of patterns), rather than by the generation of 
completely new mappings. Firstly he identified pattern elements which 
were invariant, i. e., permanently at '0' or at '1', and ensured 
that they were not connected to any n-tuple, since they could not 
be of any discriminatory value. The second optimisation involved 
the identification and re-connection of redundant n-tuples, i. e. those 
which always gave the same response for all classes, and hence were 
not discriminating. These two approaches yielded excellent results 
when applied to recognition of patterns within the test set, but 
their benefits were less obvious for the recognition of unseen test 
patterns (termed 'prediction' by Stonham). This was attributed to a 
lack of sufficiently large and representative pattern sets. 
A review of the applications of n-tuple techniques, particularly in 
artificial intelligence, was presented by Aleksander, Stonham and 
Wilson (30). In particular, details were given of how a trainable 
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n-tuple recognizer (using RAMs1 may be converted to a test-only 
recognizer, using read-only memories (ROMs) once the system has 
been adequately trained. Further refinements of n-tuple recognizers 
were suggested by Aleksander and Hanna (31), in particular details 
of the discriminator concept. A discriminator is a set of n-tuples 
(memory elements) trained to one particular class of pattern. 
Thus there are as many discriminatois as there are classes, and the 
response of each to a new pattern is simply the sum of the constituent 
n-tuple outputs (whether they be single bits or weighted outputs). 
The decision of the recognizer is based on the discriminator having the 
largest response. 
A practical application of the n-tuple scheme was described by 
Fairhurst and Stonham (32), who used computer simulations of a 
4-tuple recognizer to classify machine-printed alphanumeric 
characters. They found that the greatest improvements in 
recognition performance were obtained on the removal of spurious 
noise due to the encroachment of adjacent characters during 
digitizing and to the occurrence of isolated black bits within the 
patterns. They also reported significant improvements when the 
training procedure was modified to include only those training 
patterns which would otherwise be misclassified. Fairhurst and Stonham 
also discussed at length various hardware implementations of 
the recognizer, using RAMs and ROMs, with the respective advantages 
of adaptability and cheapness. 
A completely independent set of experiments on similar data to the 
above was reported by Williams (33), in connection with automated 
postcode reading. The experiments involved the use of different 
random mappings, simple systematic mappings based on pattern element 
occurrence frequencies, transformations on the patterns (e. g., line 
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thickening and thinningi, and buckpassing. In the latter, a fairly 
high response threshold was applied at the initial decision, and all 
rejected patterns were transformed, then passed on to a second 
recognizer, trained on a set of transformed patterns. The best 
performance figures were obtained for a multi-level buck passing 
scheme, in spite of the fact that little effort appeared to have 
been made to select suitable transforms. Furthermore, it is not 
clear whether any attempt was made to ensure that the training 
sets were of the correct size in the main series of experiments using 
12-tuples. A minor series using 6-tuples was conducted, with a 
training set size estimated from Ullmann's experiments (22), which 
were in fact based on data of an entirely different kind - hand 
written numerals. 
Prorok (34) presented a thorough treatise on n-tuple pattern 
recognition, deriving analytical forms for the discriminant functions 
(probability density functions) based on both decision theory and 
information theory (treating the n-tuples as independent communication 
channels). He also investigated the variation in recognition performance 
with various random structures, finding that the probability of 
obtaining a highly performing random mapping is very small, since 
the frequency distribution of map performance is sharply peaked. 
Prorok also reported a series of experiments in which the original 
random mappings, as well as mappings possessing certain topological 
properties, were subjected to progressive modifications, with the 
aim of improving the overall performance. He emphasised, however, 
that his results were directly applicable only to the particular data 
set of handwritten numerals available to him, and that further 
research was necessary in order to establish their generality. 
Finally he presented a discussion of ways of implementing the n-tuple 
method, using digital memory elements to store approximations to the 
true discriminant functions, and deriving a multiple threshold scheme 
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rivalling in performance the maximum likelihood method. 
A further important achievement of Prorok was that his mathematical 
treatment covered the important case of the Perceptron - an 
analogue device previously studied in great depth. 
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2.3 Choice of Character Recognizer 
In Section 1.3 were listed the attributes required of a character 
recognizer suitable for the blind reading aid, namely high operating 
speed, multi-font capability, alignment error tolerance, low error 
rate, and cheapness. The n-tuple method, described in detail in 
Section 2.1, immediately satisfies the first and last of these require- 
ments since it is easily implemented as a parallel, and hence fast 
network of read-only memories or programmed logic arrays. Multi- 
font capability and alignment error tolerance may be regarded as 
two aspects of the same feature: tolerance of pattern variation within 
classes. The ability of the n-tuple method to cope with this variation 
is investigated in this thesis, as well as ways of optimising its 
performance in this respect. Low error rate has always been an 
important criterion in any character recognition scheme, and the 
n-tuple method has proved to be certainly no worse than any other 
general-purpose scheme, but with the additional advantage that it is 
easily adapted to handle new types of data. 
2.4 An Outline of the Simulation 
The starting point for the simulation of an n-tuple character 
recognizer was Bledsoe and Browning's initial configuration, in which 
only one bit is assigned to each n-tuple state within each discriminator 
(see Section 2.1. ) This was chosen since it offers the most economical 
recognizer in terms of storage, and although its recognition powers are 
based on simple approximations to the true probability density functions, 
it is still capable of achieving reasonable performance .A second 
reason, for choosing a single bit per state was that the majority of 
previous results are directly. applicable, since few workers have 
made practical use of multiple-bit locations: Bledsoe and Bisson (16), 
Ullman (21), (22), and Reeves (27). 
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The n-tuple size adopted for most of the experiments was 8, since 
this seemed to offer a good compromise between storage space and 
recognition capability (see Section 2.2). More flexibility was 
employed in the use of mappings, since this area was to receive the 
greatest attention, as reflected in the facilities provided by the 
simulation programs, which are discussed in more detail in Section 
4.4.3. 
Since the development of a hand-held camera probe was not feasible 
in the time available, it was necessary to use a tripod- mounted 
solid-state camera pointing down at a table upon which the reading 
material was moved in a simulation of manual scanning. Details of 
this system may be found in Section 4.2. The pictures derived in 
this way were generally stored as computer files to form a fixed 
data-base for the character recognition experiments, though frequent 
recourse was made to the camera, in order to double-check the 
verisimilitude of the data. 
2.5 An Outline of the Experimentation 
2.5.1 Variation of patterns within classes 
The experiments performed under this heading are described in 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3, and include the adaptation of the n-tuple method 
to cope with variations in type face, in case (upper case and lower 
case), in position and orientation, and also to segment running printed 
text into its constituent letters. The latter was achieved by relying 
on response thresholds to reject unclassifiable patterns, such as 
those arising when two letters are each only partially in view. These 
experiments were performed to satisfy the immediate requirements of the 
blind reading aid, and although they are common to most programmes of 
* although one has since been made commercially available. 
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character recognition research, such experiments have not all been 
adequately performed in the past for the n-tuple method. Hence 
it is felt that the knowledge presented in this thesis was not 
available prior to the execution of the reported research. 
2.5.2 Optimisation 
Section 5.4 discusses the several forms of optimisation that were 
investigated, mainly by adjustment of the mapping between the pattern 
matrix and the n-tuples. Amongst the approaches tested were the 
building-up of n-tuples from selected pattern elements, the compilation 
of mappings from selected n-tuples, and the combination of different 
mappings to resolve confusion between particular pattern classes. 
The optimisation experiments were motivated by a desire to improve 
on the purely random mappings which had hitherto always yielded the 
best results. Stonham (29) and Stonham and Aleksander (35) described 
optimisation tests on a recognizer for mass spectra, by the identifi- 
cation and reconnection of invariant pattern elements and redundant 
n-tuples, with encouraging results. Although applicable in principle, 
this technique was not found to be very useful for alphabetic 
character recognition, mainly because the source data were subject to 
greater variations (32), so that very few (if any) invariant pattern 
elements occurred, and similarly there were few redundant n-tuples. 
Instead, it was decided to adopt more generalised approaches for the 
research reported here. 
2.6 Summary 
The n-tuple method of pattern recognition has been introduced and a 
detailed survey given of previous research, particularly into its 
use in optical character recognition. Its suitability as a character 
recognizer for a blind reading aid has been shown, and the areas 
lacking adequate previous study have been listed, as motivation 
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for the series of experiments reported in the present thesis. These 
experiments fall into two general classes: those which explore the 
capability of n-tuple recognizers to accommodate patterns varying in 
several of their attributes (such as type, style, positioning, 
orientation, etc. ), and those investigating ways of improving the 
recognition performance. 
The next chapter discusses in detail the experimental techniques 
employed, particularly in obtaining the source data, setting up the 
character recognizer structures, and the presentation of the patterns 
for training and testing. 
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Chapter 3 
Selection of Patterns and Recognizer Structure 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes in detail the types of pattern likely to be 
encountered in the proposed reading aid, and the causes of the 
variations in these patterns which lead to difficulties in 
recognition. The structure of the simulated recognizer is 
described, showing how its performance is affected by manipulation 
of its parameters, and how these should be selected for a 
particular application. Finally a discussion is presented of the 
various training, testing, and optimising sets of patterns used 
in the recognition experiments. 
3.2 Pattern Variability 
3.2.1 Style and Quality 
This section discusses the variations existing in the text material 
prior to submission to the character recognizer. The most obvious 
variation to be observed in various examples of text is in the 
method by which it was produced, viz. handwritten script, typescript, 
and print, each of which has its own well defined characteristics. 
Handwriting is notoriously the most difficult form of text to read 
automatically because it is not standardized in any way and hence 
has a practically infinite range of variations in style, size, 
weight, etc. Hand-printed characters are somewhat easier to recognize, 
especially if attempts at standardization are made, for example in the 
size of the characters. However, both of these text sources may be 
dismissed for the present application because the added usefulness of 
a blind aid capable of reading handwriting would not justify the 
enormous experimental effort required to produce an adequate 
recognizer. 
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Typescript and print are, both, standardized in that the individual 
characters are fairly reproducible, and hence within a given piece 
of text the degree of variation encountered is substantially less 
than is the case for handwriting. Typescript is simpler than print, 
in that within a particular style, or font, all characters occupy 
the same amount of space along the line. Printed text, however, 
possesses the quality of proportional spacing i. e. different 
characters cover a range of width., of which 'i' is normally the 
narrowest, and W' the widest. There do exist some forms of 
typescript which are proportionally spaced. The character 
recognizer for the proposed reading aid must be capable of handling 
printed text, and possibly also typescript. 
The next form of print variation to be considered is style, or font. 
There exists a vast range of different fonts, normally divided into 
several groups by three independent qualities. Firstly the 
characters may be with, or without serifs, which are small appendages 
attached perpendicularly at the ends of certain limbs of the 
characters. Secondly, the characters may be old style, or new style. 
This involves subtle differences in the variation in thickness of the 
character limbs. Thirdly, the character may be normal (upright), or 
italic (slanted).. By far the majority of bulk printed text is in 
normal serif print, either old style or new style. When special 
emphasis is required, a change may be made to an italic or sans' 
serif font, but these are not generally used for long passages, 
since they are considered to be less pleasing to the eye and less 
easy to read. 
Aa well as different fonts, one encounters variations in print 
density' (Icnown as weight, and affectiAg the character limb thicknesses) 
and in size, both vertically (point sizel, and horizontally (compressed 
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or expanded?. Furthermore, the printed impression may not be perfect, 
in that portions of the character may be missing, or there may be 
spurious dots of ink around the characters. 
Ideally, the character recognizer for a blind reading aid must therefore 
be able to handle text printed in various fonts, must accommodate 
imperfections in print quality,, and must cope with the more common 
punctuation marks. Several sets of experiments on the recognition 
of different fonts are reported in Section 5.2. Both upper-case and 
lower-case letters are used, in one sans-serif font, two common 
serif fonts in different weights, and in typescript. The segmentation 
experiments in Section 5.3 use a common serif font, whilst most of 
the optimisation experiments in Section 5.4 use typewritten upper-case 
letters, although most of the results obtained are directly applicable 
to any type of character. 
3.2.2 Random Variations in Characters 
This section discusses those, variations present in the patterns as 
they are processed by' the pattern classifier which were not present 
in the source text. The, most fundamental form of variation is the 
patterns is the distortion they undergo when digitized bythe input 
device. A two-level, intensity quantization is carried out (, See 
Section 4.2) on the analogue signal representing the pattern. Since 
the patterns are essentially binary in nature black or white), there 
is no significant loss of information at this stage. However, the 
resolution of the camera is approximately six pixels/millimetre 
(section 4.2.4) meaning that fine detail in the patterns may be 
grossly distorted if it is in the region of 116 millimetre in size. 
Furthermo re, the exact form of this distortion varies according to the 
position of the fine detail with respect to the elements of the square 
photomatrix. The observed image of- a character moving across 
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the giAld of yiew constantly changes shape (nee ]Flg. 3.11. 
A quite straightforward form of pattern variation is the change in 
position of the character as the field of view scans along the line 
of text. Both horizontal and vertical alignment of the characters 
may be influenced in this way, although orientation (rotation) 
errors should be insignificant. Random noise due to the digitizing 
electronics may be minimized by averaging several successive frames, 
although it has been found that if the equipment is not stretched 
to the limit of its capabilities, this source of noise does not 
significantly affect the shape of the . 
images. This was shown 
by using test and training sets of stationary centralized characters 
which were thus varying only in random noise. Completely correct 
classifications were consistently achieved. 
The next form of pattern variation to be considered is an inescapable 
consequence of scanning the source text with a fixed size field of 
view (or 'window'Z. Firstly, when the window is positioned between 
two adjacent characters, and part of each is visible, the classifier 
must ensure that a 'rejects decision is made. Secondly, when reading 
printed material having proportional character spacing, recognition 
performance can be degraded either by adjacent characters encroaching 
on a narrow central character, or by truncation in the case of a wide 
central character. The means by which these problems are solved is 
known as segmentation, and attempts to perform this on running text 
are reported in Section 5.3. 
The last important sources of pattern variation are errors in focussing 
and illumination at the camera. These can drastically affect the input 
patterns, at low levels bfr thinning or thickening the character limbs, 
but at high error levels completely destroying any information in the 
pattern. It is thus reasonable to expect the recognizer to handle small 
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errors but not gross errors, for wh, ch. some other means of detection 
must be sought. 
The requirements demanded of the character recognizer to cope with 
'non-natural' pattern variations are therefore the following: 
resolution fine enough not to obliterate important detail; tolerance 
of errors in character positioning; tolerance of small errors in 
focussing and illumination; ability to segment running printed text. 
3.3 Recognizer Structure 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Two criteria which may be applied to any pattern recognizer are 
recognition performance and storage requirements. The n-tuple 
method has earned a reputation for achieving performance levels 
comparable with most other general-purpose methods, but usually at 
the cost of massive storage requirements. In these days of low-cost 
semiconductor memory such restrictions are becoming less important, 
particularly when one is able to take advantage of the inherent 
simplicity and flexibility of the n-tuple method. However, given 
a recognizer of a particular size, it is important to establish that 
its storage is being fully utilized. The experiments reported in 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are intended to explore the capabilities of the 
method in dealing with recognition problems arising in a reading aid 
for the blind. Section 5.4, however deals with ways of improving the 
performance within fixed storage constraints, i. e., is concerned 
with optimisation. It is the purpose of the present section to 
consider the factors influencing the storage requirements of the 
recognizer. 
The general structure of the, recognizer may be established from Figs. 
4.2 and 4.3 (in Chapter 41. The patterns appear from the camera or 
from a computer file as a binary matrix of up to 16 x 16 bits. The 
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elements of this matrix are mapped arbitrarily onto the n-tuples, 
i. e. each n-tupla samples a group of n bits selected arbitrarily 
from the matrix. In hardware terms, the n-tuples are considered 
as the address input words of random-access memories (RAMS), so 
that a particular state of an n-tuple addresses a unique location 
(bit) within the appropriate memory. A discriminator is a group 
of n-tuples (or RAMs) which is trained on patterns of one 
recognition class only, and all the n-tuple outputs (RAM data 
outputs) are summed to give the discriminator output, or response. 
As outlined in section 2.2, the training process involves showing 
the recognizer a series of patterns of known class, and within 
the discriminator appropriate to the class of a particular pattern 
setting the location addressed in each n-tuple store (or RAM) 
by the state of its input word. Each class has a discriminator 
trained in this way. The testing process involves showing the 
recognizer patterns of unknown class, this time obtaining the 
response of every discriminator to a particular pattern, and 
making the decision tclass q' if the qth discriminator has the 
largest response. 
The factors affecting storage are n-tuple size, pattern dimensions, 
number of n-tuples, and number of discriminators. Two further 
structural aspects considered below are the mapping, and the 
decision logic. 
3.3.2 n-tuple Size 
The influence of n-tuple size on the storage requirements is quite 
simple, since the number of memory locations needed to accommodate 
all the possible states of an n^tuple ýs simply 2n. If the pattern 
matrix has R elements then the number of n-tuples needed for a 
complete 1: 1 coverage is k, where k=R n 
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and is assumed for simplicity to be an integer. Thus the number 
of storage locations needed for one discriminator is S, where 
S=k. 2' =R. 2n 
If there are C recognition classes, and hence C discriminators, the 
overall storage requirements are T locations, where 
T=CR. 2n 
n 
since all the discriminators are structurally identical. In all the 
recognition experiments reported here, each storage location is 
simply one bit. The mapping is not limited in every case to 1: 1, 
in particular for the experiments reported in section 5.4.1. 
The relationship between n-tuple size and recognition performance 
is more complex, since it is a fundamental parameter of the recognizer 
structure. In general, larger n-tuples yield better recognition 
performance, but require larger training sets to achieve it. There 
are two reasons for this. Firstly a larger training set is normally 
more fully representative of the set of possible test patterns and 
hence can lead to better discriminant functions. Secondly, the 
decision surfaces employed by a large n-tuple system are of a 
higher order of complexity than those of a smaller n-tuple system. 
Therefore the large n-'tuple system is sensitive to smaller 
differences between patterns of different classes, and thus, after 
sufficient training, can classify more test patterns correctly. The 
learning curves in Fig. 3.2 for typewritten letters clearly show the 
improvement in performance as n increases, confirming Ullmann's findings 
(22). Note that the performance peaks occur at different training 
set sizes, and that for the smaller systems (n =4 and n= 6) 
further training causes a decrease in performance, which is not the 
case for n= 8. One would normally expect learning curves to exhibit 
a, plateau (_i.. e., a levelling-out of performance) when as much 
information as possible has been absorbed from the training patterns 
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(the limitation being the complexity of the system). In order to 
account for a decrease in performance, however, it is necessary to 
consider the training process in more detail. 
When a training pattern is presented to the system, the state of 
each n-tuple is looked-up in the appropriate discriminator. If a 
particular state has not been encountered before in a pattern of 
that class, the corresponding location is set. If it has been seen 
before, no further action is taken. Hence after a number of training 
patterns most of the commonly occurring states will have been seen, and 
the performance will approach its peak level. However, the system 
will still be registering the more rarely occurring states. Where 
one of these is unique to a particular class of pattern, the 
performance can only be improved. However, if a state occurs 
which is rare in one particular clasp, but is a common and important 
feature of a second class, it is possible for the performance to 
decrease since whenever that state is encountered in any further 
test pattern, the n-tuple will respond equally for both classes. 
The result is that important. discriminatory information may have 
been lost. In larger n-tuple systems, the number of possible states 
of an n-tuple is greater (it doubles for every unit increase in n-tuple 
size), hence the probability that a particular state will be common 
to two classes is lower. Consequently a large n-tuple system will 
suffer less from the saturation effects just described than will a 
smaller system. 
The choice of n-tuple size for a particular application is thus an 
important one. The main consideration is the degree of variation 
exhibited by the patterns; highly variable patterns demand a large 
n-tuple size in order to ; qini4m ze saturation. Conversely, relatively 
stable patterns may be adequately handled by a smaller system. 
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However, in general qne, s, hpjld aim to use as large an n-tuple. size 
as practicable, provided that care is taken to ensure that the 
training set is sufficiently large. The safest way to do this is to 
plot a learning curve for the system, i. e., a graph of performance 
against training set size. Most of the experiments reported in 
Chapter 5 use an n-tuple size of 8, which was the largest that could 
be usefully employed in the computer simulations. In practical terms, 
there would be definite advantages in using larger n-tuple sizes, 
e. g. n= 10 means that the memory elements would each contain lk 
bits -a very convenient size. Further discussion of implementation 
may be found in Chapter 6. 
3.3.3 Pattern Dimensions 
Ideally the input matrix of the character recognizer being considered 
would enclose exactly a single character of the text, with a minimum 
of 'unused' space around the character. The number of pattern elements 
which are used to represent the character obviously defines the resolution 
of the input system: more pattern elements give finer resolution and 
less distortion of the image, but obviously at the cost of more n-tuples 
to provide adequate coverage. For essentially graphical patterns such 
as letters of the alphabet a useful guide to the necessary resolution 
may be obtained by simple visual inspection of the digitized images: 
if they are not recognizable the resolution is obviously insufficient. 
For most of the experiments reported here a matrix of 12 x 16 bits was 
employed, and the resolution adjusted, by altering the distance between 
the text and the camera, so that a, typical character just filled the 
matrix. Distortion of the characters due to resolution effects was 
found to be negligible except in the case of some small lower-case 
printed letters auch, as. 't' and 'V which were occasionally rendered 
indistinguishable. These cases are given special mention in section 5.2. 
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3.3.4 Number of n-'tuples 
Having fixed the n-'tuple size and pattern dimensions it is necessary 
to establish the number of n^tuples to be used. The most widely used 
configuration involves a simple 1: 1 mapping between the pattern 
elements and the n-tuple bits, i. e., each pattern element is covered 
once only, and each n-'tuple bit is connected to only one pattern 
element. However, the recognition performance does improve as the 
number of n-tuples is increased, i. e.., the mapping becomes 1: many. 
A set of experiments concerning the variation in performance with 
the number of n-'tuples is reported in section 5.4. In some cases it 
was found that doubling the number of n-tuples of a given size was 
comparable in effect to increasing the n-tuple size by one whilst 
keeping the number of n-tuples constant. In both cases the increase 
in storage space was the same. Thus for aparticular application the 
choice of the number of n-tuples can be as important as the choice of 
n-tuple size. 
3.3.5 Number of Discriminators 
All of the recognition experiments reported here employ exactly one 
discriminator per pattern class, thus for a repertoire of 26 classes, 
to cover the alphabet, 26 discriminators are required. Where 
recognition of both upper and lower-case alphabets is desired one has 
the option of either using 52 discriminators, training each on only 
one type of pattern, or using 26 discriminators, training each on 
examples of both upper and lower-case letters. Experiments on these 
two strategies are described in section 5.2. In general, extension of 
the number of discriminators or of the range of the training patterns 
inevitably degrades the overall recognition performance of the system. 
Some of the experiments on optitisation, reported in section 5.4, used 
only five discriminators, for the classes C, G, 0, Q and U, which was 
one group of letters causing a large number of confusions. Restriction 
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to only five classes. reduced the running time for the computer 
simulations so that the. experiments could be taken several stages 
further in the time available than would have been the case for 26 
classes. 
No attempts were made to handle punctuation, though this would be 
desirable in a reading aid. No special difficulties, however, are 
anticipated in extending the recognizer to cope with the more 
common punctuation marks, but how the utterance generator would handle 
such features is felt to lie outside the scope of the present thesis. 
3.3.6 Mappings 
Most of the recognition experiments are based on mappings built up 
using a pseudo-random number generator. All of the complete 1: 1 
mappings possess the permutation property discussed by Prorok (34) 
i. e., every pattern element is connected to exactly one n-tuple bit, 
and every n-tuple bit is connected to just one pattern element. 
However, some of the segmentation experiments (section 5.3), and 
some optimisation experiments (section 5.4) use l: many mappings 
in which each pattern element may be connected to as many as four 
n-tuple bits (belonging to different n-tuples), still in an essentially 
random manner. 
Other optimisation experiments use non-random maps built up according 
to various sets of rules, whilst still further experiments use a 
number of different pseudo-random maps simultaneously, e. g. six 
mappings may be shared in an arbitrary manner by the discriminators. 
3.3.7 Decision Logic 
Given the set of discriminator responses to a particular test pattern 
the purpose of the decLsLon logic is to establish whether the pattern 
is to be rejected, or it not, to which class it belongs. In the 
simplest case, one may reject all those patterns which cause two 
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or pore discriminators to give an equal maximum response (known as a 
'tie'), and in the case of a unique maximum response accept the class 
of the corresponding discriminator as that to which the pattern 
belongs. This choice of decision logic gives the highest number of 
correct classifications, but also the highest number of misclassifi- 
cations. In other words, any threshold system is bound to increase 
the number of rejections, simply by discarding low-confidence decisions 
as reflected by the response sizes. The only exception is where the 
recognizer is to be presented with unrecognizable patterns, i. e., 
ones which do not belong to any of the classes on which the recognizer 
has been trained. Rejection of such a pattern would be counted as 
a correct decision. 
Thresholds may be implemented in several ways, namely absolute, relative, 
and combined absolute and relative. In an absolute threshold 
system, a pattern is rejected if there is an ambiguous response (two 
or more discriminators giving an equal maximum response) or if the 
unique maximum response lies below the present threshold value. 
Fig. 3.3(b) shows the effect of increasing the absolute threshold 
value on the numbers of correct and incorrect classifications for a 
typical set of results. Note that below the value 12 the threshold 
has no effect, and that thereafter the number of misclassifications 
falls much more rapidly than the number of correct classifications. 
This is the ideal behaviour, since all the errors can be eliminated 
( at threshold = 20) without much loss of performance. A relative 
threshold system is implemented by rejecting those patterns which 
produce a maximum response which differs from the next highest 
response by less than the preset threshold value. This obviously 
includes the case of ambiguity, where the difference value is zero. 
Fig. 3.3(a) shows the effect of increasing relative threshold values 
for the same set of responses as previously. Above a relative 
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threshold of one the number of mis-classifications starts to fall 
very rapidly, whilst the number of correct classifications falls 
only slightly less rapidly. This situation is less desirable than 
that achieved using the absolute threshold, since at the zero-error 
point (relative threshold = 8) the performance has fallen drastically. 
The third type of threshold is implemented by applying the absolute 
and relative threshold criteria simultaneously. By using a range 
of values for each of the thresholds one may establish the optimum 
pair for a particular application. Since the plotting of sections 
of three-dimensional graphs is somewhat tedious, the following 
assessment procedure is suggested., A simple graph of recognition 
performance (number of correct classifications) against one of the 
thresholds is plotted, using points at which the error level is 
constant. The peak of the curve obtained obviously corresponds to 
the most desirable pair of thresholds. Fig. 3.4(a), using a similar 
set of responses to Fig. 3.3, shows the zero-error (e = 0.0%) curve 
for a range of relative threshold values, with the corresponding 
absolute threshold values given in brackets. It is clear that an 
absolute threshold of 18, and no relative threshold yields the best 
results. However, Fig. 3.4(b) shows a set of constant-error curves 
(e = 0.0%, 1.0% and 5.0%) for a very different set of responses. 
In this case, zero error can be achieved only at the cost of greatly 
degraded performance. 
The choice of thresholds for a particular application is very much 
dependent upon the characteristics required of the recognizer. 
Construction of a graph such as Fig. 3.4(b) enables one to determine 
which configuration is the most suitable. 
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3.4 Training and Testing Procedures 
All of the sets of patterns used in the experiments reported in 
Chapter 5 were obtained from the solid-state camera (described in 
section 4.2) using typewritten text, 'Letraset' print, and text from 
normal books. In most of the pattern sets the characters were moved 
about within the field of view, to allow for both spatial distortion 
(see section 3.2.2) and the misalignments inherent in hand-guided 
input. In all cases, however, the characters were kept almost 
entirely within the field of view, and were humanly recognizable, 
except for the special cases dealt with in section 5.2. 
Section 3.3.2 showed how the performance of a particular system is 
dependent upon the degree of variation exhibited by the testing and 
training patterns, and so for any new set of patterns a learning 
curve of recognition performance against training set size is 
plotted. This clearly shows the onset of the plateau region, when 
further training is unnecessary, or of saturation, when further 
training is undesirable. In the former case it is clear that the 
recognizer is coping adequately with the variability of the training 
patterns and that little would be gained by refinements in the 
training procedure. In the case of saturation, however, more 
attention must be paid to the choice of training patterns, since it 
is the occurrence of unrepresentative n-tuple states that degrades 
the recognition performance. A strategy suggested by Cheung (28) 
requires each discriminator to be trained until it is half-full, i. e. 
half of the possible n-tuple states have been seen (see section 2.2). 
This appears to be advantageous when the pattern variability is 
high, but still offers little protection against 'rogue; states. 
Fairhurst and Stonham (32) use a training strategy in which the 
system is trained on patterns selected from an auxiliary 'reference' 
set if the recognizer is unable to classify them correctly. This 
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helps to keep the training set small, and consequently delays the 
onset of saturation, but nevertheless 'rogue' states are still included. 
A series of experiments reported in section 5.4 makes use of the 
occurrence frequencies of n-tuple states, without needing to store 
them in the recognizer memory locations, in an effort to place more 
weight on the more frequently occurring states. 
In all optimisation experiments involving the adjustment of the 
recognizer in the light of its performance on a set of patterns it 
is necessary to reserve a completely separate set of patterns which 
is used solely for assessing the recognition performance. The need 
for an independent test set is seen when one considers that the best 
recognition performance could be achieved simply by including the 
test set within the training set. Most of the optimisation experiments 
reported here make unrestricted use of a separate optimisation set, 
leaving the test set for independent measurements of performance. 
Some of the segmentation experiments presented in section 5.3 call 
for the use of a set of 'reject-class' patterns, i. e. of patterns of 
indeterminate class which should be rejected. For example, when 
two halves of printed letters are visible on opposite sides of the 
scanning window the resultant pattern must be rejected. Such 
patterns are labelled as 'class zero', and all rejections are 
considered to be class zero decisions. Thus rejection of a class 
zero pattern is counted as a correct decision, and may contribute 
to the recognition performance.. It is not desirable to train the 
recognizer on class zero patterns, however, because their inherently 
large degree of variability means that the class zero discriminator 
would be heavily saturated, and would respond strongly to very many 
test patterns. 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter the nature of the patterns to be recognized has been 
detailed, with a consideration of the variations which they may 
undergo both as a result of variations in the printed characters, and 
as a result of processing within the recognizer. The structure of the 
character recognizer was described in detail, with particular emphasis 
on the more important parameters, namely n-tuple size, pattern 
dimensions, number of n-tuples, number of discriminators, mappings, and 
the decision logic. Finally was a discussion of the various sets of 
patterns employed for training, testing, and optimising the 
recognizer. Chapter 4 presents descriptions of the hardware systems: 
camera, interface, and computer, and the software subsystems for 
handling the patterns and simulating the recognizers. 
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C hapter 4 
Hardware and Software Systems 
4.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapters, references were made both to a solid-state 
camera system giving digitized images of text for recognition 
experiments, and to a series of programs for handling these images 
(patterns), simulating various structures of pattern classifier, and 
analysing the performance of these structures. In this chapter these 
two systems, the hardware and the software, are described in greater 
detail. Reference should also be made to Appendix A for circuit 
diagrams of the camera system, and to Appendix B for a guide to the 
use of the various programs. 
4.2 The Camera System 
In order to undertake the character recognition experiments, it was 
necessary to provide a supply of real data obtained by a camera from 
appropriate printed text. For a number of reasons, including 
simplicity of design and ease of implementation, it was decided to 
use a 64 x 64 bit self-scanned photodiode array mounted in a compact 
camera head. A conventional camera lens was used, with a close-up 
bellows unit to permit variable resolution. Supplied with the integrated 
circuit array was a video processor board giving a shaped analogue video 
output, though it was necessary to develop further circuitry, falling 
into three function groups (see Fig. 4.1). 
4.2.1 Camera driving logic (Figs. A. 1, A. 2 (Appendix A)) 
This includes a variable frequency clock which determines the rate 
at which the diode matrix is scanned, and hence the overall light 
sensitivity of the camera (because the amount of recharge necessary 
for each photodiode is dependent upon the total charge leakage since 
it was last scanned, and this in turn is dependent upon the light 
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intensity and on the scanning rate). The photomatrix requires eight 
different TTL driving waveforms, which are generated by a set of binary 
counters and decoders. The driving logic also provides timing information 
for the oscilloscope display driver and for the computer interface. 
4.2.2 Video processor and display. (Figs. A. 3, A. 4) 
The analogue video signal is amplified and applied to a comparator 
whose other input is a manually selected d. c. level, which is the 
digitising threshold. After being shaped, the digital video output 
from the comparator is sent to the interface logic. Facilities are 
provided for an oscilloscope display of the image as a 64 x 64 bit 
dot matrix. The X and Y scanning waveforms for this are derived from 
staircase generators clocked and reset by appropriate signals from the 
camera driving logic. The Z-modulation output may be switched either 
to the digital video signal, or to the analogue signal via a gain 
control. There is a facility for producing a negative version of the 
digital image. 
4.2.3 Computer interface (F'ig. A. 5) 
The digital video signal from the comparator is clocked into a 16-bit 
serial input/parallel output shift register. When this has been filled, 
the 16-bit word is transferred to a latch where it is held whilst the 
next word is being shifted into the register. A 'data ready' flag is 
set on enabling the latches to inform the host PDP 11 computer that the 
next word may be read into memory. When the data have been read in this 
way, the flag is cleared until the next word is ready. A second flag 
serves to inform the computer when a new frame is about to commence. 
4.2.4 The Camera in Use 
Details of the three power supplies are given in Fig. A6, whilst Tables 
A. 1 to A. 4 define the various connecter pin assignments. Further 
plans were made for an integral semiconductor memory (see Fig. A7) 
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capable of accumulating up to sixteen successive frames from the 
camera, and then sending the. resultant average picture to the 
computer. The advantage of such an arrangement is that it can 
remove a large proportion of the noise present in the two-level 
digital image, particularly at the edges of the character. A 
more detailed discussion of the characteristics of this noise 
may be found in Section 3.2. Reference (36) describes the noise 
reducer design in detail, though construction was not completed. 
In use, the camera was mounted on a tripod and pointed vertically 
down onto the object being digitized, which could be moved around 
on the top of a table to enable a line of text to be 'scanned'. 
Illumination was provided by a conventional 60W tungsten lamp 
on each side, at about 15 cm from the object. A typical procedure 
would be to digitize and store on a computer file many patterns 
of each class whilst displacing the object slightly in order to 
simulate tracking errors. The stored patterns would later be 
recovered for use as training or testing sets. In practice 
negative digital images were used, i. e. set bits corresponded to 
the dark, printed areas of the original object. The camera 
resolution was normally set (by means of the bellows) such that 
a typical printed letter approximately 2.0 mm wide and 2.5 u 
high was contained within a 12 x 16 bit window extracted from 
the original 64 x 64 bit matrix by the computer. The resolution 
was thus approximately 6 bits per mm. 
The density of the digitized image is dependent upon several 
factors, viz. digitizer threshold setting, clock speed, illumination 
intensity, object contrast, and camera lens aperture setting. 
The best performance was Achieved with a large aperture, high light intensit4 
and a fast clock speed. The threshold was adjusted to suit the 
object contrast. The advantage of the high scanning rate is that 
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it minimizes cherýe leakage in unilluminated p hotodiodes, thus 
reducing image 'spread'. A discussion of the effects of the 
various photodiode characteristics on the image may be found in 
reference (37). 
4.3 Host Computer System 
The computer on which all the pattern recognition experiments were 
performed, and to which the camera was interfaced, was a DEC 
PDP 11/40 having 28k words of core memory, extended instruction 
set, twin disk cartridge drivers, dectape drivers, magnetic tape 
drive, various terminals, line printer, and a VT11 graphics display. 
The latter was used to great advantage in displaying both 64x64 
bit and 16x16 bit images, as well as providing a fast and efficient 
means of interacting with the various recognition and analysis 
programs. 
4.4 The Software System 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Several programs were written, all running under the RT-11 
operating system on a PDP 11140 computer, and falling into four 
groups: 
(i) Pattern manipulation; EDIPIC, written in MACRO-11 
assembly language. 
(ii) Pattern classification: MULTI (developed from an earlier 
program called RECIPE) and MULTI2, both written in MACRO. 
(iii) Response analysis: ANGELA, written in FORTRAN. 
(iv) Optimisation: MAAPIT, HAMAND, FOSOC (written in MACRO) 
and FRAN (written in FORTRAN). 
All the programs written it% MACRO-"11 make use of a couanon run-time 
subsystem, known as JANSYS. This provides all the input/output 
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handling, support of the graphics terminal, handling of pattern 
files, and m scellaneol3s other services requested by the master 
program. In addition, JANSYS provides an interpreter for the 
program command strings, which are written in a language designed 
in such a way that single elementary operations can be executed one 
at a time, or alternatively concatenated. into complex processing 
sequences. Programs written in this way may be stored permanently 
as files, to be executed on request. A users' guide to JANSYS 
may be found in Appendix B. 
There follows a description of each of the programs mentioned above. 
4.4.2 Pattern Manipulation: EDIP1C 
This program contains all the modules required for preparing files 
of patterns for later use as training or testing sets. It is 
capable of receiving and displaying 64x64 bit pictures from the 
camera, extracting a movable 'window' of variable dimensions from 
this picture, and performing other functions such as the averaging 
of several frames in order to reduce the effects of random noise. 
It further allows one to create or amend patterns by selectively 
setting or clearing their constituent bits. Both 64x64 and 16x16 
patterns may be converted into legible form and printed. The users' 
guide to ED1P1C (Appendix B) makes reference to map files having 
the extension 'RMP'* (see footnote). These map files are suitable 
for use only with an old form of the pattern classifier: 
RECIPE. The current version, MULTI, uses map files having the 
extension 'MMP', which are created exclusively by the program 
MAPPIT, described below. 
The term 'extension' refers to that part of the file name which 
defines its nature, e. g., means Random MaP', 'TXT' means 
'TEXT', etc. Further clarification may be obtained from (38). 
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4.4.3 Pattern Classification 
Ci) MULTI. This program allows one to build an n-tuple pattern 
classifier suited to the task in hand by control of several 
attributes, namely, pattern dimensions, n-'tuple size, 
connection mapping between patterns elements and n-tuples, 
and the number of pattern classes, the names of which may be 
freely chosen. 
The pattern x and y dimensions may each be set to any value 
in the range 1 to 16, the configuration used in the majority 
of experiments being 12 x 16. 
The n-tuple size, i. e. the number of pattern elements in 
each n-tuple, may be set at any value from 4 to 8. It should 
be noted that the storage space needed is an exponential 
function of the n-tuple size. 
The connection mapping is very flexible, in that it allows any 
number of n-tuples to be connected to the input pattern in 
any way desired, provided that each constituent bit of an 
n--tuple is connected to only one pattern element. There is 
no restriction on the number of n-tuples to which a 
particular pattern element is connected, although storage 
limitations must always be considered. MULTI permits 
only one mapping to be in effect at any time, so that all 
classes must share the same mapping. 
The classifier may have up to 32 discriminators (see Fig. 4.2) 
so that the 26 classes required for recognition of letters 
are easily supported. Appendix B gives details of the 
individual conuganda used ii operating the classifier, but 
a brief description of the processes involved is given below. 
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The classifier norially posgegses three input channels which, are 
used for conutands, patterns (og up to 16x16 bits), and maps. The 
mapping (see Fig. 4.33' specifies the connections between the pattern 
and the n-tuples, and must therefore be established before any 
patterns are seen. As each pattern is read, it is displayed on 
the graphics terminal, with the name of the class to which it 
belongs (assuming that it has been labelled correctly). At the 
same time, the pattern is passed through the mapping into an 
internal buffer which now contains, in order, the value of each 
n-tuple (in Fig. 4.3 these are 0101,0010,0110 etc. ). 
If the classifier is to be trained on this current pattern, the 
bit addressed within each n-tuple (or RAM) in the discriminator 
for the current class is set. If instead the classifier is to be 
tested on the current pattern, then for each discriminator the 
value of the bit addressed within every n-tuple is added together 
to give a response score for the discriminator. To make a 
classification, it is merely necessary to identify the class whose 
discriminator has the largest response, subject to possible threshold 
criteria. Responses not satisfying these criteria may be rejected. 
MULTI allows the responses to be presented in several ways, namely, 
statement of the maximum response class (or rejection), listing of 
discriminator responses, or listing of individual n-tuple responses. 
Alternatively, the responses may be stored on a special output file, 
together with the actual class number of the pattern, for later 
analysis by the program ANGELA as described below. 
Further facilities offered by MULTI include the use of a manually 
adjustable testing threshold . Vhi, cb. may be absolute (i. e. if the largest 
response is less, than the threshold, the pattern is rejected) or 
relative (i. e. rejection occurs if the difference between the two 
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largest responses is less than the threshold). A discussion of the 
merits of the various threshold systems appears in section 3.3.7. 
There are additional commands to permit selective training and 
'untraining' procedures (e. g. a 'train if response is incorrect' 
algorithm), the use of which was discussed in section 3.4. 
A rudimentary tracking algorithm is incorporated in MULTI with 
the aim of minimizing the effect of vertical tracking errors 
as the line of text is being scanned by the camera. If the current 
pattern is rejected by the classifier, i. e. the decision confidence 
is below the threshold value, it attempts to move the programmable 
'window' in the probable direction of the line of text. This is 
done by inspecting the top and the bottom rows of the current 
pattern. If the bottom row is not blank, the window moves down by 
one bit, otherwise if the top row is not blank, it moves up by one 
bit. No move is made if the pattern was not rejected in the first 
place, or if both top and bottom rows are blank. Although very 
crude, this algorithm has a marked effect on the tracking accuracy, 
especially when the rate of drift is small compared to the frame 
repetition rate. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the principle of correcting 
drift in this way. No attempt has been made to correct horizontal 
alignment errors, since this is the direction of scanning, and a real 
hardware implementation of the classifier would operate sufficiently 
fast to catch the characters 'on the-fly'. The problems involved 
in classifying patterns from a hand-held camera probe are discussed 
in section 3.2. 
A final useful feature of the classifier program MULTI is the ability 
to store the contents of the trained discriminators, together with the 
appropriate mapping, on a file. This eliminates the need for repeated 
passes through the training set should further response testing be 
required at a future stage. 
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(iii MULTI2; Thiq is an extended version of MULTI, and offers 
all of the, facilitj s described above. In addition, 
it is capable of supporting a number of independent 
maps simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Each 
map serves at least one discriminator in an 
arbitrary manner selected during the initial dialogue 
phase of MULTI2, although of course each discriminator 
can be served by only one map. MULTI2 was developed 
in order to test ideas on the optimisation of 
mappings, of which a discussion may be found in 
section 5.4. 
4.4.4 ResRonse Analysis ANGELA 
The response files produced by pattern classification programs such 
as MULTI contain as many fixed length records as there were 
patterns in the testing set. Each record contains the response of 
each discriminator to the pattern, together with the actual class 
number of the pattern. At the beginning of the file is a header 
containing a descriptive title, with such details of the classifier 
as pattern dimensions, n-tuple size, threshold, etc. In 
processing the responses, ANGELA first establishes the maximum 
response, according to the absolute or relative threshold rules 
(see i) above), then records the decision in a set of running 
totals for the whole file. When all the patterns have been processed 
in this way, a pair of confusion matrices is printed, the first 
showing where all the unique classifications occurred ( i. e. which 
discriminator responded to a pattern of a particular class), 
together with rejections due to threshold effects. The second 
confusion matrix lists all of the ambiguous responses, where more 
than one discim natur shared the same maximum score for a particular 
pattern. Fig. 4.6 is an example of the first confusion matrix, 
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showing all of the unique classifications and threshold rejections 
for 100 patterns each. of the classes A to Z. Patterns classified 
as '? ' are rejected because their responses are less than the 
currently set threshold (which has the value 2, relative, in this 
case). For example, 66 patterns of class 'R' were correctly 
classified, 1 pattern was misclassified as an 'HI, and 33 were 
rejected. 
4.4.5 Optimisation 
Ci) MAPPIT. This program handles the mappings needed by the 
classification programs MULTI and MULTI2. The mapping determines the 
way in which elements of the pattern are connected to the n-tuples 
(i. e. the RAM address inputs), as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The prime 
function of MAPPIT is to generate a random (or pseudo-random) mapping 
for a particular classifier having specified characteristics, namely 
pattern dimensions, n-tuple size, and number of n-tuples (or RAMs) 
per discriminator. The particular mapping is identified by these 
parameters together with the 'seed' used to initialise the programmed 
pseudo-random number generator. The mapping is displayed on the 
graphics terminal as a matrix of the same dimensions as the patterns 
for which it is intended. Each element of the matrix is the number 
of the n-tuple to which the corresponding pattern element is 
connected. The display may be amended to show the pattern elements 
belonging to just one specified n-tuple, which circumvents some of the 
problems arising when a one-to-many mapping is in use. 
The entire mapping may be sent to an output file as a whole, or 
individual n-tuples may be selected and written out as desired in 
order to build up a mapping piecemeal. In this way, n-tuples from 
several different mappings may be collated into a new mapping. 
MA, PPIT further provides the ability to change a particular n-tuple 
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by re-defining the pattern elements connected to it. Complete 
mappings or individual n-tuples may be printed out in legible form, 
as in Fig. 4.7. The left-hand table shows a complete random mapping, 
with the number of the n-tuple (0 to 23) to which each pattern 
element is connected. In this case the matrix size is 12x16 elements, 
and the n-tuple size is 8. The right-hand table shows a single n-tuple 
No. 7, selected from the same complete mapping. 
(ii) HAMAND. This program provides the means to analyse sets 
of patterns on a Hamming distance basis. For each pattern class, it 
maintains a set of accumulators which stores the frequency of 
occurrence of each pattern element. This accumulated pattern may 
be displayed as a matrix in which the brightness of each element is 
dependent upon its occurrence frequency. Also the occurrence 
frequencies themselves may be printed out as a matrix. Furthermore, 
from the accumulated pattern is derived an average pattern in which 
a particular element is set only if its corresponding occurrence 
frequency is at least half of the total number of patterns accumulated. 
Thus for every class an average pattern is defined. 
In making Hamming distance analyses, the measurement is normally 
made between the incoming new pattern and the average patterns of the 
same class. After analysing a complete set of patterns in this way, 
HAMAND displays the results in the form of a histogram showing 
occurrence frequency plotted against Hamming distance. As a further 
facility, HAMAND allows the selection of patterns whose Hamming 
distances (from the appropriate average patterns) lie within a pre- 
selected range. 
(iii) ''POSOC. This is used for investigating the states seen by the 
n-tuples of a pattern classifier when presented with a set of patterns. 
Due to storage limitations it is able to handle only one class of 
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pattern at a time, so the normal usage procedure is as follows. 
Firstly the usual parameters are set up, i. e. pattern dimensions, 
n-tuple size, and number of n-tuples per discriminator. Then 
the storage is cleared of any previous contents, and the appropriate 
mapping read in from the map file. The test patterns are then read 
in, and for each one the usual mapping process is carried out (see 
section 3.3.4). However, the storage location addressed within 
each n-tuple by its own state is not one bit as in the normal 
classifier, but is a complete word of 16 bits. The teach process 
involves incrementing this word rather than setting it, and thus 
a complete record of the frequency of occurrence of every state of 
every n-tuple is built up. When all the patterns of one class have 
been processed, the 'discriminator' contents are dumped on an 
output file (with the extension 'FRE'), then cleared ready to accept 
the next class. When all classes have been processed, the file is 
closed, and control passed to a further program, FRAN, for analysis 
of the results. 
(iv) FRAN. As stated above, this program reads the output file, 
produced by FOSOC, which contains the n-tuple state occurrence 
frequencies for every discriminator over a complete set of patterns. 
In its full analysis option, FRAN processes each n-tuple in turn, 
printing out the occurrence frequency of every state seen by each 
discriminator (omitting unseen states), and also a list of those 
states of the n-tuple which were seen by more than one discriminator. 
At the same time, records are kept of the total number of states seen, 
the number of different states, the number of states common to more 
than one discriminator, and the number of patterns causing the 
n-tuple to go into one of these multiple states (this number is 
referred to as the number of rejections, since, on its own the n-tuple 
offers no discriminatory powers for patterns giving rise to one of- 
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these states). 
After all the n-tuples have been processed in this way, FRAN prints 
a table of the running totals listed above. In its concise analysis 
option, FRAN prints out only this table. 
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Chapter 5 
Character Recognition Experiments 
5.1 Introduction 
Previous chapters have listed the necessary attributes of a character 
recognizer for use in a blind reading aid having a hand-held input 
probe and a letter-by-letter audible output. It is the purpose of 
the present chapter to show that the n-tuple character recognizer, 
described previously, is capable of fulfilling these requirements. 
The experiments are presented in three parts: firstly those concerned 
with inherent variations in the source characters, due to case (upper- 
or lower-) and font. There is a preliminary calibration section in 
which the various styles of character are tested separately to provide 
a reference point for the later experiments combining upper- and lower- 
case characters, and the multi-font experiments. Secondly there is a 
series of experiments on pattern variations arising from the hand-held 
input device, namely variations in position due to the manual tracking, 
and adjacency effects arising because the characters are not seen in 
isolation. The final set of experiments is devoted to attempts to 
improve the performance of the recognizer using fixed sets of patterns 
and mainly being constrained to a fixed amount of storage. These latter 
experiments are applicable to a wider field than the blind reading aid, 
since they develop techniques suitable for any n-tuple recognizer of 
the type discussed here. The term 'optimisation' is used loosely 
in the text to refer to any means of increasing the recognition ability: 
it does not imply that the achievement of optimum performance is 
guaranteed. 
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5.2 Upper-case, Lower-case and'Multifont Recognition 
5.2.1 Prelimina. ry, Calibration 
The type styles chosen for the multifont recognition experiments were: 
(a) Folio Bold. A heavy, modern sans-serif font abc 
(b) Times New Roman. A very common old-style serif font... .. ABC abc 
(c) Clarendon Medium.. A common new-style serif font... '.. .. ABC abc 
(d) Typescript. A common type-face, using a half-worn ribbon. ABC abo 
For the remainder of this chapter type styles will be referred to by 
the appropriate identification, al to dl as above, with 'UC' for upper- 
case and'LC' for lower-case. 
For calibration purposes, each of the above type-faces was tested in 
both UC and LC alphabets, using a range of training set sizes, 
but with a fixed n-tuple size of 8, fixed window dimensions of 12x16 
bits, and the same random mapping. The results are summarized in 
Table 5.1. The corresponding learning curves are plotted for font 
(c) only, UC and LC, in Fig. 5.1. It can be seen that the UC alphabet 
is easily accomm odated by the recognition system in use, but the LC 
alphabet shows the onset of saturation. This is discernable to a 
lesser extent for fonts (a) and (bi in Table 5.1. On inspection of 
the patterns in the LC training and testing sets it was found that the 
smaller letters were occupying only about half of the available window 
space, the remainder staying blank most of the time. This is wasteful 
of the recognizer resources, since all of the n-tuple elements connected 
to the blank areas are of little use in discriminating between patterns. 
Furthermore it was found that in some cases the camera resolution was 
insufficient, causing several groups of letters to be indistinguishable, 
for example e and c, and 1, t and f. 
The solution to both of these problems is obviously to increase the 
camera resolution, so that the LC letters fill the window more fully, 
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at the same time giving more detailed images of the letters, rendering 
them more distinguishable. However, this effective increase in image 
size causes the UC letters to be much larger than the window, with 
consequent loss of distinguishability. Thus for the present series 
of experiments the resolution was set at the optimum for UC letters, 
although in implementing a recognizer one would have to produce a 
more effective compromise, for example by using a high resolution 
image of a small area for the LC discriminators, and a low resolution 
image of a larger area (possibly derived by spatial averaging of the 
original high resolution image) for the UC discriminators. 
Because of the resolution and image size problems described above, 
many of the results presented below for LC alphabets do not 
necessarily represent the best. possible performance: they would 
undoubtedly benefit from more sophisticated image pre-processing. 
Since the recognition of well-centralized stationary characters 
was found to present no problems, all of the sets of patterns used 
consisted of characters moving around within the field of view, to 
accommodate the anticipated tracking errors in patterns from a 
hand held probe. Section 5.3.1. describes the effect of these 
displacements on the recognition performance. 
5.2.2 UC'and LC Recognition with One Set of Discriminators 
Two approaches to the problem of recognizing UC and LC characters 
were investigated. The first approach makes the assumption that 
distinction between UC and LC is not required, as long as the 
recognizer's decision is correct. This is economical in terms of 
storage, since one requires only as many discriminators as there 
are decision classes, i. e. 26 for the letters of the alphabet. The 
drawback is that each discriminator must be trained on both UC and 
LC letters which in most cases bear little resemblance to each other, 
with the result that saturation of the storage is more likely to occur. 
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To test the feasibility of this approach, an experiment was conducted 
in four parts: one for each of the type faces (a) to (d). In each 
case the recognizer was first. trained on UC letters and tested on 
both UC and LC letters. The store was then reset and the 
recognizer re-trained on LC letters, and tested on the same sets of 
UC and LC letters. Finally, the recognizer was trained on both UC 
and LC letters, and again tested on the same sets. The results for 
all four fonts are presented in Table 5.2. The figures in 
parentheses represent the change in performance due the extension 
of the training sets. 
The results are encouraging, since they show that the discriminators 
are capable of accommodating both UC and LC fonts with little 
degradation of performance. An interesting feature in Table 5.2 
is that the recognition performance on LC patterns when the system 
has been trained only on UC patterns, and vice versa, is considerably 
better than one would expect for purely random decisions (a. figure 
of about 4% correct classifications). This indicates the presence 
of some similarities between UC and LC characters of the same class 
(e. g. '0' and 'o', 'C' and 'c', etc. ) 
The training sets used in this experiment were all 200 patterns per 
class, and it is likely that the performance figures could be improved 
slightly by paying closer attention to the choice of training set 
sizes. However, the point of the experiment has been made: that it 
is feasible to use the same set of discriminators for. both UC 
and LC characters. 
5.2.3 UC, and*LC Recognition with Two Sets of Discriminators 
The alternative approach to UC and LC recognition is to use duplicate 
sets of discriminators: one set trained on UC letters, and the other on 
LC letters. This avoids any saturation problems which may arise 
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using the technique suggested in the preceding section, since the two 
sets of probability density functions are now completely independent. 
The drawback, however, is that the storage requirements are doubled, 
and for this reason the experiment performed using this approach, for 
fonts (a) to (c), was limited to the 26 classes A-M (UC) and a-m 
(LC). Normally 52 discriminators would be necessary. 
The experiment was performed in a. similar manner to that of the 
preceding section, i. e. for each font the recognizer was first trained 
on UC letters and tested on both UC and LC letters; then it was 
trained on LC letters only, and tested in the same way; finally the 
recognizer was trained on both UC and LC letters, and again tested 
on the same sets of UC and LC letters. The results are presented in 
Table 5.3, the figures in parentheses representing the changes in 
performance due the extension of the recognizer. 
As expected, this approach yields acceptable results, since both 
UC and LC characters are recognized with little degrädation of 
performance when both sets of discriminators are operating simultaneously. 
Overall, the results are slightly better than for the first approach, 
using only a single set of discriminators, though it must be borne 
in mind that this has been achieved by doubling the storage requirements, 
and also that only half of the total number of classes has been used: 
extension to 52 discriminators would certainly cause some degradation 
of performance. Again it should be noted that the training sets used 
are not necessarily of optimal size. 
5.2.4 Multifont Recognition 
The problem of recognizing a range of different type faces is similar 
in some respects to that of recognizing UC and LC versions of one 
font, in that each class of character can exist in one of several 
distinct forms. The approach to the problem thus develops along 
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similar lines, i. e. one may train the discrjminators on a number of 
different type faces and accept a slight degradation of performance, 
or one may reserve separate sets of discriminators for each font, 
and accept the multiplication of the storage requirements. Since the 
experiments reported in section 5.2.2 show that a single set of 
discriminators may be usefully trained on both UC and LC characters, 
and since the amount of pattern variation between different fonts is 
much less than the difference between UC and LC versions of the same 
character, it was decided to adopt the first approach.. In other words, 
each discriminator was trained on patterns belonging to several 
different fonts. 
The first experiment was on UC characters only from fonts (a), (b), 
W. There were seven parts to the experiment, after each of which 
the recognizer was tested on sets of characters from each of the fonts. 
The first three parts involved training the recognizer separately on 
each of the three type faces. The next three parts involved training 
on three different pairs of type faces, and the last part involved 
training on all three type faces. The results are presented in Table 
5.4. Each figure in parentheses represents the change in performance 
for a particular type face when the training set has been extended 
to include one or more extra type faces. The second experiment, the 
results of which are presented in Table 5.5, was a repetition of the 
first, using LC characters instead of UC. 
The results for UC characters are good, since they show that the 
recognizer is capable of accommodating three different type faces 
simultaneously with little degradation of performance (in fact the 
performance on font (b) shows an improvement - possibly indicating that 
the original training set is not adequate). The degree of similarity 
between the fonts can be determined by inspecting the recognition 
performance on a font not included in the training set. The results 
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Table 5.4 Multifont Recognition, UC. 
Training 
set(s) 
ic font (a) 
correct 
font (b) 
correct 
font (c) 
correct 
Font (a) 96.1 54.4 67.8 
Font (b) 57.3 92.1 66.8 
Pont (c) 74.9 63.1 97.4. 
Fonts (a), (b) (-95.1 1.0) 
4.6 
(+2.5) 78.7 
Fonts (a), (c) (95: 
5) 611.. 2 (96.5 
Fonts (b), (c) 73.6 90.2 (+0.2) 
97.7 
(+0.3) 
Fonts (a)(b)(c) 
93.3 
(-2.8) 
95.2 
(+1.1) 
96.4 
(-1.0) 
All 12x16, n=8, map 0. Test: 50/class. Train: 200/class. 
Table 5.5 Multifont Recognition, LC. 
Training 
set(s) 
Cý font (a) 
correct 
font (b) 
correct 
font (c) 
correct 
Font (a) 84.5 33.9 51.3 
Font (b) 30.8 82.7 53.3 
Font (c) 48.8 50.3 82.7 
Fonts (a), (b) 73.0 (-11.5) 
74.4 
(-8.3) 
60.1 
Fonts (a), (c) (jp. 
ý) 51.8 (78.0 ) 
Fonts (b), (c) 45.2 (-73.5 q. 2) 
4.9 
(-7.8) 
sorts (a)(b)(c) (-20.0) 
65.9 
(-16.8) 
68.2 
(-14.5) 
All 123x16, n=8, map 0. Test: 50/class. Train: 200/class. 
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for LC characters show a marked fall in performance when the training 
sets are extended. This is due to the problem encountered in section 
5.2.1, namely that the camera resolution is insufficient for adequate 
identification of some of the smaller characters. It is expected that 
increasing the resolution would give results comparable to those in 
Table 5.4, since LC letters are not inherently any less recognizable 
than UC letters. 
This experiment shows that. fairly similar type faces can be accommodated 
merely by extending the training sets, and without changing the 
structure of the recognizer. Extension to a wider range of fonts 
might require the provision of a further set of discriminators, 
particularly where the fonts are very dissimilar in size or style. 
In such a system, recognition could be assisted if one had prior 
knowledge of the type face in use - one could simply switch in the 
appropriate set of discriminators. 
5.3 Tracking and Segmentation 
5.3.1 Tracking 
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the character recognizer for a blind 
reading aid must be capable of accommodating the pattern variations 
arising in the camera and digitizing systems, namely random 
electrical noise, distortions due to the digitizing matrix, and 
variation in the position of the characters within the field of view. 
The latter is especially important since a hand-held probe cannot be 
expected to track along a line of text with any great degree of 
accuracy. 
The extent of horizontal misalignment of characters is a function of 
the camera frame rate and the speed at which the user is scanning the 
line of text. Consequently by using a high enough frame rate one may 
always ensure that all characters will be seen within a certain distance 
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from the centre of the field of view. For example, suppose that the 
average width of characters is 1 mm, and the resolution in use is 
5 bits per mm, i. e. 5 bits per character, If the text is being 
scanned at 10 mm per second, i. e. 10 characters per second, the 
frame rate must be at least 50 frames per second to ensure that each 
character is seen near the centre of the field of view. 
Vertical misalignment, however, is more difficult to accommodate since 
the vertical motions of the hand-held probe are irregular, unlike the 
horizontal scanning motion. The simplest approach, and the one adopted 
in the simulations, is to permit the input matrix of the recognizer - 
the 'window' - to move vertically under programmed control in order 
to keep the line of text in view. The way in which this occurs is 
described in section 4.4.3. Since the complete frame from the camera 
is 64x64 bits and the window is typically 12x16 bits, a considerable 
degree of drift tolerance is possible. In a practical implementation 
one would require some form of audible warning whenever the window 
approaches an edge of the frame, so that corrective action may be taken 
by the user. It is interesting to note that the rate of vertical 
movement of the window is limited only by the cycle time of the 
recognizer - the time required for a decision to be made about the class 
of the current input pattern. In a microcircuit read-only memory 
implementation the cycle time would be of the order of microseconds, 
so that the tracking action of the window would be completely 
undiscernable by the user. The rate of horizontal scanning (by hand) 
is of course limited by the frame rate of the camera. 
Inspite of the rough centralization of characters by the horizontal 
scanning action and the vertical tracking action, it is still necessary 
for the recognizer to handle patterns in which the characters are 
displaced by several bits in any direction from the centre of the 
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window. Table 5.6 summarises the results of an experiment in which 
the recognition performance was tested for various sets of characters 
displaced by differing amounts from the centre of the field of view 
(d is the number of bits of displacement in any direction). 
Table 5.6 Recognition Performance at Various Displacements. 
% Correct classifications 
Pont 
d_0 d, <1 d<2 d<, )+ 
(b) UC 100.0 99.9 97.9 9"+. 2 
12x16 n=8 R1216 map 0. 
Clearly well-centred characters are recognized with little difficulty. 
Displacements of up to 2 bits are handled adequately, but. beyond this 
the performance begins to fall off. At 4 bits displacement the characters 
are only just within the field of view: any further displacement 
would cause them to be truncated. In a practical implementation one 
would need to accommodate displacements of up to about 3 bits; for the 
experiments reported in later sections, displacements of 4 bits or more 
have been used, for example in some of the optimisation experiments, 
where one does not wish to start. off with too high an initial 
performance. 
5.3.2 Segmentation 
The term segmentation is normally used for a process applied to patterns 
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derived from running printed text before they are presented to 
the pattern recognizer proper, with the aim of isolating the 
individual letters by removing their neighbours. One way of doing 
this is to detect the blank vertical strips between the letters, 
though allowance must be made for ligatures (two letters run together) 
and spurious ink patches. These techniques are basically sequential 
in nature, since they involve searching for the gaps, and dealing 
with the exceptions by means of some pre-programmed algorithm. For 
the present research, however, it was felt worthwhile to investigate 
how the n-tuple recognizer, with its fast and highly parallel structure 
would behave when presented with unsegmented text. In effect, the 
recognizer is required to perform its own segmentation, by recognizing 
a character when it is visible, and rejecting the spurious patterns 
arising when two or more characters are visible simultaneously. This 
is achieved by setting the confidence threshold (see section 3.3.7) 
suitably high so as to reject the spurious patterns. 
Experiments were performed on characters from font (a) LC since 
pattern degradation due to resolution effects was not severe in this 
case (see section 5.2.1). However, the matrix dimensions were 
reduced to 10x14 bits (from 12x16) in order to minimize the amount 
of blank space in the patterns (for isolated characters) or the 
amount of encroachment of adjacent characters into the patterns (in 
the case of running text). An n-tuple size of 8 was used, with a 1: 2 
random mapping, giving 34 n-tuples in all. The training set contained 
isolated examples of each character displaced by up to 2 bits from the 
centre of the field of view. A calibration test set was used, 
containing patterns similar to those in the training set, followed 
by two segmentation test sets, labelled 'SEG1' and 'SEG2' and derived 
from concatenated strings of characters. Each consisted of two complete 
scans across the alphabet, with the vertical tracking algorithm 
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activated so that the characters were positioned in a realistic manner. 
In SEG1 the characters were separated by a gap of approximately half 
the average character width, whilst in SEG2 they were separated by 
less than one quarter of the average character width. Patterns in 
SEG1 and SEG2 were labelled 'class zero' if there were no characters 
visible whose centres were displaced horizontally by three bits or 
less from the centre of the field of view. Two tests were made on 
each of SEG1, SEG2: one including class zero patterns, the other 
excluding them. 
The results of these tests are presented in Table 5.7, where it can 
be seen that the choice of threshold is quite important, in order 
to ensure that class zero patterns are rejected (counting as a correct 
classification). There is negligible difference in performance between 
SEG1 and SEG2, but both are significantly worse than the calibration 
test on isolated characters. On looking at the responses in more detail, 
it was found that narrow characters such as 'i' and '1' were rejected 
or mis-classified much more often than the wider characters which filled 
the field of view more fully. Figure 5.2 shows how the optimum 
threshold value was chosen for the SEG2 test: a smaller value worsens 
the performance because more class zero patterns are mis-classified; 
a larger value does so because more non-class zero patterns are 
rejected. Note that the performance figure at the optimum threshold 
value is meaningful only when the proportion of class zero to non-class 
zero patterns is realistic, i. e. exactly as would be encountered in the 
intended application. Even so, one should ensure that the threshold 
chosen does not cause an unacceptable degree of rejection of non-class 
zero patterns. 
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The results are encouraging in that they demonstrate the possibility 
of 'self-segmenting' running text by using the recognizers confidence 
in its decisions in order to reject unclassifiable patterns. Some 
problems do arise with this technique, however. For example when 
only part of a wide character is visible spurious decisions can arise 
especially in the case of 'm' (half of which looks like an 'n') or 
'w' (half of which resembles a 'v'). Widening the field of view to 
avoid such confusions has its own drawbacks because of the intrusion 
of neighbouring characters in the case of a narrow central character. 
A suggestion for overcoming this problem is to use specially adjusted 
mappings which place a greater weight on the centre of the field of 
view than on the edges. This could be achieved by employing a 
greater density of n-tuples in the central region. 
5.4 Optimisation Experiments 
5.4.1 Number of n-tuples 
The number of n-tuples employed by the character recognizer is a 
key factor in its design. In general, and as shown by Ullmann (22), 
recognition performance improves as the number of n-tuples increases, 
but with diminishing returns: beyond a certain point there is little 
to be gained from adding more n-tuples. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the results of an experiment in which two recognizers, 
one having 8 n-tuples (n=6), the other having 112 n-tuples, were 
applied to the same training and testing sets of patterns over a 
range of training set sizes. It is inmaediately obvious that the 
larger system attains a higher level of performance, and that its 
behaviour is much smoother than that of the smaller system. This is 
because the smaller system is more sensitive to fluctuations in the 
quality of the training patterns, since each n-tuple carries much 
more weight in making the classification decisions than in the larger 
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system. Thus the existence of a 'rogue' n-tuple state in the training 
set will cause 1/8 of the n-tuples in the small system to respond 
erroneously when the state is encountered in a test pattern, whereas 
only 1/112 of the n-tuples will be affected in the large system. 
Fig. 5.3 further shows that the optimum performance is attained 
after about the same number of training patterns in both cases. 
This is to be expected since the rate of filling of the n-tuple 
stores is the same in both cases: it is independent of the total 
number of n-tuples. 
Further experiments were performed in which the variation of 
recognition performance with the total number of random n-tuples 
was investigated for two sets of patterns exhibiting different 
degrees of within-class variation (and hence difficulty of recognition). 
The results are presented in Fig. 5.4. It is clear that the number of 
n-tuples needed for the recognition of font (a) UC is about 32, but 
in the case of font (b) LC the choice is not so obvious, and one must 
make a trade-off between performance and system size. 
It is interesting to compare the curve for font (b) LC in Fig. 5.4 
(with n= 6) with the calibration results given in Table 5.1 (with 
n=8). The 6-tuple system achieves about 87% correct classifications 
when using 96 n-tuples, i. e., a total of 6144 bits per discriminator. 
The 8-tuple system achieves about 83% when using 24 n-tuples, i. e. 
6144 bits per discriminator. The results however are not directly 
comparable since Fig. 5.4 was derived for only 13 classes (A - M) 
whereas Table 5.1 used all 26 classes (A - Z). Nevertheless it is 
clear that one should carefully consider the number of n-tuples to 
be used when designing a recognizer for a particular application. 
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5.4.2 Random Maps 
All of the experiments described so far have made use of a single 
random map (more precisely pseudo-random, but the distinction is 
not important here), and have not been concerned with any influence 
the choice of map may have on the performance of the recognizer. 
The mapping is significant in that it determines the way in which 
the recognizer must discriminate between the pattern classes, i. e., 
it determines the features (n-tuples) upon which the recognition 
is to be based. Obviously some n-tuples will be of more value 
than others, but unfortunately it has proved difficult to find a 
means of measuring the performance of individual n-tuples, mainly 
because the recognition ability of the whole system is dependent 
upon groups of n-tuples acting together. In fact, little improvement 
has ever been made upon the performance of random maps. 
Since different combinations of n-tuples implement their decision 
surfaces in different ways, one would expect a number of random 
mappings to exhibit a range of performance values. This is shown 
in Fig. 5.5 for 39 different maps, all using the same sets of 
patterns. It is clear that the distribution is sharply peaked, 
as found by Prorok (34) in a similar experiment for a completely 
different set of patterns. Thus the likelihood of finding by 
chance a mapping whose performance is very much better than average 
is extremely small. Furthermore an exhaustive search of all possible 
mappings is completely impractical: for the configuration used in 
the above experiment one would need to test over 10200 different 
mappings. The way in which random mappings have been implemented 
for the experiments reported in this chapter is described in more 
detail in sections 3.3.6 and 4.4.5. 
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5.4.3 Combinations of Random Maps 
In the previous section it was shown that the performance distribution 
of random mappings is very sharply peaked, i. e., there is little 
point in searching through large numbers of mappings in the hope of 
finding one giving outstanding recognition performance. However, 
these performance figures are derived from the total number of 
test patterns correctly classified and thus give no information about 
the identities of the patterns being mis-classified. Closer inspection 
of the responses to the test set reveals that in general different 
mappings cause mis-classifications of different characters. For 
example, the features sampled by one particular mapping may be well 
suited to discriminating between 0 and Q, for instance, but may be 
very poor at distinguishing P from F. A second mapping, however, 
could conceivably operate in exactly the opposite manner, with 
good P/F discrimination but poor 0/Q discrimination. Thus one 
would expect a combination of the two maps (the first used for the 
0 and Q discriminators, and the second for the P and F discriminators) 
to show an improvement in performance over the two maps individually. 
Fig. 5.6 a-f show confusion graphs for six different random maps 
used individually on training and optimising sets from font (d) L. C. 
In this case the optimising set was used as a test set in order to 
establish the identities of the mis-classifications. In the graphs 
each node represents a character class. A line joining two nodes 
signifies that characters of the first class were mis-recognized 
as belonging to the second class. The number of patterns mis-classified 
is indicated near each arrow. Thus for map 17 (Fig. 5.6a) the most 
important mis-classification is 0/Q: 14 characters of class 0 were 
classified as class Q, whilst 7 Qs were classified as Os. Map 3 
on the other hand exhibits much better performance, with only 4 0/Q 
confusions and 1 Q/0 confusion. Thus one begins to see the advantages 
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in combining maps, but it is first necessary to establish which 
confusions are the most important so that they may be removed first. 
Table 5.8 shows the twenty most commonly confused character pairs 
over 26 single random maps, using the same pattern sets as before. 
These twenty pairs account for over 80% of all the confusions, whilst 
the first seven pairs account for over 50%. Clearly from the maps in 
Fig 5.6 a-f, map 17 offers the best R/H performance (map 5 has 
fewer mis-classifications, but the R/N performance is extremely poor), 
whilst map 3 offers the best 0/Q compromise. Maps 17 and 3 were 
thus combined to give map P, the confusion graph for which is in 
Fig. 5.6g. Map 3 was chosen for the characters in group 2, namely 
C, G, O, Q, U, whilst Map 17 was used for group 1, namely all the 
remaining characters. This partition was chosen in order to keep 
the number of confusions within each group small, as well as 
minimizing the number of confusions between groups. A number of 
characters not confused in either of the single maps were assigned 
arbitrarily to group 1. All of the confusions in the combined map 
P arising within the groups 1 and 2 are exactly as in the individual 
maps, but the confusion D/U, between groups, was unexpected. Thus 
in combining the two maps the number of confusions has been 
reduced from 94 (map 3) or 74 (map 17) to 50 (map P) -a significant 
improvement. Table 5.9 shows this improvement in terms of recognition 
performance. The first row gives the performance over the range of 
single random maps 0- 38 for both the optimising set and for a 
completely independent test set. The second row gives the performance 
of the combined map P. 
Clearly there was no need to stop the optimisation process after 
just one pass, so map Q (Fig. 5.6h) was derived from maps 17,3, and 24, 
placing classes F. It P, T, Y, Z in group 3 in order to improve on the 
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Table 5.8 Confused Character Pairs. 
Confused 
pair 
No. of 
confusions 
c of total 
confusions 
emulative 
% of total 
confusions 
I R/H 483 14.9 14.9 
2 Q/0 24.0 7.4 22.3 
3 o/Q 229 7.1 29.3 
4 0/t3 216 6.7 36.0 
5 P/i 1: 96 6.0 42.0 
6 S/J 185 5.7 47.7 
7 R/N 16tß 5.1 52.8 
8 S/N 131 4.0 56.8 
9 P/F 109 3.4 60.2 
10 C/G 106 3.3 63.5 
IT S/Z 83 2.6 66.0 
12 S/R 75 2.3 68.3 
13 R4( 6.7 2.1 70.4+ 
14+ S/4 67 2.1 72.5 
15 PA 60 1.8 74.3 
t6 S/H 59 1.8 76.1 
17 Q/G 57 1.8 77.9 
18 s/B 55 1.7 79.6 
t9 R/U 52 1.. 6 81.2 
20 Q/tr 4.3 1.3 82.5 
Total confusions : 3244 
Total confused pairs : 71 
Font (d) UC, 12x16, n=8. Train: 4.00/lass. Test: 100/lass. 
Maps 0-25. Classes A-Z. 
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Table 5.9 Recognition Performance of Combination ;. laps. 
% correct classifications Map No. of 
Name groups 
Optimising set Test set 
97.6 95.8 97.5 96.6 
0 -38 1 (best) (mean) (best) (mean) 
P 
2 98. J. 97.8 
Fig. 5.6 g 
Q 3 98.8 97.9 
Fir;. 5.6 h 
R 4 99.1 97.9 
Fig. 5.6 i 
S 5 99.2 97.8 
Fig. 5.6 j 
T 6 99.3 97.8 
Fig. 5.6 k 
Font (d) UC, 12x16, n=8. Train: 400/class. Test: 200/class. A-Z. 
Optimising set: 100/class. 
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T/I, P/I, P/F, P/Y performance of map P. Less expected was the 
improvement in S/Z, S/I, S/Y performance between groups 1 and 3. 
Again the overall improvement can be seen in Table 5.9. This process 
was repeated several times, until in map T there were six groups, 
some containing only one character. 
The merit of this optimising procedure lies in its ability to combine 
the discriminatory powers of different groups of features (n-tuples) 
without having to identify the features themselves. Clearly one 
requires a large number of individual random maps from which to 
build the combined maps: those in Fig. 5.6 were chosen from a total 
of 39 maps, of which only about 6 were found to be of great use. 
Care must be exercised at each stage of the optimising process since 
one has no guarantee that in reducing confusions within a group 
other confusions will not arise between the groups, or even that 
within-groups confusions will be reduced to the level exhibited 
in the corresponding individual (single-group) map. Since the 
effectiveness of each stage must be assessed on an empirical basis, 
it is important that an independent check be made using a separate 
test set. In Table 5.9 the test set figures do not improve as 
markedly as the optimising set performance figures: this indicates 
that the two sets are not sufficiently representative of the patterns. 
It should be noted that the improvements obtained using this optimising 
scheme did not increase the storage requirements of the recognizer 
at all: there were merely re-adjustments in the connections between 
the pattern matrix and the n-tuple (RAM) inputs. 
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5.4.4 Combinations of Random Sub-maps 
It was shown above (Section 5.4.2) that the performance figures (in 
terms of correct classifications) of random mappings cover a very 
narrow range, so that the probability of finding a mapping which 
exhibits much better than average performance is very small. However, 
Section 5.4.1, and particularly Fig. 5.3 showed that the use of groups 
of n-tuples smaller than complete mappings leads to greater fluctuations 
in the recognition performance, although the actual performance levels 
are lower. The fluctuations arise because in a small group the 
influence of individual features (n-tuples) is greater and thus the 
presence of an outstandingly 'good' feature or set of features is 
reflected more directly in the performance figures. Large collections 
of n-tuples such as complete mappings tend to average out the effects 
of individual n-tuples, giving only a small spread of performance 
figures. Having identified useful groups of n-tuples (referred to 
here as 'sub-maps' since they are subsets of full random maps) one 
may recombine them into full maps with the aim of improving the 
performance. It is not obvious which is the optimal size of sub-map, 
or indeed whether there is an optimal size. Furthermore the extent 
to which the individual sub-maps interact (constructively or 
destructively) when recombined into full maps is not known. 
An experiment was conducted in order to establish whether it is 
possible-to improve on the performance of random full maps by the 
selection and recombination of sub-maps. Patterns from font (d) 
UC classes C, G, O, Q and U were used, with dimensions 12xl6, and 
n-tuple size of 8. The restriction to only five classes was 
imposed in order to allow a sufficiently large number of test runs 
to be made in the time available. The classes chosen had proved 
particularly troublesome in earlier tests. 
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A total of 39 random maps was tested, firstly using the full maps 
(24 n-tuples per sub-map); secondly using 75 sub-maps of 12 n-tuples 
each; thirdly using 117 sub-maps of 8 n-tuples each; fourthly using 
133 sub-maps of 6 n-tuples each; and lastly using 180 sub-maps of 
3 n-tuples each. The same training and testing (really 'optimising') 
sets were used for every sub-map, and the performance distribution 
histograms are given in Fig. 5.7. Two features are immediately obvious: 
firstly the mean performance for a particular size of sub-map is 
dependent upon the size, and secondly the smaller sub-maps exhibit a 
much greater range of performance figures than the larger sub-maps. 
For each sub-map size, selected sub-maps were recombined into ten 
separate full maps covering a range of values of the mean performance 
of the constituent sub-maps. For example the first test used a full 
map consisting of the best 8 sub-maps of 3 n-tuples each, having the 
individual performance figures 68.8%, 65.3%, 62.7%, 62.4%, 60.5% 
60.2%, 59.5% and 58.3%, the mean of which is 62.2%. The performance 
achieved by this recombined map on the same test set as previously 
was 97.6%. Thus in all 40 full maps were tested (obviously the case 
of 24 n-tuples per sub-map could not be used since these were already 
full maps). 
In Fig. 5.8 the performance of each recombined full map is plotted 
against the mean performance of its constituent sub-maps for groups 
of 3,6, '8 and 12 n-tuples per sub-map (i. e., 8,4,3 and 2 sub-maps 
per full map respectively). In each case the curve has a generally 
positive gradient, showing that there is a correlation between the 
mean performance of a group of sub-maps and the overall performance 
of the group when recombined into a full map. Furthermore the upper 
points of each curve lie well above the line representing the mean 
performance of the random full maps, and most of the upper points 
lie above the line representing the best performance of any of the 
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random full maps tested. 
The recombined maps were all tested on a completely separate test 
set in order to make an independent check on the apparent improvement 
in performance. The results are presented in Table 5.10, both for 
the original optimising set and for the independent test set. For 
comparison purposes the performance figures for random full maps 
(24 n-tuples per sub-map) are given, although no optimisation was 
carried out in this case. In all other cases the figures quoted 
are those obtained using the recombined map which performed best 
on the optimising set: the test set figures are not necessarily 
the best. 
Clearly this method has succeeded in isolating n-tuples or groups 
of n-tuples which possess useful discriminatory powers and retain 
them when combined with other selected groups. It is not obvious 
from the results whether there exists an optimum size of sub-map 
since the degree of improvement in all cases is comparable. It 
should also be emphasised that the search for useful sub-maps was 
not exhaustive, and that clearly a more extended search would 
turn up more sub-maps having high performance figures. However, 
one should be careful to ensure that two apparently useful sub- 
maps are not in fact making use of the same pattern feature(s): 
a recombined full map incorporating such sub-maps would not 
perform as well as expected, because of the redundancy. The fact 
that this precaution was not taken in the above experiment could 
account for the irregularity of some of the curves in Fig. 5.8. 
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Table 5.10 Performance of Recombined Full Maps. 
No. of n-tuples 
Best performance of recombined maps 
(% correct classifications) 
per sub-map 
Optimising set Independent test set 
3 97.6 98.8 
6 98.2 98.5 
8 97.2 97.1 
12 98.3 99.3 
24 96.9 
(map no. 25) 
98.7 
(map no. 34) 
All font (d) UC. 12x16, n=8, classes C, G, O, Q, U. 
Train: 400/class. Test: 200/class. Optimise: 200/class. 
For comparison only -- no optimisation carried out. 
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5.4.5 Selection of n-tuples by Number of Rejections 
The experiment described in this section is concerned with the 
generation of new mappings by combining n-tuples selected from a number 
of random maps on the basis of measurements made on the individual 
n-tuples. The criterion used in making the selection is referred 
to as the number of 'n-tuple rejections' since it is an inverse 
measure of the discriminatory power of an n-tuple on a particular 
set of patterns, and is based on the occurrence frequencies of the 
n-tuple states. The idea of creating new maps based on single 
n-tuple measurements is really an extension of the idea presented 
in the previous section, using sub-maps consisting of just one 
n-tuple. The measurement cannot of course be the number of correct 
classifications in this case, because an isolated n-tuple does not 
possess the power of generalisation necessary for pattern recognition: 
it responds only to those patterns seen during training. 
Firstly it is necessary to explain how the state occurrence frequencies 
of each candidate n-tuple were measured, and this is best done with 
reference to Table 5.11 which was derived for 400 patterns of each 
of the classes C, G, 0, Q and U from font (d) UC. The first line 
after the title and n-tuple number shows that 9 different states 
were seen in patterns of class C; the state 2 octal (i. e., 00 000 010 
binary) was seen in 22 patterns, the state 40 (i. e., 00 100 000) 
was seen in 112 patterns, and so on. The states seen in patterns 
of the other classes are presented in a similar manner, together 
with the total number of states seen (counting each class separately) 
and the number of different states seen (counting all classes together). 
The fact that these two values are different indicates that some 
states were seen in patterns of more than one class. These are 
enumerated in the next section of the table, for example the state 0 
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occurred in two different classes, with frequencies 5 and 22. 
Reference to the first part of the table shows that these were for 
the classes G and U respectively. States occurring in patterns of 
more than one class are referred to as ' multiple states', of which 
there were 13 in this case. The total number of patterns giving 
rise to one of these multiple states is referred to as the number 
of rejections, and is 1969 in this case, representing 98.4% of the 
2000 patterns in the set. 
The word 'rejection' is used because whenever one of the multiple 
states occurs in a test pattern, at least two discriminators respond 
positively, thus giving less discriminatory information than in the 
case of a non-multiple state, where only one disciminator responds. 
The existence of multiple states therefore increases the likelihood 
that a pattern will be rejected by the recognizer, and is thus 
undesirable. 
Table 5.12 is a summary of the n-tuple occurrence frequency figures 
for all 24 n-tuples of a particular mapping (the first n-tuple is 
the same as in Table 5.11), and shows that the number of rejections 
ranges from 98.4% to 96.6%, and that the mean value for the whole 
mapping is 97.6%. The mapping used for Table 5.12 was not in fact 
random, but was composed of the 24 worst n-tuples (worst in the 
sense of having the most single n-tuple rejections) from 40 different 
random maps -a total of 960 n-tuples. For the purposes of the 
experiment these 960 n-tuples were re-configured into 40 new 
non-random maps exhibiting the widest possible range of mean percent 
single n-tuple rejections. The 'best' map constructed in this way 
had a mean rejection value of 66.8%. 
Each of these new maps was used in training the recognizer 
(using 
the same set of patterns as for the frequency measurement process), 
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and in testing it on two separate sets of patterns (Test Sets 1 and 2). 
The whole procedure was repeated for a further 40 random maps whose 
n-tuples were re-configured into 40 maps showing a wide range of the 
mean percent single n-tuple rejections. The results for the total 
of 80 re-configured maps are presented in Fig. 5.9 for Test Set 1 and 
in Fig. 5.10 for Test Set 2. Also indicated on the scatter diagrams 
are the best and worst performance figures obtained using the 
original random maps. Each plotted point in the diagrams represents 
one re-configured mapping. 
Clearly mappings having a large mean rejection figure perform least 
well, having about five times the error rate of any of the purely 
random maps. As the number of rejections decreases, the performance 
improves, but only up to the mean level of the purely random maps: 
there is no significant improvement on this even for the mappings 
having the least rejections. The results show that in choosing 
n-tuples for a mapping one should avoid those having a. large number 
of rejections, but that there is little point in selecting only 
those n-tuples having a small number of rejections. 
The lack of success in using this method to improve recognition 
performance may be attributed to two factors. 
Firstly one has no assurance that the set of patterns on 
which the measurements are made (the training set) is adequately 
representative of the test patterns (although previous optimisation 
experiments on the same data, reported above, have shown that 
improvement is possible). If the multiple states occurring in the 
test set have very different occurrence frequencies to the same 
states in the training set, one loses the benefit of the optimisation. 
The second contributory factor is that the measurements are made on 
single n-tuples: no account has been taken of the way in which 
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several n-tuples may act as a group, having greater discriminatory 
powers than any of the n-tuples in isolation. 
5.4.6 Untraining 
All the methods of performance improvement considered so far in this 
chapter have involved structural modifications to the character 
recognizer, affecting either its size, or the mapping between the 
pattern matrix and the n-tuple bits. This section is concerned with 
a fixed recognizer structure, using an arbitrarily selected random 
mapping and fixed training and testing sets. The performance 
improvement is obtained by adjusting the contents of the discriminator 
stores in the light of the recognition behaviour on a fixed set of 
optimisation patterns. 
The form of adjustment carried out is termed 'untraining' because 
it is the opposite of training. During the latter process a training 
pattern of class p is presented to the recognizer, causing each 
n-tuple to access one bit in every discriminator. The recognizer 
is trained on the pattern simply by setting the bits accessed 
by the n-tuples in the pth discriminator. By contrast untraining 
requires the accessed bits to be cleared, irrespective of their 
previous contents. 
An experiment was carried out using three sets of patterns from 
font (d) UC, referred to as the training, testing and optimising 
sets. The recognizer was first trained on the whole of the training 
set, then tested on the test set in order to provide a reference 
point. Then for each pattern in the optimising set the recognizer's 
response was obtained. If this was a correct classification or a 
rejection, no further action was taken, and the next pattern tested. 
If the response was incorrect, however, the discriminator giving 
(erroneously) the maximum response was untrained on the pattern 
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before proceeding. At the end of this first pass the number of 
patterns used for untraining was recorded, and the recognition 
performance re-tested on the test set. A second pass was then made 
through the optimising set, and so on until eventually none of the 
optimising patterns were mis-classified. The whole process was 
repeated several times using different testing threshold values 
in the optimising stage. No threshold was used for the performance 
testing stage. 
Fig. 5.11 shows the classification performance plotted against the 
total number of untraining patterns for each of the thresholds used. 
The choice of threshold is significant because it determines what 
degree of mis-classification can be tolerated. The general 
degradation in performance is a direct result of the clumsiness 
of the untraining approach: untraining on one pattern makes large 
inroads into the n-tuple stores, unselectively removing both useful 
and harmful 'seen' states. The fact that a slight improvement in 
performance is obtained in two cases shows that untraining can be 
advantageous, but clearly its use must be carefully restricted, and 
its effects monitored. The overall downward trend in performance is 
because most of the confusions occur between similar pattern classes. 
For example untraining the 'Q' discriminator on an '0' removes many 
of the states characteristic of Q's, because of the similarity of 
the characters. This accounts for the fact that relative thresholds 
perform better than absolute thresholds for untraining purposes: 
misclassifications occurring with a large relative threshold in 
operation must be due to patterns that are fairly unrepresentative 
of their class because the correct discriminator is responding much 
less strongly than some other spurious discriminator - untraining on 
these patterns could be beneficial. On the other hand, misclassifica- 
tions occurring when there is a large absolute threshold in effect 
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are due to patterns very similar to those of the class whose discrimi- 
nator is responding most strongly, since they have a large number of 
states in common - untraining on such patterns would be largely 
detrimental. 
5.4.7 State Assignment Optimisation 
The preceding section showed how the performance of an n-tuple 
recognizer is affected by untraining on misrecognized patterns: on 
the whole the recognition ability is degraded unacceptably. This is 
because there is no information available as to the usefulness of 
the n-tuple states to be removed in the untraining process. The 
present section is concerned with a refinement of the untraining 
idea, making use of the frequencies of occurrence of the n-tuple states. 
Reference to Table 5.11 in section 5.4.5 shows that for any particular 
n-tuple a certain number of states exist which are common to patterns 
of more than one class - these have been termed multiple states, and 
a pattern giving rise to one of these has been termed an n-tuple 
rejection. It can be seen that some multiple states, notably the 
state 74 in Table 5.11, occur very frequently in patterns of one 
class, but relatively infrequently in patterns of another class. 
Thus state 74 occurs 37 times in class 0, but only once in class Q. 
This information is not available in the recognizer itself, since 
only one bit is assigned to each n-tuple state, taking the value 
o if the state is seen during training. Thus the 0 and Q discriminators 
both respond to the state 74 of the n-tuple in question if it is 
seen in a testing pattern, although it is much more probable that 
the pattern belongs to class 0 than to class Q. This situation could 
be improved by deleting the state 74 from the n-tuple in the Q 
discriminator, thus decreasing the original number of n-tuple 
rejections by 37 (since this would no longer be a multiple state), 
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but at the cost of one deliberate mis-classification by the n-tuple. 
This then was the basis of an experiment in which four levels of 
'pruning' of the multiple states were used in order to reduce the 
number of n-tuple rejections, at the cost of increased n-tuple 
mis-classifications. Table 5.13 shows how the recognition 
performance changed with each pass through the state reassignment 
procedure: the initial condition was prior to any pruning, and 
passes i), ii) and iii) were after progressively more severe pruning 
of the multiple states. Tests were made on two maps: map 0 being 
the worst performer in the experiments of section 5.4.5, and map 13 
being the best. The mean percent n-tuple mis-classifications refers 
to the proportion of training patterns giving rise to states which 
had been removed from the n-tuple stores, and were thus assigned to 
some other class. 
Inspection of Table 5.13 shows that there is very little change in 
performance even for very heavy pruning of multiple states. Even when 
approximately half of the training patterns give rise to re-assigned 
states (i. e., are mis-classified by individual n-tuples) the 
performance is only slightly worse than its initial level. The fact 
that the performance does not improve as the mean percent. n-tuple 
rejections decreases is further evidence that making measurements on 
isolated n-tuples is inadequate for the purpose of optimising the 
recognition ability. 
5.5 Summarx 
The first part of the chapter was concerned with experiments on 
upper-case (UC), lower-case (LC) and multifont recognition. Only 
a small sample of the many available fonts was used, but the principle 
has been demonstrated: that one can use the same discriminators for 
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fairly similar fonts, possibly switching to a different set for a 
very different font or size of type. Accommodation of UC and LC 
in the same discriminators also appears feasible, but a more reliable 
arrangement would be two sets of discriminators, particularly where 
each is trained on several fonts. Alternatively one may employ an 
n-tuple size large enough to accommodate all the pattern variations 
desired, i. e., font, size, and case. For adequate LC recognition, 
however, it would be necessary to employ greater camera resolution 
than was used in the experimentation. 
Experiments on tracking show that adequate performance can be 
attained given a high enough camera frame rate. In a hardware 
implementation the cycle time of the recognizer would be sufficiently 
small to allow much more sophisticated forms of automatic centring 
and tracking: the algorithm used here has very obvious limitations. 
For example, extension of the 'search' function horizontally as well 
as vertically would provide much more accurately centred characters 
and thus improve the recognition performance. The segmentation 
experiments were somewhat inconclusive in that the performance 
levels attained would barely be sufficient for the intended application. 
This is considered to be due to two factors: firstly the camera 
resolution was on some occasions insufficient, resulting in some LC 
characters being indistinguishable, and secondly the crude vertical 
tracking algorithm was at times misled by the characters adjacent to 
the one at the centre of the field of view, particularly where there 
was a marked difference in the heights of the characters. 
The main bulk of the chapter was concerned with optimisation experiments, 
i. e. attempts to improve the recognition performance. Experiments on 
varying the number of n-tuples show that it is not sufficient to use 
a 1: 1 mapping merely because it is convenient: one should, consider 
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alternative configurations. The most successful optimisation 
experiment involved the use of combinations of random maps in order 
to make the greatest possible use of the discriminatory characteristics 
of the different maps. This technique appears to be particularly 
useful because it offers a direct means of correcting classification 
errors without any increase in storage size. The only cost is a 
slight increase in the complexity of the connections between the 
input matrix and the discriminators. 
Encouraging results were also obtained by using performance 
measurements on 'sub-maps' - small groups of n-tuples - to create 
new mappings which perform significantly better than the original 
random mappings, again with no increase in recognizer size. Two 
sets of experiments based on the frequencies of occurrence of 
n-tuple states were largely unsuccessful, mainly because they 
relied on the assumption that each n-tuple acts independently, 
which is clearly invalid. The use of frequency measurements on 
groups of n-tuples would be expected to yield better results, 
particularly in view of the superior performance of the frequency 
memory matrix as a recognizer. Experiments on 'untraining' did 
not prove very encouraging because of the gross insensitivity of 
the storage modification procedures. 
Two important and not entirely unexpected conclusions have emerged 
from the optimisation experiments: firstly that all the patterns used 
must be adequately representative, and secondly that the measurements 
must be made on groups of n-tuples rather than n-tuples in isolation. 
Finally it should be noted that the optimisation techniques presented 
here may be used either singly or in combination, for example there 
is no reason why the re-combined maps created from selected sub-maps 
(section 5.4.4) should not themselves be selected according to their 
inter-class discriminatory properties (section 5.4.3). 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
6.1 Summary and Discussion of the Thesis 
The aim of the research reported in this thesis was to establish the 
feasibility or otherwise of using an n-tuple character recognizer in 
a reading aid for the blind. Chapter 1 showed the need for a device 
offering more than direct translation of the printed image, i. e., 
one which is able to recognize the text and pass on the recognition 
decisions to the blind user in a readily assimilated form, such as 
synthetic spelled speech. The form of such a device was outlined, 
with a list of the attributes required of its character recognizer, 
namely, fast input rate, fast recognition, tolerance of multiple 
fonts, ability to accommodate the tracking errors inherent in input 
from a hand-held probe, low error rate, and low cost. 
The n-tuple method of pattern recognition was introduced in Chapter 
2, with a detailed review of previous work in the field. The method 
was chosen largely because of its versatility: its implementation 
in hardware is very easily achieved (this is discussed below, in 
section 6.2). Clearly there are alternative methods which would yield 
comparable recognition performance, but without the directness and 
flexibility of the n-tuple method: a microprocessor-based implementation 
of some algorithmic method would not be capable of the high speed 
achieved by a ROM or PLA-based n-tuple recognizer, whilst the 
development of specialised hardware for other methods would incur a 
greater cost penalty. In both cases one must bear in mind that a 
successful reading aid for the blind must be both portable, and thus 
compact, and cheap enough to be produced on a large scale. 
The first part of Chapter 3 was a discussion of the specific 
character recognition problems to be encountered, in terms of the 
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variability of the source patterns due to variations in style (font) 
and quality of the printed image, random variations due to electrical 
noise in the camera system, distortion of characters due to the finite 
resolution of the digitizing matrix, positional variations in the 
characters as the text is scanned, errors in the focussing and 
illumination of the text, and adjacency effects due to the nature of 
continuous print. The remainder of Chapter 3 was concerned with 
details of the structure of the n-tuple recognizer, and their effect 
on recognition ability. The parameters concerned are n-tuple size, 
pattern dimensions, number of n-tuples, number of classes, mappings, 
and decision logic. Finally the importance of the correct choice 
of patterns for training, testing and optimising was discussed. 
Chapter 4 gave detailed descriptions of the solid-state camera system 
which was specially developed for this work, and of the extensive 
set of computer programs necessary for simulating the various 
character recognizer structures employed in the research and for 
developing various optimisation techniques. Although these programs, 
and in fact the entire subsystem known as JANSYS (described in detail 
in Appendix B), were written specifically for the research in hand, 
their modular structure makes them easily adaptable to any pattern 
recognition task using the n-tuple technique. The addition of new 
commands can be effected quite simply by the insertion of a subroutine 
which may or may not call other subroutines within the system, and so 
one may build up a hierarchy of functions, all of which are directly 
accessible to the user, via the console, but at different levels of 
complexity. Changes in the structure of the simulated recognizers 
may again be effected simply by replacing the appropriate subroutine. 
A full description of the experiments was presented in Chapter 5. 
These were set out in three parts, firstly those demonstrating the 
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ability of the n-tuple recognizer to accommodate upper-case, lower- 
case and multifont characters. The second series of experiments 
established that the character recognizer in question was able to 
handle errors in the position of the characters within the field of 
view, and, to a more limited extent, was able to segment running 
printed text into its constituent characters. Finally a number of 
experiments on optimisation was presented. Those which depended 
upon measurements of large-scale properties of the recognizer 
appeared to be the most successful. 
These included the choice of the number of n-tuples, the use of 
combinations of random maps specially chosen to minimize particular 
character confusions, and the re-combination of small groups of 
n-tuples (termed sub-maps) selected according to performance 
criteria. Further experiments based on single n-tuple measurements 
were less successful in spite of using information concerning the 
n-tuple state occurrence frequencies which was not available to 
the other optimisation schemes. The method of 'untraining' was 
found to be of limited value because of its gross effects on the 
storage contents of the recognizer. 
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with suggesting ways in 
which the character recognizer could be implemented for a blind 
reading aid, and in outlining those areas of n-tuple character 
recognition considered to require further research. 
6.2 Implementation 
An outline of the complete reading aid is given in Fig. 1.1 
(section 1.3). The image of the printed text obtained by the 
camera is presented to the character recognizer which determines 
whether a recognizable character is visible near the centre of the 
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field of view and if so to which class it belongs. This decision is 
passed to the utterance generator which transmits it to the blind 
user in an audible form. By moving the camera input probe along 
the line of text the user is able to 'read' letter by letter. To 
prevent gross mistracking on the part of the user, the device emits 
warning signals whenever the probe appears to be drifting away 
from the line of text, and also at the end of the line. 
A solid-state device would appear to be the most suitable for the 
camera, because of its several distinct advantages over more 
conventional (vacuum-tube) devices, viz, compactness, ruggedness, 
modest power requirements, high frame rate, and high sensitivity. 
Furthermore such cameras generally require less complex signal 
processing circuitry. The work reported in this thesis made use of 
data from a 64 x 64 bit photodiode array, but there is no real 
reason why a charged-coupled device (CCD) photomatrix should not be 
used in an implementation of the reading aid, although the 
requirement of 50 - 100 frames per second might be difficult to 
achieve without undue image distortion (for example, 'smear'). 
However, the large size of currently available CCD arrays (of 
the order of 256 x 256 elements) would certainly obviate any 
resolution problems. 
The hand-held probe would be simply a light-pipe consisting of 
sufficient optical fibres to produce a bright image of the text at 
the camera (i. e. on the photomatrix). Illumination of the text would 
be achieved by connecting some of the fibres in the light-pipe to a 
light source. 
The basic structure of the n-tuple character recognizer is shown in 
Fig. 4.2 (section 4.4), or Fig. 4.5 if the form of map optimisation 
discussed in section 5.4.3 is adopted. The number of discriminators 
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depends largely on the flexibility required of the system. Clearly 
the minimum necessary is 26, one for each letter of the alphabet, 
each being used for both upper-case and lower-case letters (as in 
section 5.2.2) and each being responsive to letters of several 
different fonts (as in section 5.2.4). To acconmodate type fonts 
varying more widely in size and style it would be necessary to use 
one or more further banks of discriminators which are manually 
switched in as appropriate. To achieve greater reliability of 
recognition one could double the number of discriminators in order 
to handle upper-case and lower-case letters separately, thus allowing 
one to use two levels of resolution for the two types of character 
whilst retaining the same number of final pattern elements. Thus the 
upper-case discriminators would 'see' a low resolution image of a 
large area (equal to the size of an upper-case character) whilst 
the lower-case discriminators would 'see' a high resolution image 
of a smaller area (equal to the size of a lower-case character). 
This would solve the problems encountered in lower-case recognition 
in Section 5.2. Furthermore one could increase the number of fonts 
handled by one set of discriminators because in keeping upper- and 
lower-case letters separate one considerably reduces the amount of 
pattern variability within classes in the training set. 
Accommodation of tracking errors on the part of the user would be 
achieved by allowing the pattern matrix (or matrices in the case of 
the dual resolution system) - the input to the recognizer - to be 
movable within the much larger frame received from the camera (say 
64 x 64 bits, i. e., 4k). Thus by means of a suitable algorithm the 
'window' would be able to track any deviations of the incoming line 
of text, and emit warning signals to the user when the limits of 
tracking are approached. The number of such window movements 
allowed for each camera frame is dependent both on the frame rate 
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and on the time required to extract the window (s) from the RAM 
containing the complete frame. 
Suppose a window of 32 x 32 = 1024 bits is extracted from the camera 
frame. The lower-case discriminators 'see' a 16 x 16 window taken 
from the centre of the larger area, but at the same resolution, 
whilst the upper-case discriminators 'see' a 16 x 16 image of the 
whole area, but at reduced resolution. Thus 1024 bits have to be 
read from the 4k RAM holding the whole frame, giving a total access 
time of the order of 50 microseconds (assuming a RAM cycle time of 
200 ns and four bits per memory word). A camera frame rate of 
between 50 and 100 per second means that between 200 and 400 window 
movements are permitted per frame. This is ample to allow each 
letter to be centred with a fair degree of accuracy, using both 
vertical and horizontal movements of the window. A block diagram 
of the suggested system is given in Fig. 6.1. Note that two frame 
stores are required since the picture arrives from the camera in 
serial form. Only two mappings have been indicated, but this could 
be extended to any number with little increase in the size of the 
system. Since the 'cycle' time of the recognizer is small 
(considerably less than a microsecond) its decisions can be used 
in determining if and how the window should next be moved. 
In designing the discriminators themselves, one has several options 
available. The simplest approach is to use random access memories 
(RAMs) in precisely the manner used in the computer simulations, 
i. e., each n-tupfe constitutes the address input word for a RAM 
(see Fig. 4.3 in section 4.4) and thus for 1: 1 coverage of a 
256 bit pattern matrix using 8-tuples, one requires 32 x 256-bit 
RAMs per discriminator. If 1 k-bit RAMs were used instead, the 
two extra address bits could be used to select one of four alternative 
fonts, for instance. Clearly RAMs have the advantage that their 
contents may be changed readily, i. e., a recognizer implemented 
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using RAMs would be trainable. This feature is useful in that it 
allows the user to add new type faces to the repertoire of the 
machine. However, it is apparent from the experiments reported in 
Chapter 5 that training the recognizer is no simple matter: one 
must be assured of the quality of the training patterns; one 
must have a means of setting class numbers, and finally one would not 
be able to use the optimisation techniques described in section 5.4, 
since they all rely on detailed analysis of either the training sets 
or of the contents of the trained recognizer. All of these tasks 
are best done on a computer simulation of the recognizer since this 
offers much more flexibility, and ready access to bulk storage 
for sets of patterns, etc. In practice, then, one would not desire 
to change the contents of the RAMs, in which case one could reduce 
the cost significantly by using read-only memories (ROMs), which 
would clearly not be trainable, but also would not suffer from the 
storage volatility problems associated with RAMs. All the training 
would take place on the computer simulation, and the final discrimi- 
nator contents used as the basis for the manufacture (or programming) 
of the ROMs. Again the use of larger memory elements would facilitate 
the provision of several type faces. 
There is a further important economy that can be made in the 
discriminator storage, provided that the number of states seen by 
each n-tuple during training is much less than the total number of 
possible states. If this condition is fulfilled one may use 
programmable logic arrays (PLAs) instead of ROMs. In a PLA one 
has a certain number of inputs (analogous to the address inputs 
of a ROM) and the possibility of decoding a certain number of 
states of this input word, this number being considerably less 
than the total number of possible states. Thus it can be equivalent 
to a ROM containing only the memory locations which have been set. 
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For example, reference to Table 5.12 in section 5.4 shows that in 
a typical experiment there were on average about 20 states seen 
by each n-tuple (the figures given under the heading 'Total States' 
are for all five discriminators added together ), out of a total of 
256 possible states. A ROM implementation would mean that 
the remaining 236 locations would contain zeroes and thus be wasted. 
In a PLA implementation one need only decode the n-tuple states 
seen during training, using only about one tenth of the storage 
otherwise needed, with a corresponding decrease in cost. 
6.3 Future'Work 
Finally a few suggestions are made as to which areas of the research 
require more detailed study. Further work on the blind reading aid 
is required in deciding just how extensive its repertoire of type 
fonts should be, and how the decisions of the machine should be 
presented to the user (e. g., should decisions be reported - uttered - 
as soon as they are made, or should they be inhibited for a certain 
interval after each utterance, or even inhibited until there is a 
change between successive decisions? ). Development of a suitable 
tracking algorithm is required in order to keep the input characters 
roughly centralised, with the generation of appropriate warning 
signals, as well as a means of adjusting the camera digitizing 
threshold automatically in order to accommodate variations in ambient 
light level and paper quality. These items require the development 
of the necessary hardware, as well as consideration of the appropriate 
human factors to assess their effectiveness. 
A more detailed study of the various optimisation methods proposed 
in the current work is necessary, particularly on how groups of 
n-tuples act together in detecting pattern features, and what 
measurements should be made in order to select useful groups of 
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n-tuples. By this means mappings could be 'tailor-made' for a 
particular recognition problem with less reliance on the more 
intuitive methods used, for example, in selecting the combinations 
of random maps in section 5.4.3. 
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APPENDIX 'A' 
Camera System Diagrams 
A description of the solid-state camera system may be found in 
Section 4.2, and should be read in conjunction with the diagrams 
following. 
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i.., 1 J (iN':; Y5 
.. r, 
Ns Is . 1. S "i WJ.: i. OLl.: i. u'it of utility routines vunning 
under the 1: ß: "Y".... 1: 1. operating 
.1R 
sys t, k; mr providing R illýý 1ac)r t. fol ý 
the various sippi.: i. catiuns programs (MULI, EDIF'IC:, MULT12, 
HiiM(1Nf, IIAF'FIT, FQ31 ') . Embedded within JANSYS is cc 
flexible command structure which permits single operations 
to be carried out one by one, under complete 
conversational control.. Alternatively, bg making use of 
the looping and storage facilities, complex 'st'and'ard' 
programs may be built up and preserved as as disk file, for 
irst': ince. 
ý, ].. ] Description of the command structure. 
rhe LuIllnland : itr'UC. tui'! " Wi: A'.: > 
developed to allow 
conversational use uF S'royr'QI1I , such u. 1`. ß the pi: 1Mr'11 
i: 1',.:; sif: ii_r , Which rely url U Fuiv1Gf 1'arye number of 
elementary operations. iiL i, i r.: : ims le ; t. level, u s. Luy1e. 
l.: tDII'': lri'. 1 W: 1.11 initiate u :: i: A. il¬j: i 1. lpel'uL1. (JYI, uch1 us reading 
in the 1'1ex1. }! utter1. %`I I: jMüiu"d c>uach US this is 1'-. Sued 
:.; imply by I., yp. ing the si. rlyJ. e letter mnemonic representing 
the command, followed by CR (i. uVr: i. uye-"return). Uheii 
OXtAc.. ut.. i. on of the command is complete, a new prompting 
asterisk is issued by the system (ubsuminy the absence of 
*G 
:x 
More than one command mag be placed on the same line, 
merely by concatenating the appropriate symbols: 
*GPYQGPY 
x 
Repented execution of a single command may be 
obtained by typing the required number of iterations (maximum is 32767. ) before the command symbol: 
30 GPY2 s 
Ii) the above e.. %Qmpie, Ltiºjý 0 COmwr, WJ is executed 30 times, 
P and Y mice, und A t. wicE. 
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: Gteir-: IL: i. c, rI Of a yr"c, 1.1-p Of (:: ui}1n)'ands is 'achieved by 
enclosing it within bruck. ets, thus 
301GF'? ]A 
. y. 
. rite qY, o p 0PY i. s executed 30 tines, sind the single comp lend 
A anct.. 
lip to five nested levels of brackets are permitted, 
penden'tly of sing. inder le command iterations. 
ac1oI:: X5C 302'175 CGF'Y2I_AC45LXC10000F: 'l: l1RJ'5Y_IA 
The 17 c: cn' i ': xnd is e; <ec'. ALeed 
i2: 000,000 times. 
To improve legibility, commas may be inserted w : i. i. i. ii 
k: I? e Ming, and are L(': & Lt d as no-ups. A t> .; ': x(_e within Lhe 
string in treated an a command (and may thus h" iterated) 
(.: QI. A': >. A. rg ': ^Xti: ^(.. lA'L: A. U'f') 1, (. ) h':. 1'1.. Por I.. t). i(: )ut, 02'.. ' :: >eL(JIid5. 
An 'e' 
symbol occi. Arci'iiy in a. A C: (. imiiU. T1d sL1`:!.. iuy causes the consult 
l. t?: Lt: " L, lj pe Lu emit a: A b]. ut: 'i' AJ.: I. :: >tjMbU. i. i Gc(_u. Ai")'ir g of Lei' ". A 
semicolon are : A. tpl1)re'. I. .: il. ) 
that comments may be insvrLed 
Within a: A i_uniniu:, )-I(: i imn?:. 
1S25riyL Gpy 
933Ay 
1. OExO 
-1 .1f9ff99f9999f 
YT'Iis is ': L comment 1]11d 
Upper case land lower Case letters used as conrmssrnd symbols 
are totally equi. v': aie-lit. 
Text placer) between double quotes is printed exactly 
as typed, followed by a new line. Using 'a. single quote 
instead of the terminating double quote suppresses the new 
line 
"*AQ, 2L: "Messiige"AX3YJ, "This is all on on' Y3LOEW 3, "e line" 
Message 
Message 
This is all on one line 
N 
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Ct. 1. ' Data Input:,. 
Commands requiring data fall into two categories: 
those which pass the data on to the program for later use, 
,:: And those which the data modify. A command to read az new 
putte rn, for exa: ample is of the first type, whereas as 
command to change the current class number, for example, 
is of the second type, because the new class number must 
he specified., 
Commands of the first '1. Upl' 1'llar in': '.. lalf obtain their dota 
1ic: 'm one of t. ltr.: :L ipl. AL/c_, ut, ": u'jI, t: hai nr': l. s. A j: iilrt. i:. LU. it 
Caiuin': xn'. 1 is iierini. inenl. 1&J U<. _, sac: i. I: A"Leu. i with Particular 
cha. iiliel y but the device and/or . f. i. i to WliILh thch'inne] 
. t: 3 USSj.. gii. i .i Uli: Alj 
be i. Ri. l'I'I(jl! i fl. L will (! fee 'Channel 
A :; signment,:. below). 
Commands of i. he St: i.. und type always c., bt. iin their data 
from the same source as the commaod symbol itself, and the 
following method in used for specifying the data: 
Assume that the symbol Z represents the command far 
changing the current class number. This function requires 
as single integer - the new class number - as data. If an 
integer immediately follows the Z, this is taken to be the 
datum:: 
class no. 5 
x 
If the Z is not followed bg an integer, as new line is read 
from the same source aas the command line, and the required 
integer looked for at the beginning of this line. 
Iteration of such as command would require one new line per 
iteration: 
xac"Next t. 1i1ss ', Z, 3EGPY33,,,,; C1s ss no. is 10,6,9,0 
Next class Li( 
text class Z6 
Next class Z? 
Next AaSS ZO 
X 
lote LIi. QL, . 
Ä. r Lhe command ;: >: i'. ºrce" in the con olep Qs 
in thcý 
above example, the command sif1111.1ui. is printed s: 1i s. 1 prompt.. 
It is pussi. J. iit fur the system to Main its command 
fron, "a file, e. g., on Disk, us described 1s ter. Hownv& , 
If : irr tlkiA "xbbr:, vN e; s: *mýIle LIutLx comrn'arid mitring were on filz, 
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1. e., 
RSC"NC4-x-I-, class 
v 
yZ, 3 1GI: -Y_1-1. e. rrYYr ; Class no. is 10,6,9,0 
10 
6 
t) 
I-. h,.. (.. (. j11s(. 1. Llýý (JI. 1t}! UL. W(. 1i. lld be;: 
c1. ai ::, Nt xL c--Ius4s i oxt, c: 1. asý:, Next, c: . 
Lý. Aa > 
1' O the 'i.. !. 1 'ü>': ' il(:. lia Of }' i (, i m .sL wl f M)J 1.1 . 
l. t: > ,O :L i1 C. 1'_ nothing 
iS II OW 
being read from the console keyboard, '. ii U oi1yh t. . 
cur 3. ' Ling still occurs.. 
Console input of data may be requested explicitly, 
even if the command source 1. s a file, by placing a 
question mark after the command symbol. For the above 
example, the command string on file is. 
xW"Next class ', Z?, 3CG1''i]3  y,,,; Get data from console 
;. t1.. 
and the console dialogue isz 
Next class ZIO 
Next class Z6 
Next class Z9 
Next class ZO 
i. lco-, that. . he command symbol is iagiain used 'as $a prompt. 
In sun'mmlar y 
(: omw': xr'1 C'g jri .1 
S k. r' i. '11g. <. 011 PC e Effect. 
Z: --- Use explICU data. See 
"ate below. 
Z Console Issue YZI and read data 
ff (J1V'i (.: (iil5ºOle.. 
2 FA. 3. e Rol' xd 'ile*x L line of file to 
obtain data. 
issue Z' and read data 
from (: C111SO: L .. 
Note: constructions of the -Form "; Z3 shoui'. l be avoided. 
The Qiter i kt, ive, will ialw' ijs work. 
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$, ]. ,C h'-. 1 n )--i ß_, 
1. 
-. jiiN3 makes '. ivu: A: i. i. I. Ll-1. Le {, ki'iao output Channelsy 
numbered 0,1,2, und three J.. i : '. iI. chaI nei: ",, numbered 3,4 pia. 
The function of each channel is defined within the program 
using it, e. y., channel 0 i, uni:: d in ED1: F. Cc For uuº. put of 
64x64 ß: ): 1. 'l. patterns, wlli! rea in MULTI it : A. 5 used for output 
of discriminator response i1'1-I' oru lion . 
TI'l! 3i''- : 1. s on 
channel, number 3, which : 1. ß-i always opened for one purpose 
- the input of command strings from a. i file. 
Each cchoanºie: l nº, ai1 1. ) e assigned independently to one 
device/file combination according to the normal RT-11. 
convention. In order to make a new assignment, the 
command symbol 'IF must be executed. A new line is then 
read from the current command source (channel 3). This 
line must conform to the noz. -ma: s1 RT--11 convention for 
making channel assignments, C. g., 
i:, FILf 3<:,, IºT2: PAT 57Si 
assigns FILE3 on the sy<. tei disk to channel 1 (output), 
and PAT57S on i) : ctapee 2 to ch': i"rit 14 (iriS'ut). A default 
extension is valid for ouc. R channel as spi ci"fied within 
the program in use. If channel. 1. was opens prior to this, 
ussignment, it would be closed ed '. A'. At. (., watic' 1i. y before re- 
assignment. Channe1% 0,2,3,5 ape noL affected. Note fiat 
the above example 1151''_`1 the (.. 00s(. I. e as LIu cumin': tnd source, 
hence the - proi-q' . symbol. 
Assigning a: 1 fiae tu channel 3L'1. L'. e% tIu 1leXt (_Oß1f11and 
line to be read from that. Me. My commands following 
this F11 in the current : u. ne are i, Xilcutt d first. Note tha: it, 
channel 3 is initially open u"i1 assigned to TO - the 
console. This assignment is restored automatically under 
any error condition. 
B. 1.4 Vs ri'ib1es. 
------------------- 
Twenti1 integer variables, taking values in the range 
0- 32767, gare available for general use as counters, 
etc., and are accessed by the $x construction where x is 
the index number of the variable required, e. g., ßa3 
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QCC.. usses LIu "("'i. ii_li" i. Ii variable. i It:. i. c: > Lc. i1'i'. > l. 'i"ui: L: iun mh: 11; J 
replace any use uf an 1 . 1.11 
1.1: ' yi:;: rW . 
1. W. 1.1° a. A command Ming, 
C: s: 1'. 1s: 1. ricj the value C1'r Me vI: : 1. QJi. I. l: " L" be u. 1IÜt'i. w 
Values arc' 
, aaf:; lCJI'ic'd tu Vol`. l. ý. aý: ). ý. r? t:; 
>0: i 
ýýc 
This places 3 in variable no. 0 and 6 in variable no. 3. 
Recursive dere"fereiicing such a: 1'.: > this is not recommended 
beyond about 5 levels, i. e., M; `> Wo. The value assigned 
may be obtained as data (see 'Data Input' above), thus: 
*'Vaalu "J4=? rrrYrrvrrs.; v+al. u. le obtained from console. Value =1234 
"k 
76'ýr rvrrrrrrrvrrrrrrrr...; value obtained from current 
; command source.. 
12345 
Note that '=r : A. S:; used as a: Ä demand 5LJm1: 1(. 1.1. in Lhe first 
example above. 
The c ä1'1t", ' t, '('Ll(. . ,.. 
. 1. 'i., 1'i ; %XC (.. ýilý:. the .... 
ý,..,..., the v,. ý i... i... ý'" of ': ''.. & ý :. i. lb1t no. .. to be printed oh thk:; (:: (. )1l:: i(: ). 1. s: y fk.. )1. lt.! I. 4i: 'd by u "e! J link--.. 
(which is suppressed if the n Xt M':. ':, (_ter in (. ills c. orrand - 
str i ng in a. 1 double quote). W4 and x-.. 1.11(.: r h"'" nLa. nd 
dec_reMeri't, re is pec_'Live 1y V': AI': L : LJ. ). Le ii(:,. X. The following 
example causes the value of each variable tu bu printed, 
usiiuj "0 ': las 
the index:; 
*$0=0,2OC'V(I i'i1.1j. ) .e no. Viial. iaJ. )1. e Y117.0 =0 
Vuari'-kbie no. 1= 3751 
Variable no. 2=7 
..... tc. 
lisi. n cý .a viirisiJ: )le to su. upply d'it'i is very simple, e. g., 
*$O=0,32Cd$O, $0+3 
The following string functions identic'al111 to the . 'above 
*$0=0,32[cP O+J 
This contracted form is, however, available only for the 
incrementing operation, which always occurs Qft, er the 
value of the variable ha: &Si been used. 
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When using a variable as x: 1.1'1 iteration count, as 
bracketed yi'c, '. ip of L amiu'zricls w. i. ].: L always b executed at 
least once, e. g., 
x$0=0, $0C4 
causes the 0 command to be executed zero times, whereas 
*90=0, $000J 
causes one execution of the bracketed group.. 
B. ].. 5 Error H ': xiicl l ing . 
I. 4hien an error condition is ': leLei.. ted, Q dw'vcT . }t: 
iVF: 7 
message in printed l. 'l'1, i. lt" Lo1'tvo1. t'., and charm 13 lt. i: 
re': , bi. c )i. d to Lhe LUMc., 10 (TT: ) ('or . he next L. ummund. 
T. ri 
the cas of c.: hannt*l aw::.. i. iJ"u, uy, U ': i'rurA, rc. y., ? F. I: 1... NOT 
("ND?, u new m prompt symbol in .. t.:. >: >'. L 
dy and the usbignnlt_llt 
str ing may 
bu re -L1f ped.. 
In 
l,.. 
I. 1 oLhei c..: U. ses u 
duL (. 
prompt symbol is issued. There are only Lwo correct 
responses tu thi. l. > RE ('re, Lur O causes the pruyrum to 
continue with all data areas and Lhannels (except no. 3) 
still valid. The response KI (kill) LUu e". all . i/O 
channels tu be closed, and control to be returned to the 
RT-. 11 Monitor. The Monitor REENTER command may be typed, 
whereupon the terminated program will resume with all data 
areas valid, but with all channels except no. 3 closed. 
If CONTROL/C is tqped while a JANSYS program is 
rurniiing, an error condition is simulated, with the message, 
'BREAK IN'. Further action is aas described above. 
B. 1.6 Mistelfan ous Functions. 
----------------------------------- 
The following commands control various aspects of the 
system opera t. iont.. 
CONTROL/C TIýis t.: rAu<.:, . s; Litº: ' CREAK . LJG! 
' me. "s S je q 
fcal. low ed hº. j t, ikt- ;. 1'#3MJ) . ý: i yml. büI ' . ', to 
which L$lo only pos5i jle responses are 
R 
º7lnd '1'<I' .A more 
Wailed i. j1acf i}: 't, iOu 
i* 
yivef º. Aie'. h. i 'Err"n Hüf'-l1. i. ny' above. 
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CONTROL/E This causes all -text output on the 
graphics sc. 'c: ): I. aer to he echoed on the 
console printer. This includes commands 
'b ped in Jatj the user. The function is 
disabled by pressing CTRL. /E a1 second time. 
CONT! OI_/S When t jped during the output of text, 
halts all operations until ,: i second CTRL/S, 
is "tt. i'eAd Th.: i. =:, allows the text to be. 
inspected at the user's leisure. 
ALTMODE up Selects the Cc" 1 T' t:! gT' am' !: > 'immediate' mode. 
ESCAPE 
. 
I. 1) MIS mode, l, ljPIny U ': i. i. )i4Ja. e l: hUl`Ut: tl. 'l Oil 
the i.. UrlOt: ). 1e e. I: {' '"i.. L. i. vlai. tj 5i"t')d5 that-, 
character followed by ". A t:. ). 1`1'. L' ye - 'L Lul'I 
Thus simple commands mal( be single-51e! . i}1ii. "'. "1: i 
manually aL'. i I'"': A I!. i. '. l Me. Mk. '".. T kin phut..!:: V. 
disabled aLl. IU: e iIi ''1, ALTHODE up ESCAPE, 
under '1"i y 1: ä1'1"u1 1.: t: )ild. º. b. 1_011, oI whelleve.. 7 
data gape i"e l_1enLI: r'. i 4'i"t. iui t. he t_u1lt=, C): t ! tR: i..::: " 
1. uic: 3. ulae s '*.: 1: "l.: ii. i, 10" of Lh! "r: t_uuii: kiil.: I fo"t 
file 005igr) iii e r) t. <)  
RUl. iOU7 "Lke- 
CONTROL/U Del tt: ýs ti-ha, 
being typen 
oa nt, w J. i-1.1e . 
be re--typed 
c h'i i' scttr Ui -i . 
whole of the line currentlk. j 
A "U is printed, followed b' 
The corrected line nriatj then 
from the beginning. 
CONTROL/O Causes the 64>. 64 hit pattern to be 
displayed on the graphics screen. It maq 
be removed by as second occurrence of 
CTRL/CL. 
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P.,. 2 EEIIF'IC Version 04 
This program contains the modules required for 
preparing files of patterns "El: )i later use an 
1. ('': 11.1"ia. n(j Gi' 
. 1? `Sig1. a. 1I( sets. . 
i: t. is (.. I: LPI: Lb. L(t Of FOLeiviny and 
displaying 
64x64 bit p: A. l: Luº'es from the t (. I. I.. L. '. A s. u Le l.. '. f' l"=1''. L' l: *. '%. ('u(.. 
{,. L. I"I(1 
Q nC)V': LJi: i. e Y Wi. ildoW r of variMe dimensions from this 
picture, ': kn'.. i }! 's furrii. L. Tiy VuI'. L. ous other . i' U: ))1.: L. L. tJl' s ':: ULh 
the averaging of several rT'': ºi' 'b in i.! i"di^r to reduce LN', 
effects U1' ri: l"I)iium noise. The commands aV'. 1. L). Ql. )1t? OT't. 
deSC1': l. i eii in deta: i. l below 
B,. 2.1 
This allows channel assignments to be performed, as 
described in 1.3 above. The table below summarises the 
function of each cI"t'annel y and 
the file extension which is 
assumed by default if none is specified explicitly. 
Channel Elef -allIt 
n c)» e ten_, ion F, 1. inc ti 
0 C64 Outp1.1 t 
1 C16 Output 
2- -- 0U1"tp1.1t, 
of 64x64 patterns. 
of 16:. d. 6 put-terns.. 
of r'andon', m': i I: ss and ASCII 
p "atterri=;.. 
3 CE. Lº of i: uuIi uan ': L 
4 C64 : r. n"}, '. L I, of , 4x,:, A i.,,: ß iAer=: > 5 C1( Ins: 'uL or : I. 6x1.6, }: 'ai, Li*º`vis. 
The extension normally (j: 1. Vti"TI L(. 1 1'salili.. c'i map Fllt'!! '> 
intended for the r ecogn. A. 'er S'rogr ums RECIPE and RCC: J: P4 i, 
' hMF'' . "MifF'' map files intended fur MULTI and MULT12 must. 
hei genersa«t, es. l u. y: iny the pruyram i"1At:. pTT. The structures cAf' 
'C16 'C64', and 'i'fl p' files are described in Section-, 
B. 10. 
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B. 2 
f 
The r..; ': t-c.: u'U: i. c, n of an X or Y c.. c. ºnºinanr: 1 requires this input, 
of .i single integer .. t. 1i 
L'Itte ra. xng 1. tu 16. This Lk e1i 
1: 1Oc.. UMisS the new X or dimension (Jr . 
the "w: i. ndowP being 
extracted from t. h. c_ current 64; ': 64 h. i1. pMi; º'tº. F'Qt. i, t vn-_ý being read from a U1.6 file Ori. r U: Sü l. Pº. ºrrL': A'LNd to the 
current window dimensions before being d. i. sy: ia. iayiad. Note 
that execution of X or Y always causes the current window 
to be refreshed from the current 64x64 pattern, regardless 
of whether or not the previous window was obtained from a 
C: I6 file. The current class number is not, affected. 
B, 2,3 0 
This causes as new pattern to be read from channel 5 
and displayed, subject to possible truncation (see B. 2.2 
above), at the top left of the VTiI screen. The current 
class number will be modified according to the contents of 
the bUte reserved for this purpose within the C16 file 
structure (see Section MOM. 
E4.2.4 r. 
This i': 1'. Aiieri one pattern to be read from Lhannel 5. 
and discarded. The current put. t. ei n sail'.! L1(1ä5 number sire 
not affected. This Lommand may save a considerable amount 
of time when liirye numbers of patterns heave to be skipped. 
B. 2.5 Z 
This requires the input of a single integer in the 
ringe 0 to 32, which becomes the new current class number. 
A subsequent 0 command (see B. 2.10 below) causes this 
dumber to be placed in the special byte reserved within 
the C16 file structure for the class number. Note that a 
subsequent G command will modify the current class number. 
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Lt. 2. h F-I , ,J, K, t_ 
In 'window' made (see Section t. 2.1 5) , 
these commands 
c'ause the window currently bei. ny extracted from the 64; <64 
bail pattern to be shifted by one bit left (H), down (, J), 
up M, or right W. In 'edit' mode, these movements aare 
applied only to the small edit box.. 
B ., 2.7 F° 
This command causes as single 64;: 64 bit pattern to be 
read from chnnnal 4, and displayed. The current class 
number is not affected, but the window is updated., 
Y. 2.8 C 
This obtains a single 64x64 bit pattern from the 
solid-. tote t: ': aiu? ru, and &1. i. sI: ']. uys it.. the c'. irrenL c. 1. 'ist 
number is not . affected, affected, but the winduw is updated. See Bwi. V a. ibove. 
W ft. 2.9 
This outputs the current 64x64 bit pattern on channel. 
0, wing the standard C64 file structure (see Section 
B. 10.3). 
B.. 2... 1O 0 
This uut : sul, s tIkc: urrerit w: i. nduw (: )fl ch'uiniº1 1. S. 
together with this current class number, usiny the standard 
C16 file <. Wuc. ture (See SeL t: i. ari B. 10.1). 
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Y. 2.11 h 
This requires the . input of as single integer which 
constitutes the seed for as pseudo-random neap, to be output 
on channel 2, using the standard RMP Pile structure. The 
RMP' neap so produced is not suitable for use with the 
recognizer programs MULTI and MUl_71: 2.1MMPV maps for 
these niust be produced by the program MI PPIT. 
Note that a: i map requires both the starting seed and the 
current window dimensions in order to be fully specified. 
For example, the map produced bra se d=4 for as 16; ~: 16 matrix. 
would be referred to as map 4,16x16. 
El .2.1. '21 D yF' 
These send the c_urvont W64 ': cii':. 16M bit patterns 
r es pec1. iv tl ]. (J tu c_ I1Ia "ri e: l 2, an .l tr. y .L 
JJ : i. u ASCII files. 
B. 2.13 Nj 
These are used in combination to receive and display 
averaged 64x64 bit patterns from the camera. The N 
command requires a single integer in the range 1 to 16y 
causing this number of frames to he read from the camera, 
and stored separately, without affecting the current 
display. The T command again requires a single integer in 
the range 1 to 16, which becomes the threshold. The 
stored frames gare now inspected, and the averaged pattern 
displayed. A particular hit of the averaged pattern is 
set only if the corresponding bit of the input frames was 
set as number of times not less than the threshold value. 
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14.2.14 0 
This, complex command was implemented to allow the 
camera to be adjusted, e. g., pointed at a: A new class o-F 
pattern, whilst ri possibly large command loop is being 
executed It implicitly per-. forms N and T commands 
repeatedly until a CON"rR(: )L'Y : i. ':: > typed at the console 
teletype. The frame count value (data for the H command) 
fmlust be in variable 8 ($8, see 1.4 above), and 
the 
threshold value Cd. t., i. A fur T) must be i" variable 9 (09) 
before execution of Q. For example, the following 
sequence of cC. )Itilhlu1'}dt creates a f. A.. 1. e t.: ont. ui1r. A. r1y 100 
patterns of each Of {... I. OSSeS: i 1. to 4, using 12 and 6 as t. t'le 
averaging parameters, and allowing the camera to W-- 
repositioned between classes. 
A 
QPATOUY 
x$0=: 9. 
x"A.? sO, "Gi: e'I, class nu. '$O: &O+jq, IOO1W12, T6,0T] 
Get, class nu. : 1. 
Get class no. 2 
Get class nu. 3 
Get class no. 4 
N. 
El 2.1 5 A, I 
y\ yR6 
Alte'"r'nat, k, -s º. lse of the A command causes the program to 
Switch between 'window' made, wk: i. cth is the initial mode, 
and 'edit' made, which maU be identified by the presence 
of a:, sma1. l flashing box on the 1.6x16 displaU, enclosing 
e:,: ': 1c:: "L 1Ij one pattern e. I. t". '. `Im1ent I'1'1 e1.1: 1. t M(. )d 1': ". q 
the move 
commands II, J, K, L de::; cº': i. bt: 1'. i in Section B. 2.0 d. iü nut move 
the entire window, but just. the small edit box.. The i 
command sets the enclosed pattern N_". I. t. iiYlt_'. 1PLy whilst thu 
command (_. I. oar'b a1., After each of Llll: "': e (.: ot i ': in'. 
1?:,, the b)ox 
moves by one element in the same -: u.: LI11::. ' p1'IzV. Ll. 111. -: > 
move (however long ago this may have been). 
i and ,\'. 1T' 
permissible only in ed. d. i. t mode. Th. t. S comitint! º't. r"-; e Ls the 
box to the bottom left hand corner of he window, wh. i. lit 
tI'u. ' R command '. i. 1 ;o clears. Me whole window. 
These. 
commands are permissible at any time. 
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ýc ,. 3 MULTI Version O1 
This is the pattern C liaSt>: 1. e i ... U'L: A. I'. iYl ; P09POM- 
The 
characteristics of the c1'. i::;::;. A. f. A. ( I required fur a 
p'ir LiC: uls: tr application may be f1 
. 't: r(.. 
i. 'r: A. i"d '. Iui .. 
i. riy an qp : Lo"01. 
dialogue pi'. k; e when the prº. >grh. i. n, . 
i. ":. > juiLiolIq loaded. The 
: I"larOL tl"_`1': 1 V L: A. (. b º. A'I'ir. 1l'' V l.. i. t 'til . A. 1'1 this Way Lannot be 
changed at '. A Later Lugo wiLhoe. t 1., I` e1 ua'. i . 
l. l"i y the Suuy 1' u hº. 
They army 
l. ) Rc-: i>'l. c. >>'atiun of old RAM file. This, i"tc<. tupes the 
d :Ascr : A. fei . A. l s. 1 
l C)1' C: a Tl t, t? i1w and map k? x ai: Li lJ as i s'1 ved by 
the "Q' Lomm': An(. t (sec Sec.. L: i.. <. jn I'. 3.1 Z) during c 
previous run. c ue':: i t, a. l: i1":, l. A. ) y iii), iv) und v) arE 
skipped if an old RAM file is restored in Lhis 
wau. 
Window X o5nci Y d. i. meiis: i. ori , e': ic:: h in the range 1 to 
16,. Default: i. 6:,: 1.6 .. 
iii) Classifier n-tuple size, in the range 4 to S. 
Default: C,. 
iv) Number of RAMs per discriminator. Typing WO 
causes the automatic setting of as 1: 1 connection 
between the pattern elements and the RAM inputs. 
v) Number of discriminators in use. The number 
available is dependent upon the amount of free 
memory available, which in turn is dependent upon 
ii) y iii) and iv) above, but as minimum of 10 is 
guaranteed. The s: xbsolu& maximum number of 
dit criminuatur is 32. Default: 10. 
v. i) Renaming of di-LiL: r. i. i irra: aLor >. By d. 'f6x1.11t, the. 
c: 1 :As, s t. ls ': i r" eri.: f t- r red t, c, 1. ) r1 number ,i. 0. V 
1,2,3,4,..., 30,3: 1., 3?. Renaming them 
alphabetically L'ause' them to be refevred to ': is 
A, B, C, Iº....... i;, 'i, Z, 2 ,2,..., 
31., ; 2. The cli. rs": e 
maU, however, be renamed in any wry the user 
desires, &tsl. nt) two chsar'. lt.: t. el`s peº 1r'. me p even to 
the extent of giving Sever': tl d: i. ffer"t º"ºt classes the 
sume name. 
Note that class 0 is permanently named ''" since 
it is a: 1 speciaJl class halving no discriminator, and 
normally associated only with a 'don't know' 
condition (i. e., for a test pattern of unknown 
class, or to indicate an ambiguous response to u 
pattern). Since it is not possible to alter the 
contents of zany discriminator, either by teaching 
or clearing, whilst the current class is 0, this 
constitutes a means of 'write--protecting' the 
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Stor"iigk. -! 
L, d. )--Io. u. 1Vt? (`ý. ý1. nk, l.: or 1,1. ). S1L', J.. oyI. 
vi) Absolute threshold. Iie'1 : i. tj:. i. nq with 'Y"" t L('1:. ts 
'T'. 16'-st7.. (. 111 l: ': 1kwl. ":., LILk. ' program b1.1 use ahn '. A1. )`.: i1., i. utl 
l:. I'tl'i^!:, Ili.,. l. d Wiu'VI making Oil l... 1.:!. ':, bJ.. 'f: A. (.. Ui,: A. C)ll dk_C.: 15 1OY1!: i 
(Xy 1, P, A and E commands 1.1is. I. t. Jw). Any U1. hky'1 
response causes l4 relative 1. k1' h:. ` 6I l (. 1 .{d 
to be used. 
In both cases We * vx. 1: 1. u.. t"::: " of 1. I.. ".; threshold is held 
in variable 10 M10), W (. i:, t: c value is set : i. n : i. t.: i. n : t: i. 
to zero. Default,:; ri_. la1,: i. ve t, hreuftü1d,. 
The commands available ': are as 'Follows 
- "_) I 
a. "i. Is¬_ I. 
This allows channel assigns nts to be performed, as 
described in £ß. 133 above. The table below summarises the 
function of each chaannel y and the file extension which is 
assumed by default if none is specified explicitly. 
Ch ': tiirne1 
11C)r 
0 
1 
7 
J 
"4 
It efc. 1.11. t 
e; 'te-l-I .: Lou 
Fu nc: t. loll 
RE. S Output, of '. 1. i.: >ý:., : ý. ºý,: ý.,,,: A ý, ý:, r PI S3, o11sen;.. RAi"1 (11.11-, y, 1.11, o; .. l . i. ':: t:: r. i. 1. ºýý CL .. 
i. _0G 01.1. U;, l.,. c, or 1 ,., c, r1. a. ý: -, 
ü I' 
i. ) 
lnt ý... ý. ý iL1. ýl. (. ) 'ý' .. ti: >x 
ý, ý. 1. iJ pol. Ak' rnt: i .. 
iiili' . Cti}: 'Lxi', of 
rh id s i, rs., 1c"l: urtosi iý"f FiECi' C16 1. -1 (1 MM "f: 1.1es 'ire 
dos>cri1)ed : i. ll Sec: k. J. aII F{.: 10. Tko of"ftýc: l, of opening c: l>. uunel 
Llcýý lod, i. -, to se ri(I a ll. 1, eXA., -: 11.1 V 1-A a: Ari. n cj car) the VT1.1. 
scroller simultaneously to the specified file. 
f{. 3.3 fä 
This causes al new pattern to be read from channel 4 
and dispiriijed1 subject to possible truncation (dependent 
upon We X and Y dimensions set up during the initial 
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dialogue phase ' ::, ee B. 3.1 oJ. rt. i'vl::: ) o '. iL t, hi. ' Lop left u! Lht=. 
')t1.1. '_: "C: ri:. t: ^ri. 
ri i.. UVr't: >'ii''t. r. l. USS iii. i. Mber Will be modified 
ast:: c: ord1. ntJ t, u the ".: onLent, s of Ll1" byte reserved fur WK, 
purpose w: i. 'tIt. 1. il l. l'. C; 1.6 file ::, 'l. t"º. I(.. '(. U'r'e (lee Section 
B. 10.1). if a pattern : 1. '_; encountered whose class number 
does not lie within 'l. Iu range 0 to the number of classes 
set up during the initial dialogue, the current class 
number is set to 0. An error c_ondi. tion (? C: LASS NO '? ) 
'irises should teaching he attempted for this class (see 
: Er. 3.8 below). 
B. 3.4 T 
This causes one pattern to he read from channel 4. 
and discarded, without Offect. i. ng the current pattern or 
class number. This command ma save as considerable amount. 
Of time when barge number of patterns have to be skipped. 
B. 3.5 Z 
This requires the input of ': i 6: l. nj 1. e integer wh: i :: t1 
becomes the new (: '. t eenL WaS S 11 UMM. IL p1 U5: i L lie .iu. 
rariye U to the number Of c. ]': ti; eS bet u'i. ' during the initial. 
dialogue (. see B. 3.1 above). The data required by this 
command :i always an integer, regardless of any renaming 
of the discriminators. Note t. haf. u subsequent G command 
will modify the current class number. 
B. 3.6 H, J, K, t_ 
-------------- 
These commands cause the window currently being 
extracted from the 64x64 bit pattern to be shifted by one 
bit left (H), down (J), up (K), or right (l_). 
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ý. .7C 
This obtains "a single 64x64 bit pattern from the 
solid-state camera, and displays it. The current class 
number is not i. lffectedy but the window is updated. Notfit 
that the 64:: 64 display may be switched on or off by u se of 
the CONTROL/O function (see B. 1.6 above ). This is often 
desirable since the generat ion of the d isplay file is very 
time-consuming. 
B. 3,. 8 7 
This command -t. ti'': A C. Ii li". ': i the d! w.. lWIl1: 1 S: > e l_ 
1. ': 15: >!: i 
number is c1.1(`t`t'. ""i1L. I. y selected, u:: >. A. 1'q 
We '..: l!. i't`t: '. Yi1, 'eil, t. rlrtt a: ý 
displayed at the t: Up left i. i"f "t: h'. ß1": 1i "::: t.. rr. '': ±ii.. Attempting 
L(: 1 teUCh LlOSS 0 (no '. J.. i.. st: l-.!.. hi!.. 1'tat: ui') IJk "1e1`*. it: e''::; the : l.; I... AS'Ec' 
B. 3.9 z 
This command performs exactly the same functions as a 
6 command (B. ä. M) followed by as T command (PAN). It 
speeds up the teaching, particularly when large numbers of 
patterns have to he processed, since it ovoids the use of 
bracketed command groups (see B. 1. i. above), i. e., 
*: L0000CGT3 
is more time-consuming th': xrn 
* : I. 0000B 
I'1: 1..; i (.:. I. t! a: A T. S: > t. 11 oe 1'1 1,: i 'I' (: " {11. fü C. )' : i1.1-1: 1.111: A'ß. (.! 1' ':: ' 't. (: I 1.1: 1(J i:. ` y 1.11-) 
1o tä ci 
C. 1. a_, o :A)l. I. 1.1'': '. llL. 1. lj 1: io. ý. o c. Le'1y . A. 11 W l. 1. l.: '. 1.: as:: 
it' lall i. 1`1`C)T. 
(:: (ai1(J.: i. t: i. (. )r) .: 1r. i. >of<: i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B3.11 h 
This reads one map from channel 5, using the standard 
MMF' file structure (see Section B. 10.4) This mapping is 
then invoked whenever a new pattern is generated (by 
G, T:, V, H, J, K, L, or C commands), in transforming the patter-o 
. i. nto the : input vector for each discriminator. 
Note tha: xt 
in this version of the Pattern i. 1U'->sifier the some mapping 
is used for all diSLriminaturs. It is important that the 
runajp file is correct for the matrix dimensions currently 
set. The ? BAD MAP? message does not necessarily appear if 
this is not su. See Sec: L. u" 8.2.11. 
£L3.12 ý' 
This sends to the d: lb} layf oo a bevies of six-digit 
octal numbers, the content.:; of one RAM within the 
discriminator selected by the current class number. 'she-: 
RAM is specified by am integer which is given as data for 
the Li command. The following sequence dumps the contents 
of RAM 0 of the class 6 discriminator: 
*Z6'Cliass 6, RAM O'Ii0 
Class 6, RAM 0 
000001.007410 150014 006177 
The number of words dumped does of course depend upon 
the n-tuple size (see B. 3.1 above), whilst the number of 
RAMS in one discriminator depends upon both the n-tupfe 
s: i.. e and the window dimensions. No checks are made on the 
validity of the data supplied for the D command.. 
B. 3.131) X, Y, F', ', E, S, V 
------------------------ 
These seven commands are cunc_eº nod with the handling 
of the classifier' res}'oºrSe I, º. º LI r{ LUr'ver L P'atLerrº. All. 
except Y cause a discriminator crº. Atpu. ut, vector (one bit per. 
RAM) to be generated Fur euii: it ciuaS M. iny the current 
input vectory which is set 
Up 
whenever 'a new pattern 
iii; 
generated (see B. 3.3 and B. 3.11 above). 
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T:;. 3.13.1 X 
This updates the display, immediatelg beneath 
that of the current patter", of the' name of the 
. 
1: A. '.:; Lr: i m: t. n': L t OV having the y}'i. 'al. la5:, L T'4'_`b)'uns to the. - 
current patter". Tllkr. response in eVa. l. u'. A1, l'. '. 
1 by !" LddJ.. 1'Ig 
la,: ' Llie . IuviIJ! T' Of M. 1: A. t. '.: >t:? i: in the . 
%: A. ':, (:: }'j. II A. )'}I: ). 'L(: )T' O'. A? '. P'.. I:: 
vector. The name ?" ' indicates that a'. .WU up mute 
'J. i5>(_1': A. IQ: A. na'l, ups have equal responses.. 
B. 3 1 3.2 Y 
This merely prints out on the scroller (and on 
the log file, : i! ' open) the c_urrent, class number and 
the maximum response exactly as displayed beneath the 
current pattern. It does not cause the response to be 
updated (see Lß.: 3.13.1. above). 
B.. 3.13 3P 
This performs an implicit X command (B. 3.13.1). 
then prints (cri the sc 1'C) I.. 1. r (and an the lay file, if 
open) the numerical response of euch discriminator, 
for example, in a six -class !: i1J'.. >tew 
"x f?, P 
1.7 1.3 1.6 7 1() 
Y 
C: CLASS 
MAX RUN'. 11 
B. 3.13.4 A 
This again performs an implicit X command 
(D. 3. ]. 3.1 ), then prints the output vector of e'ach1 
discriminator, one per line, als as sequence of Os QW1 
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1 <.:; ccir r"e -ipuii'. l. i. iiia I -ke 
Fl I ýi .)ik is L Ci'I, ': i I. (. i "("' 
v' s:: tar' : 11. '.:; }: u s' . 
º. 'i 11. ' .1'. i 
t, t. he 
s::: xu: A 1.1 -p 1 is would 
*(A 
11.1.1.11.1.1.1: 1.01.1.: 11.1 1.5 
1100100100001110 
1011101111111101 1. 
16 
01.0: 1.1000: 100011.: 1.0i 7 
1100001111010111 10 
B. 3.13.5 E 
4. iý. A -+ t, kt J. 11di V. A. d[. A,: L 1 
ý, `11ý. 1 !. i ( Ull: * T(tk. ý. lJ. )4. )Ve 
This command is . intended to enable the overall. recognition ability of a particular configuration to 
be established quickly, wi. thout having to collect und 
compare individual responses to test patterns. It 
performs an implicit X command (B. 3.13.1)7 then 
compares the mane of the current class with the name 
of the discriminator having the maximum response after 
the application of the appropriate threshold. If they 
gare the same, variable 9 ($9 - see B. 1 . 4) is 
incremented. If two or more discriminators have the 
same msa; a. mº. 1m response, variable 8 ($0) in incremented 
instead, regardless laf whether any of the 1'e"_iS: u"seb is: 
correct. For example: -, 
*:; o=a$9=0 
2 L. 
CI. _AS8 C MAX RESP. C 
0 1. 
CLASS C. 
MAX RESP. ? 
11 
* 
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{. i. 13. iý S: i 
This evaluates the I i'. n'I c i' : A. L. ': A . 
I. response of e.: ic h 
discriminator to t. h. e c'. i'renL }: ''a . 'te1'n, alle UuI. pi. 
is 
these, along with the current class number, on channel. 
Q, using the standarid RES "ri... 1e structure (see Section 
B. 10.2). On the first execution of an S command after 
the opening of' channel 0 to a new file, a header 
containing the n-tup. le size, window dimensions, date, 
class names, and as title is written an the file. This 
title, one line of text up to 63 characters long, is 
given as the next line o"f' the command source (channel 
3). If this is the console, a prompting message is 
printed. The current values of variables (see B".. 1.4) 
mciq be inserted in the title bij using the ' ä' symbol.:: 
the first occurrence of KI within the title is 
replaced by the value of variable 0, the second by the 
value of variable 1, and so oll. The example progravi 
in Section L 11 2 shows t.... e use of th:. i 5 facility. 
B .. 3.1 2.7 V 
This command iieP. POriil'. i l: "xt: Ai L1y 
We 
Same 
WCUOMý 
as as 6 command (I s. 3.3) -F t. ) I. J. üwo'. I f. º y 1.111 S: ummo.. n'J. 
(B. 3.13.6). The advantages of doing 1, It1b are ': a::; 
described for the Tt command (see B. 3.9). 
Br 
3  1QW 
This command trains the current discriminator on the 
current pattern if the overall response to the pattern is 
incorrect ('after application of the threskold). Variable 
6 ($6) is incremented if training occurs. 
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B. 3.15 0 
This slaves mils, 
Co10 tents, on c: h1i nne1 
s º. 1 p To 1 i. cdSuch ºa "f i. :La 
i-niti'al dialogue. 
8.3.16 ri 
p1ý. iä t; he entire discrii ij-1.1 (. )r 
t. A two--line title m1. is t he 
nýýzy t: ýN re stored 0 n1LI vin the 
This command performs implicit !ä and X commands, then 
inspects the response obtained, If i. L . 1.:: i correct or 'A 
rejecti. onY the process is repeated. If the 1'esponse is 
incorrect, the loop is LerminuLed and the current LASS A, 
churºcjcd to that of Me ii i. Sc.. i' a. min.: &tcº1' cj: i. virig the 
(incorrect) maximum rt,:. i}s'.:; )r.: ie,. 
B. 3.17 F' 
The r command executes C, X commands implicitly, and 
moves the window if necessary (using as J or K command) in 
an attempt to centralise the pattern and improve the 
responses. If as unique response is obtained, the window 
is not moved. Otherwise the top and bottom rows of the 
window are inspected and if the bottom row is not blank 
the window moves down one step, otherwise if the top row 
is not blank, it moves up one step. If the top and bottom 
gare both blank., it does not move 
B. 3.18 U 
rh: i; 1,1-; ý 1: 1CIk(ASi tIll". ' C1.1T`reyj-1,1.. 1Clsi 
d: i cri. rilator l. U 
respond with zeroes to the cur'ent, patter", and is thus On 
'uni. eactl' f1.111(.: 1, i. on since it causes memOr"lJ bits 
to be': 
cleared rai, I'tt*I' than set. 
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14.3.1.9 N 
This command obtains alte response to the current 
pattern, and if it is incorrect (but not a rejection), tftta 
discriminator b. tav: l. ng the maximum response is untrained W 
command) on the -pattern.. 
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ft. 4 MULTI2 Version 01. 
This program is the wultiple-map version of MULTI, 
and announces itself as such who" loaded. The operaLio-n 
of i1I.. J l_. "1 : 1: ?' : i.: > identical to . that of MULTI as described in 
Section B. 3, oparL from u few exception, detailed here. 
The structure of MUL 12. a: Al.: 1. ow'- tIu wi,. mu. 1. 'i. uiie(. º'.. t existenc: r: -. ý 
of s$Vk'ra: i7. (currently up t. t) ':: i. A.:: ) . A. lldk"'f! k"nde"L P1K1pp. A. 11CJ". 
1: )' .w c' e rl the current pattern and the input v eL 't. u r" .Tll: i.:: i 
naturally incurs I1. A. yhl: x1` l. )V'`r1'te': Ä'J. u in 1. )otI. F. 'Xf_'"1: 11Li1.111 Lime 
and :: «Lo1'': Ayc than MULTI, and for i. Ii: i. s reason the number of 
discriminators available may 1. )e. ' '.: il. )I11eWIt'. 1t, loss. The 
initial dialogue differs slightly from that of MULTI in 
tI"1a. t currently a. 1 1: 1 m': >, pp. 1.. ll(j in ß. 1.. I. wuljs ': ll': ci'.: i'. imP_''. I' and Lller"G` 
, are two further gs. iet tions,: 
i) Number of maps. The 7. i. mit is currently six. 
11 
l: k) Map/discriminator correspondence. For each 
discriminator in use, the user must type the 
number of the ma (starting at 0) which is to be 
associated with that class, e. g., for a] six-doss 
system using three, mo: ips. 
1? 0 
2? 0 
3? ]. 
A? 
5? 0 
6'? 2 
It should be noted that the map numbers used here 
are in no waif related Lo the numbers used in 
creating the random maps We Section B. 6.3). 
The following command d. Lffes' fron iL Lti'. tnterpiirt in 
MULTI: 
B. 4.1 M 
This single command reads all the required maps from 
chi'. xnne1 5, using the stand aarda MMP -File, structure (<see 
Section B. 10.4). All the maps must therefore exist in the 
correct sequence on the appropriate single file. It is 
important that the map file is correct for the matrix 
dimensions currently set. The 7BAI) MAP? message may occur 
if it is not. 
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B .. 'L. I-IAMAI`1ri 02. 
This tlc. l gl' s:. u m contains Me l iA modules i' qI. A 
Ivi^ i1 for 
&1IiI: Äiys. l. ny Sets o }! ut, 
teiß'1S used fov Wining and testing 
purposes in iuu. _'T : l: up i"i 1.1 L.. 'T : I. ;.. ,, IL . 
i.::, able to generate both 
averaged and accumulated ,.. >. 
t. 'i. I' 11 ":: for ea i of ', il 
Possible (.:. I. U': >tcil: "Vii;, f.. a. 
l. (.. u. La't, la 
Humming diStUDLeS between 
patterns, edit files of p 1.1 t, Lor1 1':: i on the 1-1 I. t i:; . 
A. `. i o 
Hamming 
distance criteria, and generate hibtagramn showing the 
Hamming distance distribution of patterns within $. k (j. LVk 
set. I-I('1iiANLI maintains Cu' reach class both an accumulated 
pattern, to which the current pattern may be added by the 
A command (see B. 5,. 8 below), and, derived from , 'this, ': xn 
average pattern. The commands are als 'f'ollows;; 
5.1.1 i. 
This allows channel assignments to be performed, as 
described in B.. 1.3 above. The table below summarises the 
function of each channel9 and the file extension which :. L > 
assumed by default if none is specified explicitly. 
Ch1: 1rºC: `I Def a'1. I. t, 
no. extension FuncUwri 
0 PIER 01. )A put, or 10.1lavy accumulator 
contents.. 
1 C16 C. ) i. i t, :ii. l., uf 1C) x: I 6 pi. 1 1,1. !: * t' ll s. 
`? FIT G (a u tL ;uL of ii:: i C:: r i? ai. -i, (a t ilto -at iid 
h: i<. stogi'I. ii -,,. 
3 Cl Il A of c.. c:, nim-ands.. 
4 C16 Ir ''. Ak, of 16xa6 patterns. 
5 Not used.. 
The structure. of C1.6 files is described in Section B. ]. O. 1. 
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B .. 5«2 t"i 
Il ai'1 i1 t? 14 This causes a new pattern to Ue read NOM (. 
and displayed at the to,; le('t, of the VT: 1.1. Wi"ee". This IS 
It. flown as tlttt. Lurrent pattern. The current class number is 
modified according to the contents of the byte reserved. 
for this purpose within the C16 file structure (see 
Section B. 10.1). See B. 5.4 below for the effects of 
changing the current class number.. 
B. `;. 3 T 
This causes one pattern to be read from channel 4. 
and discarded, without affecting the current pattern or 
class number. This may ': aOVe 0 C. onsider'1ble amount of 
time 
when large numbers of patterns have tu be skipped. 
B.,. 4 Z 
This requires the input of a 5irryl. e : intejer" which 
becomes the new current class "umber, und muss lie i" the 
runye 0 tu 32. Note that class 0 is º"ºamed '°, ', and 
classes I tu 26 are named "A" Lu ' 7_' . Whenever the 
current class changes, the average pattern, if any, for 
that class is displayed automatically at the top right of 
the VT11 screen. As in MULTI:, class 0 is as dummy, and 
therefore has no average pattern, so the A command 
described below is not allowed whilst this class is 
selected. 
B. 5.5 0 
This outputs the current pattern on channel 1, 
together with the current ci.: iss number, using the standard 
C16 file structure (see action D. 1Q. 1). 
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. 5.6 r; 
This resets the Qccu. 1ivI. 11,: 1-t-, ed and average? pis-tterns "fc: ýr' 
the current class.. 
E;. 5.7 C 
This c(: 1III 111a 11ri T'issk'. 11s tI'll'a d. (:: c1a1111. la..: Atod a: lvi d a1vl? r1: 1cJe 
puatterris for e all i:: l. 'assesc : lw"'. av: i. lltj L c.: in cis: is C). 
B. 5.3 ý1 
Th: i. f: > (.. oI-)Ui': 11'1d r4(. Ir. l"::, i, hi.: c 1. li'l-! r'it1,5p-:: A. 1,1 tri'1.1 Lo 
L1--ke 
accumulated pattern UP the "_: IIi''1'O1'iL Ulan", 
. 
A. l'1LeN_'iil`nL' an 
internal counter for the number i1"i' patterns of this class 
seen, and regenerates the appropriate avl: '. vagk` pattern. I1 
particular b., 1. t within tI1t: a average pattern :. 1.:: i set only if 
the corresponding i: lil, in each of the patterns of the same 
class previously seen was set at least half the time.. 
Note that the d: i. sp]. aj of the average pattern is not 
updated -. a: 1 V command (see B. 5.9 below) is necessary to 
achieve this. 
D. 5.9 V 
This displays the average pcittern for the current 
class at the top right of the VT 1.: I. screen. 
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B. 5.10 X 
This d. i spiaujs the accumulated pattern for the current 
c: i: iss at the top rieht of the VT11 screen. Each bit 
within the pattern takes can one of eight intensities; 
according to the number of times the corresponding bit was 
set in each of the patterns of the some class previouslU 
seen. 
B. . 1i Y 
of Mite curi-ont c1aEis 
(not class 0) 1.1'1 ASCII-( Foruiat:, oll t. fk". Xi iye-1 2. 
B. 5.12 E 
This command repe'atecillj reads patterns fron channel. 4 
until the end of file is reached, then prints, on the 
scroller, the number of patterns of each of the 32 
possible classes within the file. The current pattern is 
not affected, nor is the current class number. 
B. 13 H 
This d. xsp1s: k js this Hamming distance (number of bits: 
differing) betwetºn the current i; 'at. f. ern and the 'average 
pattern of the current class. 
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B. 5.14 W 
This command enables files tu he edited such that 
they contain }! ': it1. F. >.. r Y::; with particular Humming distance 
1:: 11 av OC '1ß T' : A. S1. iLS. Two {A Y' aPl e'1 e% are 1' l: ' u: 1'. A 1. i' t: " d and these 
are held in Y variables Wee U. 1.4). The W command 
. 
i. mj a: i. c::: i. Litj Performs repeated 0 (D52) IA'ii'. i II (B. 5.13) 
commands either untii. the t*YY'i U'I' file . 
L".:. reached Cerroy, 
l: oII(. Ä: A. L: A. Vn) or a pattern : A. i: i seen wItost. ^. Hamming distance 
from the average 1: u. ] t". Lt:: f" Y) of ! to c laus falls 1. )e Lwk'l"`YY the 
low and high limits as held in iV ur : A. 'a J.: I. b3 and d tr' 
respectively ($. 3 and $9). The t:.; <'. i. itiiPle PPt. )Yr`'. 1Ii in SMLion 
tr. i1.. 3 Icc. )wb the use of 'Uris {': a. iai"t'. j.. 
B. 5.15 Q, S, C 
These commands are concerned with the generation c: 1{'" 
histograms showing the Hamming distance distributions of 
the patterns within particular sets. 0 clears the 
histogram storage so that {i new start can be made. S 
performs an implicit H command (T: t. 5.13) then adds the 
Hamming distance value so obtained to the distribution 
histogram being l: luilt up. T outputs on channel 2 the 
current histogram, in which the y '. axis corresponds to the 
frequency of occurrence of patterns falling within o 
particular Hamming distance range, as marked on the : ti 
axis. The following example builds up the average 
patterns for each of 26 classes, using the file 
TST'! 'i' T. C16, then reopens '1. Ile file so that We distribution 
histogram may be constructed u.: i: i. ny Me some paWrns. The 
histogram is then sent to the line printer, together with 
a title, which is given as LI1t: '. 11e. *xt line of the LUMMUnd 
i(Jur'ce ((:. Ito rtli!. I. 3). ('e prompting w(r)<: r!: >'L(j( :. 1. '.: s printed 
if, as 
in this case, the ctoMnl': ind S1.1urt.: e is the console teletype. 
*0c;; *"; 
4, rSTPAT 
"x26[ I000: GAa7; 
ý^v 
:tv, LP ., TSTIP'AT 
26ooI: C;: ä3 r 
*"1;; 
Type histogram tit: I. (-. 
r. EVi'T'lf 
y ),. ('. I.: t. id'. A )A A- Ik (-^ ': Aver --I (I e 
tteT' ls 
r; l'ýopoYi A. 
; O/T., {'i io 
file and Open 
1*1u. i. ld up lAte histogram. 
; rkn4 output it. 
This is the title: oiie line Of text. 
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: Cs .5.16 F. 
rlii. i.: (JU114und outputs the current averaUe pattern on 
CI": Änne. (. 1y together with t. 1N ': ', 1.! pI . 
l. u4e class number, 1Y'1 
the nur ma l C16 file f c. i' s: º'L (See ::; (:.. (.. t ic., n B. 10.1).. 
B.. 5.17 .J 
This outputs We current Hamming distance value, ass; 
obtained by an implicit H command, in -te; *: L form on channel 
B. 5.18 %. i 
This outputs on cIk': knnol 2 in text form the current 
accumulated p. i . tern in wh. 
LcR each psil. Lern element, is 
represented bq a five digit decimal fregi. tenu_tj value. The 
class number and number Of p'. lf. Oi'"S UtcLuPlHUf. Nd Ure u15o 
given. 
Eß. ;. 19 Ii 
The Y1 C: üis ': tnd dumps the current accumulated pattern 
in binary form on channel 0 This is nurmully done for 
each class, and the file produced is used as input for the 
program ACCPRO, which caxlcuiu(e,, the across-class standard 
deviation of each pattern element. 
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B. 6 MAPF'IT 
MAPPIT is the only program capable of producing the 
' MMP" format maps (see eecl",. i. uu B .: 
L0.4) s:; ß.. 1. A. l'. Ui. iae fur the 
recocjn: izer programs MlJ1... TI and MlJL. T: I:. '.. The cr. irr¬ntly. -held 
mapping is displayed, either i. 1 fu: tl or in part, at the 
top of the graphics display in a: A matrix of the some s: L;; ". ". e 
as the patterns for which the map is intended. Eack 
element in the matrix is the number of the RAM (car n-'t:. uple 
--- these terms are effectively synonymous) to which the 
corresponding pattern element is connected. Thus for ca 
6-tuple system there will be six zeroes, six ones, aalbi so 
on. 
P. 6.1 
Tha.. i.; ': Allow cllallllli! I. ý. Aýi>ýi>. 1. ('Illýll)i 
l.... ý.. l. J ý.: u"' IýIý. L'l 1.17 LýIFý 
11 s Us1I w-1lj (t-; f: t' ::? t'c. t.. 1. tolI X ... 
ý. 
. i) .. 
Cha 1.1ift 1 tief -a 111.1., 
11 (. 10 1. xUuII : i. l. l. )11 FI. A1.1i..: L. A. CiII 
(3 u t', i', u. i t cri ý. º. ) ýa . 
:ý ---- 01.111-put (Jr 1, d 
3CMA In-put of c.. o ill-lands.. ) . 
4Mi "5 P 11' puL or Pi'. a c! ., 
5- -- Not used.,. 
Th' structure of MMF "N,: Lýs is described in Section 
B. 1.0.4. 
B.. 6.2 C 
Th: 1. ': i command reconfigures the <: iUstem JJlJ holding (a 
short dialogue with the user. The parametprs under 
control are: X dimension (1 to ]. 6)y Y dimension (1 to 16),, 
11.. _tuplk' size (4 L" 0), '. iil'. 1 number ''i' RnHs per 
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discriminator. If the product of X and `i : i. <.:; II PINT, the 
number of pattern elements, and R is the number of RAMS 
per discriminator, then the restriction on R : Ls:: 
R< IPOINT/'i'i 
This does not, however, preclude the possibility of 
connecting one pattern element to more than one RAM input. 
Future versions of MAPPIT may permit az more flexible 
1:: niany mapping structure 
B. 6.3 ý1 
This requires the a. 'i1p1. At of a single integer which is 
the seed for a1 pstoudl. ).... r. a1'},. 1ü1Y1 mop which becomes the curren-L 
mop displayed on the scveen. Note LIt': 1. 'L no : A. %o ': Action is 
taken. 
B. 6.4 rý 
This generates a: l regular Ull: lpp: Ll'1O y 'anld is otherwise 
the s' me a4. ß M( see Sec: %if. )1'1 B. 6.3) 
11.6.5 Cl 
This outputs the complete current map on channel 0. 
Note that the complete map possesses two initial words 
containing the values of nR and IPOINT (see Section 
B. 6.2). 
B. 6.6 . T. 
Th: i. s:, inputs c. c., MP: LeLe MOP NOM (.. Kranre]. 4. Nute that 
the srjsL'em Pu:: >1', be cot f. i. yuoed ct)i'i`eL: UtJ for the mQ"p 
parameters nR and 1I'C)INT (WO `: it: tL L. i. i. in 8.6.2).. 
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B. 6.7 ý! 
This requires the input of a: l single integer which 
bec: ome, the selected or c.. urrent, n.... tiip1e,. The map di.: p1'aq 
is amended to show only those pattern elements connected 
tja the current "--h, i. Aple.. 
C;, cy, 8 
T11: A.: ä 'j"i;. <: i'I, o1'es: i 
1, I«: ß. P1.11.1, w'ip so tlto. t i. I'te"r'. : i.. t 
Via cur r c-ý r k. 
D. 6.9 E: 
This first, requires the input of a: i single integel, 
which is interpreted as a: i bit number within the current 
n--'tup. le. A second integer is then demanded,, this being 
the new pattern element to which the specified bit of the 
current n-tuple is to be re-connected. The pattern 
elements are numbered from zero in the bottom left-hard 
corner, up the first column, then up the second column, 
and so on. The E command is not allowed when the full map 
is being displayed and there iss thus no current n-'tuple. 
B . 6.1O Zý 
This requires the input of n integers, these being 
interpreted as the now p', 1LLel`11 t*I Nmt`11L'a Lu Which We 
current n-tup7. e is to la y" -coiineL Led. See Sei_t: 
l. [.; 1'1 B. 6.51 
for pattern element numJ. 1tar. A. "y. . The D command is not 
allowed when the full map is be: 1.. n(j displayed.. 
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B . 6.11 P 
This outputs the c:: u. 1rrent, ': 1 : i. <. p: l': q of the complete cif' 
partial map NXI1ct. iif on . 1. t. appears ÜYl t', lll screen, in text 
form on channel I., 
B.. 6.12 Fi 
The H command outputs (ili channel 0 just the map file 
header; i. e., »R and : f. H'l: IN T (see Section B. 6.2). This 
must be followed by sufficient S commands (see Section 
B. 6.13) to build up r complete map piecemeal. 
D. 6.13 S 
This outputs just the currant n"-tupfe on channel 0. 
A map file built up piecemeal in this wary must start with 
the appropriate map header (see Section B. 6.12). 
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B ,. 7FOOC; Vr":: i. of 01. 
This proyrIam is e"f''rl,. (.. L: i. vF. ". I. lj a: 1. ver5ion of MULTI in 
which LI'ti' individual : lº: )i: aI:,. io7's of L he RAW are 1 . 
f., "";: )J.. L 
ß. 1(ar'r. it> : i. 'i stc u'. t (. 1"(' :, . ýa :: >. 1,. t'i(ý. Lia bits, and lthe t, i: ^(.. It process 
increments (. insl, l: 't'k'i l. ) '.: i'2I:, i,. i. nij) the . 
llJl.: li. t,. l.. l. )n Ud'. I1'Ns:: ied 
'J. i. tIh: i. i) W(:. It RAM by the (.. '. 1. rr n't. pattern (viu the usual. 
IMMPI mapping). In this way the occurrence freque"cieb of 
all the Yl"_"t'. lp: L' States UiÜ. tj be Q(.: (.. u11jlaaM. ted., idtkough due to 
the increased storage requirements, only one class 
(discriminator) can be handled at a time. At the end of 
training an one class, the memory contents are dumped on 
the output file, the storage cleared, and the next class 
processed. The output file is then used aas input for the 
program FRAN, wIui. C: h calculates statistics based an thc, 
whole "Fi: te (see Section P. 0) . Alternatively, but less 
si: itisf': lctori: lg, FOsoc may he used directly to output the 
n-t uple state occurrence frequencies after training on 
each class, by use of the S command (see Section B. 7.8),. 
It is important that the system he configured correctly (C 
command - see Section EI. 7.2) before reading in the map or 
an g patterns. 
A. ý r/w1ü 
Th. -i., )! 1': ^T'-Poi'Illsi 'Ike : 1., o C: IU: ITI i '1. a1:, . >i. g1.1 m0 l'1.1, i", 
i 11 the 
usual Wu lj (: ýee, S3et.: G1. ä11 B,.: l..,? r) .. 
Channel Default, 
DO. extension Funchion 
0 FRE 01.1 t, pl. 01. of (r`Nt-jut 1i_&j k_u1.11-)tt_ 
(b: 1. nixry),. 
1 LS T 0'. i 1, p1.11. '.: ) f LeXt 2 ___ Not u. iserl 
3 CFO I fl 'U. it . of cc; nirn': ifds. 4 C]. 6 Input of 16x16 p. ittern<.: >.. 
5 MMP I npput Of maps.. 
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B .. 7. C 
This command should be u6ed before any of those 
following. It configures the system by means of a: i :: short 
dialogue in 'which the parameters speci'f'ied are: X and Y 
dim nsionsy n-'tu. ple size, und number of RAMS (there is 
on]. j one discriminator available at as time). Replying to 
the latter question with 'CR' automatically sets up a 1: 1 
configuration in which nR=IF'UINT (see Section BAN). 
Re-configuration also clears the accumulator storage, for 
which reason the program asks if the user is sure that he 
wishes to re-configure. 
I{. 7.3 CA 
This C1 o': 11' t. -i the tnt : 1.1 `NQ t_ ( 
B. 7.4 M 
This re.: Ld irr (an ä11P +o 1"irlý: t-1. map cart . ha »t-1 e1 y 
check. in9 th'i . the )nR and 
iPOTINT currespu»'. 1 to 
the FOIS0C system 1aS c:: r. i. Y"Y" -, -ItIy c.. c, nIfi(J r. lred Obe Section 
B.. 6 2). 
B. 7.5 Ci 
This reads in the next pattern from channel 4. Its 
c 1' ss n'. ºmber is ignored. 
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1. Ct ,7. bT. 
This skips ont? pattern on C llannt-l1 4 
B. 7.7 A 
This accumulates tht current pattern, or rather the 
current states of all the "- u. pi. es se. up by the current 
pattern. 
P. 
.. 
i 
.{E. 
Thib}! r' (. t. i i1 f.. l-` S ': A Wti" I:. t, .LY. 
S'l:: A. 1IqU )''i 
occurrence (reg. {ue my of i?: veYU .... i:, i.!. y'. I. t. - 
`. cs 
tiJ re w': t . 
l. lL t C.. 
. 
I. e i: 1 1' h" ß. 1y . A. rI' 1: 7 Sp1'. ' f.. 1. a. \ v. 
The f'. iioW: i_ng cOMM'. n>. 1 ,: >t. r: i. ny Si}. OW'.:, 
state UCLUVrenLO frequencies could be 
14) classes, y. i. ven 1. huaL. Were ort-. c 
class of the input file and that the 
configured: 
.. Iko vi -1.1 1 
T. i i"'I. i LC'. :. i!. '. !. '. "11 S: i 
L. 'G!: "l rl 
! 1,4) Ij :. i!: } 1. ) r 
up for 
20 c) r'" x i. i mit: s 
s tJ stEm . i. s 
(jr the 
1.,, Le Lte 
each of 
oV Lýasr_IZ 
ai 1re.: idij 
p , LI'ATIN1 81214 
10 1 Cl , 2001(3A: ]s:: I 
B. 7.9 F 
This:, out;, '. l'l, s l: hO OCCUi i. i1Qtur Lontents in binary an 
channel 0 in a: i format suitable for r tk':. d. i ny by Liir u"O7. Y:: > i. s:, 
program F RAN (see Section L- 3) . This : i. b '1I 1"rc:: ummenr: Jed 
ICIM: 'x: ). v m of tJiJ hx: 11.11.1.11t: J the 11... L1. A}:. 1ý: " .: ' l: '.. 1 L. tt t. 1 L: l_1.11,1`l'llC(' 
fri:! r; Ue1'Il.. a. Oh. fle fi. 1: i.. I. c)WiDcj e,: ': ß. 1' 1i; A P1'fJ{.: ist:; htab 'igle SUMO` 
f: 1.. I. e a]%.. i 1'1'1 Se t:: l'.. 1. U1,1.;. 7 . C.. 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: p: ACC OUT-', PATIN R1214 
*1OLC, 2OOCGA: ]1: ': i 
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lt. 8 FV-4N 
This FORTRAN program does not operate under the 
J1J.. SY5 T`u. 1.1'1.... L'ime package, 1: 111.!, receives all of : i. tb comma"i10:, 
I h)"caI. Ayk an : i. n: i.. "L: i. a: ºl dialogue with 'l: k user. .it: 1. i, used to 
process the n.... t. U. p. I. e ':; Late t. iccui"s''. "1ic! ' frequency files 
(extension 'FREI) produced by I n`; OC (bee Sec.. t. x. 'in B. 7). p 
to twenty OF 1, hesi: t files may he processed in one session, 
is und ºm1 ua t: > t. IL av e the names : J... f.: Ey.,;.. ,. I 
RI::. 
, 
S,., 
. 
I. I:: 9 ... ... Und 
so 00. I'i i' t. i u: ' i' iu) !: 11' ey the M k. i 1l . 
l. i. '.: 1 s' ASSIGN command Iii'. l :: > Lbt:.,,. 
used Wove running FRAN, since the file(s) will be sought, 
ü UI t, hi^-. l e'y i. t.: r. ^ whose logical name . i. s 'Rol. See I r:: t: U01) 
2.7.2.4 of the 11-_1.1 System RefevenLe Manual. For 
example, if the 'FREI files exist on RK05 disk nu. 2, the 
r: mss: i. y nii ent would be:: 
. ASS RK'ý: R 
The first question or the dialogue requests the 
number of files to be processed (: I. to 20). The next 
requests the n--tup: le size (4 to 8). The third question 
requests the nuivii: )er of RAMs per discriminator, whilst 
answering the fourth with rYI causes the program to list-, 
(possibly at greaa"t, : length) the frequencies or all of the 
n-t uple states seen. Any other response suppresses this 
listing, and gives just. a summarising table. The final 
question requests the total number of patterns processect 
by FOSOC when creating the 1=RE file. All program output 
is sent to FORTRAN logical uni't, no., 6, WhiLh is assigned 
by default to LP (the line pr in . er) . 
There P t. º : 1.: I. uw s ra brief debt:. t' : i. )! 'l.: i. t. º º' i of the output 
"f toT'PtýJ.,. F or each 1'1 ... %. ý. 1p. L!: e, We }! t't. i! Iýý'. 1ttl 1: ýI'. llt'.: ý the 
Cit:: l'_'. 1T` 1`l? n .. l'a "f l'eqº. ll"'. Ylt.. g and 
identity of every it L': t _' Seer, 
w: i_1', h. ii each class separately, L!. iy!: ahhr*t' with the W&I 
number of states seen, the number of different stuW-i 
seen, s). ri'1 '. 1 detailed 
list of those states which werb' wear, 
in pa'l. 'I, iLrns of more LIt': tl'1 one (.:. 1. a4: >'. a. The value called 
7't>. " 
jec l Lt: )n":; ' . 
1. '. i the total "umber of patterns fx.. 1.. 1.11g into 
the multiple ".: >L': 1'L, es, i.!: "., 1, Iio! il. 4: i'l. X7. '1.1:! 1: i 
1. )t : 1. c. 1lyif(j to more 
tI'1Ü. i1 one class of pattern. This analysis 1. s rk's't3uted for 
every rº.. _'L'. 1'}il ß, followed 1., tj a table summarising the results; 
for each n- 'tup) e. 
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B, 9 AI! G1::., l A 
.. 
This FORTRAN }. si(. J(j': im dueb not operate under the 
J( 'J3'3 run-Lime Ie. l.: 
k. 1 ý: A l>. 4ýl:, i. ii. tv receives un .l of 
i. L::, t. uiu tit at t d<.:: 
through an initial dialogue with the user. It 1.! s used 
to 
process the response Files Wxt. l: '"1):: i. l. l. ))t 'RES") PrO!. 1Wed by 
MUI_. i: i and IiUI_. 112 (See ;. =ii:. (.. t: i. ofi B. 3.13.6). It may also Eier 
used to process LI e 'RES' files produced by Lill' obsolete 
programs RECIPE and REC: u"4. UTA to twenty of these files 
mutig he processed in one session, and musL have the names 
:; Ei: l. t: d:: S, 31E12. RES, SE: TWRl::: s....... and so on., 
Furthermore, the Monitor ASSIGN command must be used 
before running F RAN, since the file(s) will be sought on 
the device whose logical name is 'RS'. See Section 
2.7.2.4 of the RT-11 System Reference Manual.. For 
example, if the 'RES' files exist on fK05 disk no. 2, the. 
assignment would be:: 
. ASS RK2: RS 
The first question of the dialogue requests the 
number of files to be processed (1 to 20). The second 
question requires an option code to be specified: the 
allowed codes are 1,2, and 3, whilst. any other code 
causes a: 1 reminder to be d: isploged. Code 1 : 1. s the minimum 
anialysi. s, in which only the header (title, d'&Le, 
classifier parameters, and threshold) is printed, together 
with the performance fiyures fair the Lost set. (percentages 
correct, incorrect, and rejected). Code 2 embodies the 
features of code 1, plus a. 1 confusion m'. t . l`. i. x of the unique 
classifications (i. e., all deL isiüns ms: tde by the 
classifier, whether right, or wrony) and the rejections 
caused by threshold effec.. ts. Code 3 embudiew the features 
of code 2, plus a second confusion matrix showiny the 
multiple classifications, i. e., those patterns for which 
two or more discriminators gave the maximum response. 
Note that under as reisative three hc: rld greater than zero the 
fatter condition is regarded as as threshold rejection, and 
thus appears in the first confusion matrix. Threshold 
rejections gare indicated in the first matrix by an entry 
in the row belonging to the class zero discriminator 
(having the name '? ''). Note that rejection of o class 
zero pattern is regarded as as correct classification. 
The third question in the dialogue requires a 'Y' 
response if class zero patterns in the response file are 
to be ignored. Any other response causes them to he 
processed in the usual way, laut there is obviously no 
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effect if thh. er were no class : 'räi`1. i paLi, NI`tt'.: .. 
t. us the Les 1, 
et. The next quli"bt:. l. on requires a: 1. ''i' response if (. 1, 
relastive threshold is desired (i. e., in which the maximmi 
response i. S LUMPOi'er. 1 with the nß:,.;.: t highest). Any other 
response gives si absolute i. hI`et: iiti. o: 1. i. 1. The nature of LI'1e 
threshold used is ird: 1(:. ateci in the results header. 
rI'1k". next question requires ': t 'V ri'_-'.: porise if the 
threshold originally set in the classifier program (in 
$: I. O) is to he overridden. If so, three further questions 
are asked in order to establish the range of threshold 
v': 1lues for which the responses are to he iinua. lljsed, i; 
defined by as : lower limit, ': k higher limit, and an increment 
size. Ang response other than 'Y to the original 
question causes the original $10 threshold to be used.. 
The appearance of the message 'STORE FULL BEFORE EOF SEEN. 
liEMAl: NIAH--R DI:: 1: 71LE NOT USED' during analqsis indicates that 
the response file is too large to be processed by ANGELAv 
and that ANNY ('see below) must be used., 
There exists u slightly different version of ANGELA 
called AI'fl1'i, which I41.1::, 'i, be used if very large respansi: ý 
files are to be processed (more M '. 1 h 1. "L 5000 }! '. 1 1.1. C' 1' 11'.: i) . 
The C)}! ti-1'': A'i.: i. Ul')': 1.1 p1" c. 1C: i`d'. ll"O'.: i arti". r"; v : J. (_t: 1. t. a: 1'.., fur ANGELA, 
except tItsi1 class zp patterns are always ignored, ond, 
threshold 1't: A jt; ^(:. 'l;: A. t. lDS are pl': 1Lc d. : A. n he Nec. irOd i:. Cll'i'F'. iS: L(: ) 
matrix. ANNI functions considerably .>.. 1. 
) W t: I' k. 11 0111 1N CJ I::. L.. h1 , 
particularly when several thve6huld values ape being 
tested for a] single response file. 
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D. 10 File structures. 
All files gare regarded gis as series of 8-bit bytes.. 
The vaa: lue 377 (octal) is frequently used as as marker to 
indicate the start of as record. 
B., ß. 0.1 C16 
------------ 
These files are used for storing patterns of up to 
16: x: 16 bits, together with a class number, in a: i fixed 
record 1enyth format with a variable start position. A 
377 b4f'tC i,, used to indicate the : >tart, of es. ich record -- 
x:, 11. ii4J't ºb PPMediny this at the beginning of the file and 
between records are ignored. Thu First First .. ):. :" ý) . 
tay'e:. i of euCl-l 
rcc. orii (i. e., : i. ulrmled: i. a: )'i. e: i following the :; 77) c. onstitl. i"l': e 
one pattern. The nexL 1. )1j':.!: ":, t, u... . 
I. O. i'. il. Of the record., 
Ct71'1't. ': 1: i. 1'1.; the ci. fj s number of th I. '': LI. t. 1:: "r'ii, in the range O 
to 255 (although normally 4)lly 33 L. Ls: x:: >".. e:: s are used). Th'. 
d]. sp1a. )lJ of SUM '. i i. 6x: ii pQt. t: l°: 1"1I is Y"ksI.. unsi. 1"1. ctod u4> 
follows. Bit 0 (least s: Lijnif. i.. callt. hit) Of byte 0( the 
byte immediately following the 377 marker) iss placed at 
the bottom left, of the matrix. Bit I of byte 0 goes 
immediately above this, and so on. Bit 0 of byte 1 thus 
appears halfway up the le"F Lmost. column Of the matrix, and 
bit. 0 of byte 2 starts the bottom of the next column 
along. 
B. 10.2 RE; 
------------ 
These files carry the responses given by MULTI and 
MUL. TI2 to test patterns (see B. 3.13.6). The format is as 
follows. The first 4 bytes contain the ASCII characters 
RES2 for identification purposes. The next byte contains 
the n-tuple size of the classifier which produced the 
f: iie, the sixL and seventh bytes con uin the X and Y 
dimensions respectively of the matrix used. The eighth 
bye contains the ycrirr n'. imber_72, the n. inLi% contains Lht 
duty (: )-f-' the month, the tenth the number- of the month, the 
eleventh and twelfth by Les c_onG l.. i. tu Le the Wreshld value 
($10), und the thirteenth und four teenL1i i. )yLeb contain the 
number oF classes used. T"he next, 20 bifLew are nuL used. 
This next 63 bytes yunbt: i. Lute the title y: i. ven to the 
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results, file, in normal ASCII code. The next 66 bytes 
contain the names of classes 0 to 32 (two characters per 
n': ana) . The next two bytes are unused. 
The next byte is 
the start of the first results record, and tkus contains 
tI'"le v. a. lUe 377. E.: ack rti''. (:: ordd. Contains the discrim1n'a 1. or is 
responses to one '}patterny and has the following format. 
Byte 0 (immediately following the start-of-recard marker) 
contains the response of the class I discriminator, byte 1. 
contains that of the class 2 discriminator, and so on. 
Byte 32 contains the class number of the pattern producing 
these 
results, and is the : I. Qst byte in the record. It 
should be noted that the header Q-tuplu size, date, 
t. i_'t]. e y etc. ) occupies exactly : I. 
3( bytes, which 1. "_ the same 
]. e 'i y 'l, h as 4 results r' ? c:. (., 1 " to :: » of " bl j 1, O;: > e MI t .. RES files 
are used ': x.: i . 
l.. ll1: '. At for the analysis pruyvams ANGELA und 
ANNY.. 
1;. 1. C1ý. 33 (11 64 
These files are used for stop : i. 'f(J 64x64 hit patterns,, 
and have the following format. The first 51' bytes 
constitute alte first pattern (4096 bits), the second 512 
bytes the second pattern, and so on. The 64x64 bit 
display is reconstructed aas; follows. Britt 0 (least 
significant bit) of byte 0 in each 512 byte record is 
placed -: t, the top : Left of the matrix. Bit I of byte 0 
goes immediately to the right of this. Bit 0 of byte 
thus goes to the right of bit 7 of bojte 0, and so on. The 
next row down starts with bit 0 of byte 0, etc.. 
MMF, 
These files store the maps required by MULTI and 
MUL.. T 12 for specifying t, he way in which the current pattern 
is transformed into the discriminator at. 'ii; ii.. lt VS_'C. tcir. TIke. 11 
are not. suitable or us u with RECIPE o REC. [F4. There D. L. 
s) Variable record size, each reL(i 1. i bl:!: A. nO is (.. clmi. ']. et map.. 
Thililii'-i)-, )ev 0l' bytes w. i. hi" a q. i. Vk li I'et.: ll1'1 . 
L. t, W. L0 t. hl3. 
'iiumbia i' Of RAM inputs Of the c. l. ': ct, bi"f: i. t. ' fin WhiLk the W1.1 
wo s generated. Once the program reading an 1 ('1I Mi file W 
seen the Ulla. }: s header, : i. t must read in the i:: tai " l' ec 
L number of 
bytes before being able to read the next map. AL Lhcw 
start of the file, four bytes {ire l'ebi T'Vi d as the header.. 
The first two contain the number of RAM inputs of the 
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target classifier, and the second two contain tKe number 
or pattern elements intended. Theses two values must be 
equal for a 1: 1 classifier. 
The S: i. yn: i. fi. c'ariLO of each byte Within the VeLard is as 
follows. Firstly, the 1.11.1r:, ei>ti ". i. i'O Ls_? 1111.1. l. fle'1 . 
1.11 PU VS to CJ. +lVis 
1.6. _. J. ri. t, words, i. e., bytes 0 (low i.! 1 ae1") ': Ana 1. (hi. yh order) 
become word Qy bytes 2 (low) and 3 (I1Qti) become Wi. )1'd_t 1, 
and so u-1-1. Assume that the RAM inputs Wtuple elements) 
of the target (:. I. x. 11:;:: i. A. Va. er are numbered 0 to x (1.. t"., i, ill. `ri_ 
gare : ", -1. RAM inputs, and hence (; ":....: I. ) In Fii' Ms) . Theft word O 
contains the pattern element number Lu which RAM input no. 
C) is connected. Similarly word , I. Lontains the pattern 
ea. emenL number to which RAN input no. 1 is connected, and 
" .O on. The pattern elements are numbered {'rum the hottonl 
left corner, starting at, e: I. emr nL 0, y(. l. i1-1y up the first 
column, then up the second c_ulumn, and so on. Thus if, 
for example, word 37 or the ma: ). p contains the value 153, 
then pattern element 153 is connected to FOAM input no., 
37. 
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A. ý .. 
I.: I. I"' i" C1 Iý I' t: 1 ut 
rho fol lowing examp les demonstrate some uf the facilities u vüi. L i. J.; le i" i eachJ of the pvi. )yr"m a t_: Ll . I: I' C: r 
iMU. JM... 'l : I: , a:,. º'ir. 
l IiAMANLI For further details, see thi... 
app opc J. ate , sti.: i.. A. )It i '. l. i: )t.! 'a!.. Oc. L MU4 the 1; 1 Symbol 
appearing in U Lummand str ing implies that the rest of the 
command line is treated US '. i Lca i}º n O11 'l ,. 
ýCc, 11 ,1 EtL1I.. TC ixar'ip1e.. 
This sets the matrix dimensions;, copies 100 patterns 
from the file PA (].. ß!. C: 1 6 to the rile PATOUT. C16, forcing 
the lost 20 to become class 6, then obtains 20 patterns of 
euch of classes :I to 4 from the camera, using the 
averaging parameters 16 and : L0 (see 2.14), und sending 
them to the new output file 1'1:::: äe1 ßi5 .CI.. 
*X 16 .j1.6 y 
x'y 
4 ,7 
CST ýJ''". 
y :: r t: ý i ný ýLr : i. ; ": to 16x: 1.6.. 
; O-pe-i i/p & o/p C16 files. 
nC; c: 'ta 100 . i,: tt", teT'T, s: 1it. 
; 2ti 
9C) .' ci ný, w ,:. ßi1; "r11k 
*$a::. 16$9:::. 10 ;:; et up averaging 
Y PaI''aml1LNl`: 3., 
*$0-1; ; Count ti 'l e 
*41:: `Gel, Ci'i::;:, Y SQ;: ZSO+g2OLN16'110_i. i; yUt'1. the patterns. 
r. e t, c :t ,zs is a. GeLc: ]. a -.;, ý. c 
rr. 't i_ Ia: 1ss .: 
i 
Glt? t c 1.4 
ýxý 
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JET . 1. I... ' 
The i'c 1.: I. uw: i. ng example is ü }! i i. ig "ar4, called CURVY. CMU, 
which a. llow`.: i several parumº_Le ;: > 
t. 4.1 be eL up in -a 
conversation': Ll manner, then generates response file; 
called ; SET1. RLS, BET2. RES, NQ., which can he used later 
to produce a learning curve for the classification system.. 
The program listing is followed by the console output a!: -,. 
. it would appear, starting at the command (R MULTI) to the RT-"11 Monitor to run the MULTI program. 
Training curve generation program ----- CURVY. CMU 
This is a1 conversational program which allows 
training curves to be generated from a particular 
training file (edit ; 3F: 'I. 
_IT?, 
C1.6), and a particular 
testing file (edit TLST2. C16). P1rQmel. ers to be 
die" up during the initial dialogue are: randam 
map to be used ( t: >1: ) l. Q: i.. l'ir_'I from a: A PUPULUMV file 
edit fi(aWMAI"'. i"il"'F'); iiü of patterns per i. lotss : i. l'1 
the troinh. º j and tesl. iiiy F. i.. l'. '". s; size oF First 
; train . ny set; 
innC. re': be in s: A.::. e of training set', 
between »Iui: i: t ". s: J. 1. ve run`: i; nu.. ! 1r I'un":: r (I t. ü 10 -- 
7reGü. º: l l. s placed in files .. I: _71 . ftl 
> 
...... 
SET10 . RES) . 
y 
"1 11iß; i, CURVY. CMU "" "" 
'Training file is SPLIT7.016" 
*Testing file is TEST2. C16" 
IMop file is RANMAP. t4MP' 
"""kondom map iic). (0 to 3) '$1: =': > 
RANMAF'. MMP 
Zi 
m$1mal 
i 
'Actual no. of 
$M6,1OE$7-a 
'Actual no. of 
Size of first 
'Increment size 
$3=$O, $2C$3-] 
$4=56, ä0C$4"-1 
r 
'No. of runs (1 
i 
L 26C UJ: 4i$2i_I 
, 3F'LI77. c16 
patterns/class in training file MCI 
patterns/class in testing file '$8=? 
training set (1 to '$7: ') ? SO=? 
(1 to '$0: ') 'S2="? 
to 10) '$3-'' 
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v 
NC). ýý. " 
Note that the : II. c: aus:; e<.:, an ? ILL CMD') message an 
termination. 
$ L$Og N ic: l,: a< <. M! 26L$3x$2J)$ 413126L$3v. 
] 
2L ä3+$a4-$Q+:: I:: ITI: 
, 
SPLIT7. cl6 
3Y2 : , e't1. <, TEST2. cl. 6 
S FROM SPL_IT7. C16 TEST: TI_ST2 . C; 16 RANDOM MAP 
, SPLIT7. cl6 
JY2iseG2 '". ,TES 
'I 2. c 1.6 
S FROM SPLIT7. C; i6 TEST: TEST2 . C16 RANDOM MAP V. 
, SPLIT7. cl6 
FROM SPL: I: t 7. (:: 1.6 TEST: T I::. 12 . Cl6 RANDOM MAP 11 
, c;.: 'LTT7. c 16 SCI 2: ".:, e t4.., I ES"T2. '. 
_. 
l6 
f:: R(: I"i S! ''L..: I. "T7. (:; 1o TEST: 1EST2 . CI6 RANDOM MAP 
;: I'L1T7. cl , 
FROM f:; I=`L.. I17. (.; 1., ) TEST: TEST2 . 06 RANDOM MAP 
, <:; F:. L : (T, . C. 1. <', ::; Y2 : <.:, eL6 (, TLST2. c_ 1.6 
FROM SI I...: I. 17 . (.: 1.6 TEST: I'i:.:; 'T ? . (:;: L ? Itl'li"iDC)! "i MAP 
, SPLTTi. c: i , 3Y2.. i: rt'. ".. ýý. ýJ 1 :_, 1:.. (: ". )" . '7 .. 1. 
lr? 
FROM '1 La"I . c: a. 6 TEST: -T1S12 .. C16 RANDOM MAI :> SPLIT . c16 SY 2: se Lr,.:: , TEST2 
.c 
16 
FROM sPl_I. T7. (.;: 1.6 TES... TL; 'T2 . (x: 16 RANDOM MAP s> 
, SPLIT7. cl6 SY2: set9<, TEST2 
.c 
16 
FROM SI-ti".. 7 Ci. 6 TEST: TEST2 . C1.6 RANDOM MAP 15 
, SPLIT7. cl6 6Y2: etio":::, TEST2. c16 
$ FROM SPLIT7. C16 TEST: TEST2 . C1.6 RANDOM MAP 
Thk console- di. aiogue is 'as ffo: i.: lows:: 
.R MLJL_'T'J: 
ulL. i i_i .c ') i"<.: > .l OI o> 
1=' ý: x 1, tlriG]. Q :;:: ý . 
i. f .L tý I 
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Initial dialogue ? ii 
Restore old RAM file 2 
X Dimension ? 16 
Y Dimension '': I. t; 
N-tuple size ?8 
No. of FEAM,. r. 'er discr imin'xtor 7 
1: 1 mapping assumed 
No. of discriminators ? 26 
Rename discriminators Q 
Alphabetically ?W 
Absolute threshold Q 
. x. 
This i! -, r., ý. RVy. Ctýý. U 
r, "': A ix. ng file a. ý:; ;:, PLI "r ;. º:: 1(_- r :. ý, c.: ý. º, <ý "r. i. lt. i. ;: > Ti;: ý'r:. cý : i. ": -, 
Random in':,. f. i iºc. ). (0 to 3) : -. Actual no. of j'ul. l. ei`"iisli_J. US":, 
Actuul nu. Of P': 1't. t&Y'i1".:, /(.. ]. u5S 
Size of first training set (I. 
mir ement size (1 to 5) =4 
No of runs (1 to 10) =5 
5 /class.. 
9 /class. 
13 /class. 
17 /class. 
21 /class. 
? ILL CMr_º? 
. ki: 
. i. i. 
rile ..: 0 
t1. -1 file 
Lu ý': ý i)) ="': i 
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B. 11.: 3 iii( MA N Li ex,:, n, p: 1. e.. 
In this example, the average patterns are built up 
using the file AV(: iF iiiI 
(.. 
1.6y then the I'. A.. I. t" 
PiIroI. 1I. G1. 
, 1. ': i 
created from II the file I' ('i I : I. i "! . (.: 1. ;)LU(t:; 4?..: L e( 1.. iIj only those 
patterns wkJ.. ck are within We Hamming di-:: >Luiit.: t1 range: uf 50 
to 10<) from the average pattern b of the a ppropriat v. -r 
classes. see B. i).. I. i. 
"'((; y y 
i1 li" <:: 4. ^. t. everything. 
41y yL. )pen 1.11puL I'. A.. I. e.. 
tyA'VOPI T 
*2600l:: GA] q y Build u, ' average 
lF ; ; patterns. 
x 
°9 9 
(. pl: '. n o/ p& 
. 
A. / p, files. 
4. F'ATOUT<, PATIN 
. X. Si: 3=50, $9: -1.0<); ; Set Hamming distance 
; limits. 
"x. -y ; Output all patterns 
x ; within k ltý;, 
xy ; : L:. i. m. it s: note that tl-ia- 
>E;; ; tert iii': iti. ng 
xy error condition : A. s> 
; unavoidable. 
*i000oC40]; ; No data is lost. 
? 1/0 EOF ERR? CHANNEL 4 
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o. 12 11'1''I: 11' iil. AIý1111I lj 
The f'u: I. 1. c.; W: i. Y1c :. i.:: > ": A list i.. "f' LIl& U1"º"o1" message,..;, 
possible under .. 1Pii"l::; Y,.; and anº} or Um Programs currehLI4 
using JANSYS. 
1/0 L: Q I- ERR End i, "(' file t" eMht: e r. 1 "n tü read u'i' write 
o : 'ei'"'it, i(: i'ii 
I/O DEV ERR Hardware error d ºte.. ted on Pead or write, 
L' -(j ,Q write protec Led device war-, 
specified for cout ;. 1.1t,, 
CI-I CLOSED Attempt to use is ri which h'1s not 
beeil rºsaigned to 11 device/f. i: l. e 
COmbinQtiovi. 
NO HANDLER Attempt to use as device whose handler was; 
not LOAtled in core prior to running the 
program 
ILL LIEV Attempt to use an unsuitable car 
ncan-existent device. 
F'IL NOT F'NT, Rei: p. iestt ed file does not Nxist on specified 
device. 
tIEV FUL No rcºum can output º. levi. ce (may 'a1so occur 
if device is wr. i. Ce-pr"oLeci. edi. 
ILL_ CMD E41: Ad f: i. 1. e specification wyntaxV 01, 
unrecognized COMnnafs. l SyM1. ºu1. 
ILL TTY Attempt to assiyn TO to an unsuitable 
channel. 
ItAD CF"I NO 1'r uyr: ýýiinýýr. l rýtteinl, l. La send Ian+., u. itill)le daata 
to TTa 
0U'C ERR Error detected when try: iny to close sm 
oUt. put file reedy for "i new assignment. 
Loss of data may occur. 
VT]. 1 ERR Error detected in display file. Repented 
CTRL/C may be necessary for recovery. If 
this fails, reboot the system. 
BAD DATA Numerical datum was out of range. 
BREAK IN Response to CTRL/C from console keyboard. 
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I'; F:.,: r f ciF f IA: c. )1'iý>ý. l. c. i lii C c. 'io, io 'a. ii'1 of Lt i (:: TRLi C.. 
! 
_C)C)F' COUNT ;: i': p. 1sa1, t: c ): )C Q t.: kkr i. t: ý . i. ll t.: t. )1)iY-)I. all'. l -. >t, i`. 1.11tj 
du Heil, 
H^ F' lafL LG '('t'1.11.1 s.: 1 I. ) c... f k)I'! _ 1. UQdiI-)g sJ. 
I'll 4a1;. t"Jc. ºt, t th-: 1.1, ý: md MIJLT12 do not 
have rle"f"a'. llt map-pings.. 
BOX OFF' Attempt to gase box edit commands (/ or \) 
in E Li: I: F'1c whilst tKe program is in 
'window' mode. See Section B. 2.15. 
INSANE USER Frivolous cuiu ent arising when the user is 
not sure whether he wants to re-config'. ir¬-. 
the system in FOGOV, 
NO CURRENT N-TUPL. I_ Attempt to use single n_.. tu;: ']. e commands 
(Ia, E, or 3) when there is no current 
i i-" t, i. º. p: I. e in MAPI`: I: 1 (see Section B. 6.7). 
NO F1AME6 rºt, em to ,. tuº,, ,: ºu ;,. l:: l:: uº'ul,, Lr, ': 1 : at, terly j I""IA1"if"iND w hen no patterns have lauen '.: seen. 
CI. 
_i'ºSS 
ZERO ALt, emp L Lu i. ll.. lmp a u. I. i. i.::, t:, "'. Of U s.; tt_t.: I. AMtl. l. I. t LeIJ. 
. A. 
11 IIAMA;: Cr., 
BAD MAP Map File ko n i. i. 'iºsu.. t. t. ab.. u V"rmaU (may be 
because U, ß: 1. t , ': A. x dimensions or" 
iALUPPOCU.. 
CI... ASS NO. rº4t, eIIpt, Lu Lr,. xt., d.... v*.: i"i. m;., i,: xL,: lr no. a. Attempt Ll., Uc:. l.. c.:.. S ': AvO1'': yc., y, üt'Ler'n for' 
C : I.,::,. SS 0 I.. I r, I'S (ºNi J º: n i .ij. 
iM- WI F ERR Issued by the Rill i"ic:, nitur, , usually when 
write pratisl: i. ion OF the system disk Wjj 
prevented a: 1 system swapping operation 
Cure; write enable the sysL; em ddisl. and try 
again. 
A number of self-explanatory error messages can occur 
during the dialogue phaases, of the various programs. 
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LDIPIC L(. iI IQfhi i, uitp1art4 Vei <ä. iýýrt 04.. 
comni'aud Section Action 
El. "2.1 
X I.. 2.2 
Y B.: ' 2 
G B. 2.3 
1 B. 2.4 
z z:. 2.5 H B. 2.6 
J E:. 2.6 
K rß. 2.6 
L B. 2.6 
F t . 2.7 
G E:. 2. G 
U L:. 2'. 9 
0 E:. 2.1O 
N L. 2.. 1.: I. 
I-' t:. 2.1 '. 
D D .2 .12 2.1.2 N E:. 2.1ä 
T D. 2.1.., 
Q E:. 2.14 
A D. 2.15 
E. 2.15 
B. 2.. 15 
R. E:. 2.15 
S D. 2.15 
Performs chaant-te: l. cssignnlen't<s,. 
Set X dimension. 
Ste.. ý.. 1, V dimension.. 
Get new 16; ß: I. 6 pa't'tern from channel 
Skip as 16x16 pattern on channel 5.. 
Set new class number. 
Move window left,, 
Move window down. 
Move window up.. 
Move window right. 
Get new 64x64 pattern from channel 
Lie 1. new 64; '.. S4 puWrtt frum L'AP'R rCi- 
(Jt1L}st. tU 64; "64 }. 'itLi: UrIt Un t.. Itstiiilel 0.. 
I. 1 uL}:, t. 11. .Lc; 
Wc ; y''i ., U.: rtiOUt.: i t' .ltl1. 
(. 1t. l't. }! u. 0t. i'': 'ri oi-i .. 
I1ý. 1. Yi llliýl 
. 
1.1t.. l1. pt. lL, 10%,. 16 cioiili%u. 1.2 
(Jt. li. }iu'i, 64i; 64 AQ(.: J. a t. iit i.. ltaititt-l ,.... 
,. , t:? "I, 'f'ultiit i_Oi. lilt. 1'ui U'JOt'Qyr.: r . 
SeL Lk, "ir. t.. luii. r. 1 "ft., i rivt: r&Agev.. 
r. 
4. 
" 
ßi- L (ý6'6 u. ý. ii Li.. I. 11.. FRl_/ . 
i1'1 k ri`up . 
Cl 001- ttIII L1Us d bi l,.. 
Clr'ar wii LLUw c, r4-.: ioL tau:: s'o ition. 
Reset box position. 
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X 
1.3.2 
MULTI/MiUL_ f 1': ' coiiim,: vld s t. inriviaary Ve"rsic, ýI s 01/01 
Coromcand Section Action 
tl 
.. 
ä 
.. 
2 Perform ch': ly' ne. l. .: A".: >s_(. q'nn)en't. S.. 
G B. 3.3 Get new 1.6; ' 16 pattern from channel 4. 
1 B. 3.44 Skip ": i : 16: <: L6 pattern an channel Q 
: 7_ )rý ..: i . "a 
l: i 
.,.,. 
t new r.:. 1. aS<.:; n1.1Mla er' ., 
H D. 3.6 Move window left,. 
J B. 3.6 Move window tJ. i.! w-if,. 
K B...: i.. 6 Move window up.. 
1_ E. 3.6 Muve window right. 
C D. 3.7 Bet now 64x64 pattern from Lamara.. 
T ýý 
w ": i .. ý. i 
BAN T4:: 
" i: i. 4.: 
h l: 1.1 1` rh ''1 1 1. l.:. 
L lA'.. r ::, On CL1 1' rUI IL pat. V. erI 1w 
B 11.3. '2 i_)14J. i: 1. Tll:: i. A 6 and T commands. 
0 S. 3.10 Clear I. A. 1l i. l.. 1.. `.. icI''. 1. mJ.. I'1aL!. 1I'-... 
M 11.1..: 1.1. Read (.! 1l' map Nom uhunne 
T. 5.. 
! _I 
B 
.::, .. . i.... 
Dump i. i11i: ': 
RAM I" I' i. lN x.: 1. ). 1` von 1.: 
h 
la .... 1 .. .L.: i ... 
l. Update I, } i: t.; i. I11 um response,, 
{ E. 3.13.2 Pf'' J_ nLl.. l. U: ::; 111.1 fil bOV Und Iil lA : ":. A. Pl UM r' l. i L; l: i 4.11 1':. E .. 
I" 
v.., ,,.. 
Z 
A'. . 
i..., 
ý 
ll`:.. ýý _s1.1 l:. 
1IM P.. 'y i'1 
tp 
. 
i:. I" I' . A. 
ntý.!. 
. 
A. o i:. 'I' . 
A. H) I' li'. " i: ý iýt: l ý I1 . ýý 
A B.. 
".: i. 
1 
.,. 
4 i''r: A. 'Ilt Itlll'I responses t. '. i 1.: l. l. t'1enL Ti. at. I, lil'fi. 
E C: 1.3.13,. 5 I:. t.!. l. aati:. recognition performance 08, SA., 
3 B. 3B. 3.13.6 B. 3.13.6 responses Output channel 
. 
l. 
V B. 3.: L3.7 C(:, nib. iºied 6 and S commands. 
W B. 3.: l. 4 Train if response incorrect. 
0 B. 3. i. J Suave discriminators on channel 1. 
R B. 3.16 Stop on first incorrect response. 
F B. 3.1.7 Perform window 'tri::: k:. i. ng'. 
U B. 3.18 Unteach on current pattern,. 
N B. 3.19 Unte'ach if response incorrect., 
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11 .. 1.3.3 HAMANCi -- Version 02-. 
Command Section Actioi, 
1.: ý 
f 
.. 
I) 
.. 
: 1. I '!: " rfi. l 1' IIl i.. Il lA'1 1ne. I. !A`.:, t:.: A_ gnI'ilentci .. 
G . 
r" a.... i:; .' now 
M16 }iii I, L,!;: r" From I.: i! u'ilil! _. 1.4. 
: 1: X!.;. ".,,: i `týI<.: i. }" a: A 1.6:: 16 pattern i.! 'i1 c.. I! *: A'iint 1 T. 
:t B. 5 
.. 
4 ;: i u t. now class i 11.. 1 mi.! or . 
(3 X{. 5... 1 U/p !. uI'1"l: ". 111" 1. M16 pattern 1.1 channel 1. 
R U 
... 1 .6 
R': :: i l t" L ac l.: 1.1 h11. A . 
I... l L !., I .. r 
Far current !_A. O'. i S. 
C:: L 
., 
.j_;! I'ti ! i" weL all {A (.: (_ 1.1141. A MO VS.. 
A B. 5.0 AL1: º.. r'Iui. s.; L0 cl. tr're"L slrºLt'.!: yr rl. 
V i:. U. 9 Display u: A vye. pattern current c 1'a sr . 
X t:. 5.10 1: i.. ":: ihu]. uy 'ac: c... pat. t, ern for !.: I. Ärrirr'L class. 
Y Z;. 5.11 O/'r: t Tauei". pattern in ASCII on channel 2. 
1_ r ýý 
.J. 
12 U/ p class membership of file an chum. 
H L,. S. 13 Display H. distance of current pattern. 
U B. 5.14 Search file an channel 4 for pattern. 
0 B. 5.15 Clear histogram accumulators. 
S B. S. 15 Add H disc. of current put. to histogram. 
-r B. S. 15 Output histogram an channel 2.. 
P B. 5.16 U/p average binary pattern on channel 1. 
J B. 5.17 U/p H. distance in text on channel 2. 
B B. 5.18 U/p accum. pattern in text can channel 2. 
U B. 5.19 O/p . lccum. binary pattern on channel 0. 
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1 ,, : 1.3 4 f" A ir., F' !Ti: i. i aua': a rt d 
(Jýli4ýxii'1 k C: Lic. )ii ii'.:: L 1CGii 
1. t.,;... 1. F'1; rt, "Form channel ut. >:..: A. i. ýYlnlrý; '; t .. -. .. c, i:. 6... I ý,:,...: o, ,v.,.,. ý ,a i" ý,. _. ý; ".; i, ý:: ý, .. M B.. ": ';.. bunerate random map., 
R BOA L: ie'i)1; > i's. & ".: i'" r>. gu.. '. i mup.. 
O D..;: i O'. l Lii. i t, (.. (:! ii p . 
I. et(_WUPUn(.. 11':,. 'i 1n. l0.. 
1 B. 6.6 Input c(: )r'i '. l. '. =i. ':: " map from channel 4. 
NI DA. / S&L C. u'i`'i`e)'1'I: vi-'Liil i. L * number. 
X B. 6.8 Restore full map mode. 
I_. I:. 6.9 Redefine one b: 1'1; of current n-"tu, 'le. 
D B. 6.10 Redefine whole of current n-tuple.. 
1' B. 6.1: 1. 0/p map rlispl'a j in text an channel 1. 
H B. 6.12 U/p map header an channel 0. 
S B. 6.13 0/p current n-"tuple on channel 0.. 
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B. ý1Z. 
`. i O ; OC i.: i)itiliýI'fl1IJ, >ý. ºýiºº'rýý I'y ý,! r. r..:. i.. u i 01.. 
ý.. ý, 1: )IylPlýäl"iýý : vtýCt: 1. C111 
t'. 
. 
7.1 Perform channel w iii :: i 
i Cf 'll Itil e11't. '.: i . 
C t :. 7.2 Re-configure system. 
0 BW O Clear all accumulators.. 
N B. 7.4 Read in MMP map from channel 5. 
C B. 7.5 Read next pattern from cl'e'an. 4 
I B. 7.6 Skip next pattern an channel 4. 
A 13.7.7 Accumulate current r -t'iple states. 
S 1.7.8 List states seen an channel 1. 
F B. 79 0/p ']cc'. lnls. in binary an chQn. 
0.. 
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